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PREFACE 

This thesis represents an approach and a contribution to the sensorless control 

methods for the permanent magnet synchronous machines by introducing a novel 

concept called “active flux”. Based on this concept, the rotor position and speed 

estimation becomes simpler and with a less computation effort than using signal 

injection mehod. Beside the implementation of the sensorless vector control and 

DTFC systems, the thesis proposes two control strategies for the motion sensorless 

control of the permanent magnet synchronous machines in wide speed range. 

Motivation 

The target of this thesis is to offer a advanced and robust control alternative to 

sensorless control methods for synchronous machines with permanent magnets.  

A very important part of the thesis was the development of two simulation control 

models and their implementation on a dSpace system of a sensorless vector control 

and direct torque and flux control for interior permanent magnet synchronous 

machine (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). This was done within the Institute of Energy 

Technology, Aalborg University, Aalborg, Denmark.  

The other part of the thesis was the developement of two control strategies for the 

motion-sensorless control of a permanent magnet assisted reluctance synchronous 

machine (PM-RSM) (Chapter 5). Their implemenation on dSpace system was carried 

out in the Intelligent Motion Control Laboratory of the Faculty of Electrical 

Engineering, University “ Politehnica ” of Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania. 

The motion sensorless control of the IPMSM, respectively PM-RSM is obtained via 

model-based stator flux estimation using the “active flux” concept. Most of the 

considered solutions existent in literature are either too complicated or require a lot 

of computation effort. The scope of this thesis is to bring new contributions in the 

sensorless control methods research area for the permanent magnet synchronous 

machines and the “active flux” concept is indeed a real contribution. 
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Abstract 
 

The main goal of the thesis is to offer new solutions for the sensorless control system 

of the permanent magnet synchronous machines in a wide speed range. 

A novel concept called “active flux” is introduced for unified motion sensorless AC 

drives and particularity, in this thesis for the IPMSM and PM-RSM. 

The key element of a sensorless controlled drive is the estimation of the rotor 

position and speed. Different estimation methods exist in the literature, but achieving 

low speed operation was possible by now only with the signal injection method. 

Based on the “active flux”, this estimation is now achieved much simpler and with 

less computation effort than using signal injection mehod. 

To show the versality of the novel active flux concept, experimental results from two 

different experimental platforms, containing two PMSMs prototypes (the IPMSM and 

PM-RSM) and with four proposed control methods (vector control, direct torque 

control and two equivalent proposed strategies for wide speed range ) are presented 

and discussed. 

Consequently, once the performance of the position sensorless control drive is 

presented, the position sensored one is not included in the thesis. 
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Objectives of the thesis 

 

The main objectives of the thesis are: 

 

 to present a state of the art of the sensorless control methods existent in 

literature 

 to find a robust and accurate method for rotor position and speed 

estimation, especially for low speed operation 

 to develop different simulation models for all the control systems proposed 

in the thesis 

 to implement a vector control strategy for the IPMSM  

 to implement a direct torque and flux control for the IPMSM 

 to develop and implement two novel sensorless control systems for a wide 

speed range for the PM-RSM, which are capable to give maximum available 

torque using an optimum current pair over the entire speed range 

 

Outline of the thesis 

 

The thesis is organized in 7 chapters following the above-presented objectives. 

 

First chapter introduces the reader to the state-of the art of the sensorless control 

techniques for the synchronous machines with permanent magnets existent in the 

literature. Detailed information is given for the thirteen of the most used sensorless 

control methods. 

 

In the second chapter, the novel concept of active flux for unified ac motion 

sensorless is introduced. The purpose is to familiarize the reader with the active flux 

concept, which is used throughout the thesis. Then, the simulation results on a 

IPMSM weak permanent magnets and large magnetic saliency are shown in order to 

validate the proposed control strategy based on the active flux estimation. The key 

element of a motion sensorless drive is the flux linkage observer, which was 

analyzed, by digital simulations, in its both forms parallel and series. 
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The third chapter presents a comprehensive implementation of the motion-

sensorless control of IPMSM drives via vector control. It is based on the active flux 

concept and it does not use the signal injection method. The importance of dead 

time and voltage drops in inverter compensation and also of the stator resistance 

variation as well as the fact that the magnetic saturation is mandatory to be 

included, especially at startup and low speed, were analyzed and some of them 

were proven by digital simulations. The stability of the active flux observer is also 

analyzed. First the main aspects control are discussed, the new issues (active flux 

observer and rotor position-speed estimator) are then detailed. Being entirely an 

experimental work, a lot of experimental results are presented and discussed. 

 

In the fourth chapter direct torque and flux control (DTFC) with space vector 

modulation (SVM) is implemented for a motion-sensorless control of IPMSM. Here as 

well, a lot of experimental results are presented validating the active flux concept. 

The control strategy and the observers were developed in Matlab-Simulink and 

implemented using a dSpace 1103 single-board control and acquisition interface. 

Different tests were performed, and sample results are presented and discussed. 

The fifth chapter introduces two control strategies for the sensorless control of 

permanent magnet reluctance synchronous motor (PM-RSM) in a wide speed range. 

Ample digital simulations and experimental results at various speeds for motoring 

and generating seem very encouraging. By these experimental results the proposed 

strategies provide stable and reliable operation up to a speed equal eight times the 

machine base speed. 

 

The sixth chapter describes in detail the two experimental platforms. 

 

The seventh chapter summarizes the conclusion and the contributions of the 

thesis. Some suggestions on future work are also presented. 
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Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 
 

ac  Alternating current; 

dc  Direct current; 

DTFC  Direct torque and flux control; 

EKF  Extended Kalman filter; 

EMF  Electromotive force; 

IM  Induction machine; 

INFORM  Indirect flux detection by online reactance measurement; 

IPMSM  Interior permanent magnet synchronous machine; 

LPF  Low pass filter; 

MRAS  Model-reference adaptive systems; 

PI  Proportional integral controller; 

PID  Proportional integral derivative controller; 

PM  Permanent magnet; 

PLL  Phase-locked loop; 

PWM   Pulse width modulation; 

PM-RSM  Permanent magnet reluctance synchronous motor; 

SMO  Sliding mode observer; 

SVM  Space vector modulation; 

VC  Vector control; 

 
Symbols 
 

B  Viscous friction coefficient; 

, ,a b ci i i  Instantaneous stator a, b, c phase currents; 

dI ,  Stator currents in d, q rotor reference frame; qI

αI ,  Stator currents in α, β stator reference frame; βI
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12 NOMENCLATURE 

 

 

sI  Magnitude of the stator current vector; 

J  Inertia of the motor shaft and the load system; 

dL ,  Rotor d- and q- axis inductances; qL

dm FL i  Field current stator-flux linkage; 

sL  Stator total inductance; 

scL  Short-circuit inductance of the IMs; 

1p  Number of pole pairs of the motor; 

sR  Stator resistance per phase; 

eT  Electromagnetic torque; 

αV  ,  stator voltage in α, β stator reference frame; βV

dcV  DC-link voltage; 

sV  Magnitude of the stator voltage vector; 

compV         Compensation voltage; 

bω  Base speedş 

rω   Electrical rotor speed; 

erθ  Electrical rotor position; 

a
dψ

θ

a

 Active flux angle; 

dψ  Active flux; 

PMψ  Rotor permanent magnet flux;  

sψ  Stator flux linkage; 

 
Subscripts 
 

a;b;c Stator a,b,c phases; 

s Stator quantity; 

r Rotor quantity; 

 
Superscripts 
 

* Reference quantity; 

^ Estimated quantity; 
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Chapter 1  

Sensorless Techniques for PMSMs – State 

of the Art 
 
Abstract 
 

The main focus of this chapter is on control techniques which are being 

applied to make ac drives a rapidly growing area. A particular feature is the 

increasing importance of speed or position sensorless techniques. The generic term 

“sensorless” could be considered misleading: the techniques are position sensorless, 

but usually require sensing of current and sometimes voltage. 

Sensorless techniques for estimating rotor position from measurements of 

voltage and current have been the subject of intensive research. This chapter 

reviews the state of the art in these sensorless techniques. 

1.1. Introduction 

For some years, permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) have 

got a wide application range in the field of speed-variable ac drives because they 

offer a lot of advantages compared to other motor types like induction motors. They 

offer:  

 higher efficiency due to low rotor losses 

 compact construction and higher torque per volume ratio 

 inherent positioning capability due to synchronous operation 

 simple sensorless flux detection using either back EMF or saliency 

effects. 

A disadvantage of PMSMs (without damper windings) compared to induction 

motors is that they cannot be controlled feed-forward with high quality. Hence, 

PMSMs are usually operated in a closed control loop. 

The position sensor reduces the robustness of the drive, increases the costs 

and needs some extra space. Hence, for low-cost applications, substituting the 
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1.2.1.

sensor by mathematical models yields an economic solution with an additional 

benefit of better efficiency then induction motor solutions. 

Sensorless techniques are discussed next with the methods broadly divided 

into two classes; those using the fundamental properties or model of the machine, 

and those exploiting subsidiary features, often by using signal injection. 

Fundamental model methods are widely applicable to the main classes of ac 

machines used in drives, but are inherently incapable of prolonged working at zero 

speed. Signal injection methods are capable of zero speed operation, but the 

properties used are usually machine-specific, limiting the generality of their 

industrial application. 

1.2. Control background 

Scalar control uses magnitude and frequency control. Vector control uses 

orientation in addition. Variants include direct flux and torque control (DTC). 

 Scalar Control 

Scalar control is based on steady state relationships; usually only magnitude 

and frequency are controlled, not space vector orientation. Making terminal voltage 

magnitude proportional to frequency results in an approximately constant stator 

flux; this is desirable to maximize capability of the motor. 

The classical variable frequency V/f scheme is a scalar control based on this 

principle, with voltage boost at low frequency usually introduced to counteract the 

larger effect of stator resistance at low speeds. 

Scalar control, often open-loop apart from stator current monitoring for fault 

detection, gives an economical drive with good behavior, but transients may not be 

well controlled. More sophisticated variants can improve behavior, perhaps with 

better handling of parameter variations, particularly of stator resistance. Buja and 

Kazmierkowski [3] describe the evolution of the still widely used scalar control 

methods and their progression to VC. 

Several authors have shown that synchronous motor drives can be stabilized 

by appropriate modulation of the inverter frequency [8] and [9]. 
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In these papers the frequency modulation signal is derived in order to 

implement the stabilizing loop using the input power perturbations in the system 

( ) and two phase currents are needed. The functional block diagram is 

shown in 

coss su i φ

Fig. 1.1. 

This method keeps constant the product of the proportional gain of the 

applied frequency (modulated by input power perturbations) and the rotor speed, 

i.e. changing the kp inversely proportional to the rotor speed in order to obtain 

almost a constant damping factor in the system. 

With the open loop V/f control methods described above the drive can 

operate from 5% to 100% of rated speed with the required low performance (low 

dynamic systems) for pumps, fans and compressors. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.1.  Stabilizing of open-loop controlled PMSM 
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1.2.2. Vector Control 

First, we are concentrating on the basics of VC. This control method and its 

variants, combined with advances in both power electronics and electronic 

processing power, are mainly responsible for the increased modern use of ac 

machines in higher performance dynamic applications.  

In VC the instantaneous position of voltage, current, and flux space vectors 

are controlled, ideally giving correct orientation both in steady state and during 

transients. Coordinate transformations (three phase to two or d − q axes) to new 

field coordinates are a key component of standard VC, giving a linear relationship 

between control variables and torque. It is ideally suited to current control via PWM 

voltage switching. 

The VC usually separates current into field and torque producing 

components. The perpendicular field system makes the relationships between the 

machine variables simple, in principle. The flux is a function of the field (producing 

component) or d-axis current, the torque is proportional to the product of this flux 

and the torque (producing component) or q-axis current. If the flux is established 

and can be held constant, the torque response is governed by the current and can 

be fast and well-controlled. 

Full advantages of VC are given only if the instantaneous position of the 

rotor flux vector can be established. 

Two variants of VC are used, direct and indirect. In the direct method the 

instantaneous rotor position for this flux is found either by sensors, or more usually 

by estimators, or a combination; Blaschke [10] was a pioneer of the approach. Fig. 

1.2 shows a basic scheme. 

This need for rotor position or velocity is most obviously required in an SM 

such as a brushless PM machine since stator excitation must be synchronous to the 

rotor. It also applies to an IM drive, although the basic symmetry of the rotor 

implies only relative velocity is originally needed. A straightforward method is to 

attach a rotor sensor, e.g., an encoder to measure rotor position or speed, and this 

is still preferred in many cases, but sensorless schemes are gaining ground. 
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Fig. 1.2.  Basic direct VC scheme with an observer used for rotor flux estimation 

1.2.3. Direct Torque and Flux Control 

DTC also exploits vector relationships, but replaces the coordinate 

transformation concept of standard VC with a form of bang-bang action, dispensing 

with PWM current control [3]. 

In standard VC the q-axis current component is used as the torque control 

quantity. With constant rotor flux it directly controls the torque. In a standard three-

phase converter, simple action of the six switches can produce a voltage vector with 

eight states, six active and two zero. The voltage vector and stator flux then move 

around a hexagonal trajectory; with sinusoidal PWM this becomes a circle. With 

either, the motor acts as a filter, so rotor flux rotates continuously at synchronous 

speed along a near-circular track. 

In DTC the bang-bang or hysteresis controllers impose the time duration of 

the active voltage vectors, moving stator flux along the reference trajectory, and 

determining duration of the zero voltage vectors to control motor torque. At every 

sampling time the voltage vector selection block chooses the inverter switching 

state to reduce the flux and torque error. Depending on the DTC switching sectors, 

circular or hexagonal stator flux vector path schemes are possible. Types of DTC 
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1.2.4.

include: switching table based, direct self control, space vector modulation, and 

constant switching frequency [3]. 

DTC has these features compared to standard VC: 

 no current control loops so current not directly regulated 

 coordinate transformation not required 

 no separate voltage PWM 

 stator flux vector and torque estimation required 

However, two of the major drawbacks are the high torque and flux ripples. 

A high-performance torque control of the synchronous reluctance machine 

(SynRM) can be obtained by using a conventional Direct Torque Control (DTC) 

scheme. However, the digital implementation of the conventional DTC needs very 

short sampling time in order to maintain low torque ripple and its switching 

frequency is variable, which are the commonly mentioned drawbacks. To overcome 

these shortcomings a Predictive DTC (PDTC) scheme for the SynRM has been 

proposed in [4]-[7], based on the idea of Direct Mean Torque Control (DMTC), first 

proposed for the induction machine (IM). 

Although there are several industrial applications that require a fast torque 

control, the majority of applications require a speed or position control and therefore 

the direct torque control scheme should be modified in order to get for example a 

speed control. This means that an outer speed loop can be added to the DTC and to 

maintain the main feature of the DTC, that is sensorless, an estimator of the rotor 

speed have to be implemented. 

 Sensorless Control Methods 

1.2.4.1. General overview 

There is intensive research worldwide devoted to sensorless methods. Such 

techniques typically measure stator quantities, usually current, directly via 

transducers, and voltage, although not often with a direct measurement. Signal 

injection methods are also used. Fig. 1.3 shows a typical schematic of a sensorless 

scheme. 
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Fig. 1.3.  Schematic of a speed sensorless scheme 

Advantages of such “sensorless” schemes include [1], [2]: 

 more compact drive with less maintenance 

 no cable to machine transducers, easier application particularly to 

existing machines, reduced electrical noise 

 transducer cost avoided 

 suitable for hostile environments, including temperature. 

Despite much effort and progress, operation at very low speed is still 

problematic. 

Sensorless control of both IM and PM machines can use fundamental model-

based estimation methods, which in their simpler forms typically work well above 

about 2% of base speed. These fundamental model-based methods usually describe 

the machine by dq axis equations, where sinusoidal distribution around the airgap is 

assumed. As this neglects space harmonics, slotting effects, etc., it is often termed 

a fundamental model. Fundamental models have an inherent limit. As the stator 

frequency approaches zero the rotor-induced voltage goes to zero. 

Methods are either implemented in open-loop form or as closed-loop 

observers (estimators), making use of the error between measured and estimated 

quantities to improve their behavior. 

Fundamental model-based schemes will have difficulty maintaining or 

properly controlling speed in this very low speed region, but cope quite well with 

fairly rapid transient reversals of speed through zero. The time constant of the LPF-
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based integrator determines how rapid the transition has to be for good behavior. 

Inaccurate reference model parameters, mainly stator resistance, also limit low 

speed results. 

Combined flux and speed estimation is by no means straightforward. 

Challenges include gaining good damping at all speeds, low parameter sensitivity, 

low noise gain, and —most importantly— stability for all operating conditions. 

During recent years, works comparing and building bridges between the schemes 

have appeared. 

1.2.4.2. The classical back emf model 

This method [14], [15] is a sensorless estimation for permanent magnet 

synchronous motors (PMSM) based on the integration of back EMF. It is only used 

on surface-mounted permanent magnet synchronous motors (SMPMSM), not on 

salient-pole permanent magnet motors such as interior PM motors. 

The stator flux linkage  is derived from the stator voltage equation: sψ

  s
s s s k

dψ
u R i jω ψ

dt
 s  (1.1) 

by integration: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )s s s sψ t u t R i t 
dt  (1.2)  

mψFurthermore flux linkage  due to permanent magnets is calculated from 

stator flux linkage sψ : 

 s s s mψ L i ψ  (1.3)  

and yields in the αβ stator-oriented reference frame to equations: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

mα sα s sα s sα

mβ sβ s sβ s sβ

ψ t u t R i t dt L i t

ψ t u t R i t dt L i t

 (1.4)  

Normally, the integration is stabilized by a certain feedback. The argument 

of flux linkage vector mψ  is the searched rotor position θ  (Fig. 1.4): 

                        




( ) ( ) ( )
arg atan atan

( ) ( ) ( )

sα s sα s sαmβ
m

mα sβ s sβ s sβ

u t R i t dt L i tψ
θ ψ

ψ u t R i t dt L i t
  (1.5) 

The performance of this method depends on the quality and accuracy of the 

estimated flux and measured values of the voltage and currents. Integration drift is 

a problem when using (1.4), but can be avoided by using a proper integration 

technique [16]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.4.  EMF model for position detection at higher speed 
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Moreover, in this method, machine parameters are used, and therefore, it is 

sensitive to parameter variations. Furthermore, the initial rotor position is 

detectable with this technique; consequently, a different starting strategy should be 

used. 

1.2.4.3. The extended back emf model 

sψUsing well known two-axis theory the flux linkage  in the dq rotor-

oriented reference frame is given by: 

   

    

    

, ,

, ,

, ,

           

( ) (cos sin )

cos sin ( cos sin ))

jθ
s dq m dq d d q q

s αβ m αβ d d q q

s αβ m αβ d d q q q q d d

ψ ψ L i jL i e

ψ ψ L i jL i θ j θ

ψ ψ L i θ L i θ j L i θ L i θ

  (1.6) 

which yields to: 

  (1.7) 
  

  

cos sin

cos sin
mα sα d d q q

mβ sβ q q d d

ψ ψ L i θ L i θ

ψ ψ L i θ L i θ

The rotor position  follows with simplified notation to: θ

     


      




cos sin
atan

cos sin

α s α d d q q

β s β q q d d

u R i dt L i θ L i θ

u R i dt L i θ L i θ


  (1.8)  

The BEMF method is based on the motor equations to determine the induced 

electromotive-force, from current and voltage measurements. In the related 

literature we find several approaches, that include deterministic observers [19]-

[20], stochastic filtering [21]-[22], and other techniques [23]-[24]. 
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Some techniques are quite simple to implement but rely on the machine 

parameter’s and exhibit poor performance at low speed since the amplitude of the 

back-emf is proportional to the speed. Hence, [25] describes an extended EMF- and 

parameter observer to achieve high dynamical operation in the whole speed range. 

1.2.4.4. MRAS 

In model-reference adaptive systems (MRASs), the outputs of two flux 

estimators - often the “current model” (CM) and the “voltage model” (VM) - are 

compared, and the difference is used to adjust the rotor-speed estimate to its 

correct value. 

The usual MRAS estimates speed using two different machine models, one 

being speed dependant. Differences between the models can be used to reduce the 

error in the speed estimate (or to adjust the rotor-speed estimate to its correct 

value), often with an internal proportional–integral controller. The basic MRAS block 

diagram is drawn as Fig. 1.5. 

How well the ideal integrator in the reference model is approximated is one 

defining factor for performance. Good behavior with an IM above 2 Hz stator 

frequency was reported by Schauder [27] in pioneering industrial based 

developments. Ohtani et al. [28] in early work described a torque MRAS with better 

behavior. Better independence to motor parameters, particularly stator resistance, 

is claimed by matching a lag circuit to rotor time constant. Application to a printing 

press is described, needing 0.1% rated speed stability. Tests at about 18 rpm or 

1/100 of rated speed were shown. 

Such schemes are popular as they are not as complex as other model-based 

approaches and can be implemented more economically [2]. In an early comparison 

Armstrong et al. [29] compared a basic rotor flux MRAS and EKF estimator 

behavior. 
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Fig. 1.5.  MRAS speed sensorless scheme, ∗ = demand, est = estimated 

 

The EKF was more resilient to parameter changes, but MRAS is simpler (with 

a computing complexity ratio of almost 20:1) and can even be better at low speed. 

Performance was said to already rival an encoded indirect VC drive. A step of 96 to 

19 r/min was used in tests. 

Later developments include parameter adaptation, which is important for low 

speed behavior. Recently Rashed et al. [30] report an indirect VC MRAS for rotor 

flux and stator resistance estimation in a PMM. Operation at 2 rad/s is shown. 

Cirrincione et al. [31] use a NN predictive adaptive model in a MRAS based IM drive, 

comparing with an older MRAS scheme. A ±50 rad/s reversal is used in the tests, 

then ±10 rad/s. Low speed behavior is limited by the LP integrator, with 5 rad/s 

used in their test. Some zero speed tests are also shown, being viable because of 

the adaptive model used, and are better than before. 
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1.2.4.5. Extended Kalman Filter 

Another method to extract the rotor position and speed information is to use 

the state observers which are based on the dynamic model of the machines. These 

dynamic models are driven with the input as the one for the real machine. The 

accuracy of the model ensures that the states of the modeled machine follow the 

states of the real machine. The error between the output of the real machine, which 

is measurable and the output of the modeled machine is used in the observer to 

correct any error in the estimated state. 

A particular case of parameter estimation is using the Kalman Filter (Fig. 

1.6). A Kalman Filter [35] provides an optimum observation of noisy sensed signals 

and parameter variations, but is computationally intensive. The critical step in 

Kalman filter design is to select the coefficient values to yield the best possible 

position estimation performance. 

Kalman Filter and Extended Kalman filter have been widely advocated for 

drives despite the considerable added complexity over MRAS [29] and lower 

sensitivity to parameters. 

 

 

Fig. 1.6.  Parameter estimation using the Kalman Filter for PM-motors 

Extended Kalman filter can solve nonlinear equation directly by numeric 

iteration. Kalman filter also considers the errors of the parameters and the noises in 

the measurement, so it is very robust with the parameters’ errors and measurement 
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noises. Also the initial rotor position is not necessary for the start-up. By a proper 

compensation in the observer equation, the other unexpected equilibrium points of 

the observer are moved off. The motor can start up successfully from any unknown 

initial position [37], [38]. 

Their performance depends on choices for the filter matrices, so this has 

attracted continuing research attention, see for example Bolognani et al. [39], Akin 

et al. [40] although trial and error methods are widely used. 

Compared to the traditional observer, using EKF, the orders of model and 

the matrixes are reduced; the complexity and the computational time are also 

decreased. In [43] the load torque is also observed by EKF and compensated in 

order to reduce the ripple caused by a sudden change of the load torque. 

Although the EKF is straightforward and simple to apply, it has three 

important drawbacks: 

1. Costly and sometimes complex derivation of the Jacobian/Hessian 

matrices. 

2. Only first-order accuracy. 

3. The linearization can lead to filter instability. 

To overcome the above drawbacks, Julier and Uhlmann [43] introduced a 

novel estimation tool, known as the Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) for replacing the 

EKF in nonlinear filtering problems. The main advantage of the UKF is that 

linearization of the state and covariances is no longer necessary. Instead of 

linearizing using Jacobian matrices, the UKF uses a deterministic sampling approach 

to capture the mean and covariance estimates with a minimal set of sample points. 

Although the UKF has been applied to a wide range of estimation problems, little 

research work has been done on its application to position and speed estimation in 

sensorless PMSM drives [44], [45]. 

1.2.4.6. Sliding mode observer 

Among different observation methods used, the sliding mode observer 

(SMO) is a promising approach and an effective technique due to its outstanding 

robustness properties against system parameter uncertainties and external 

disturbances [32]-[34]. 
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The dynamic equations of a PMSM without saliency in the stationary 

reference frame (α – β) can be expressed in matrix form as: 

 


    ˆ ˆ
s s si A i B V e s  (1.9) 
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where      (1.10) 

sL ,  and  represent stator inductance, stator resistance and 

magnitude of permanent magnet flux respectively.  is the rotor velocity and  

the rotor position angle. 

sR PMψ

rω rθ

In principle, a sliding mode observer consists of a stator current estimator 

with discontinuous control. Due to the fact that stator currents of motor can be 

measured through current sensors in PMSM drive systems, the sliding mode 

manifold  is selected on stator current trajectory. In this way, when the 

state (i.e., the estimated stator current) reaches the manifold, the sliding mode 

happens and then is enforced. Finally, the current estimation error keeps zero and 

the estimated currents track the real ones regardless of certain disturbances and 

uncertainties of the drive system. 

( ) 0s x

Considering (1), the proposed sliding mode observer is defined as: 
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In (2), the superscript   ‘*’ denotes a command variable and 

‘ˆ’ denotes estimated variables. 

Z  The control has a form of discontinuous function. Normally, it can be 

expressed in: 

   ˆ ˆ( s sZ k sign i i )  (1.13) 

where , normally positive ( ), is the switching gain of the 

discontinuous control 

 0kk

Z . 

Define the dynamic sliding-mode motion equation as: 



     sS A S B Z e   (1.14)  

 ˆ ˆ( s sS i iwhere     )  (1.15) 

If the switching gain, i.e., , is large enough to guarantee: k

  (1.16) 


  0TS S

then, sliding mode will occur and we get 
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s

βs

e
e

e
 eqZ  (1.17) 

Furthermore, based on (6), the rotor position angle can be calculated as: 

   
     
  
  

1 1tan tan eqααs
r

βs e β

Ze
θ

e Z




q
 (1.18)  

eqZThe equivalent control  can be obtained by using a first order low-pass 

filter (LPF) in the form of: 
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ceqβ

Z ω
Z

s ωZ
 Z  (1.19) 

The cutoff frequency  of the LPF should be properly designed to preserve 

the slow component (i.e., the equivalent control) of the discontinuous control as well 

as effectively filter out its high-frequency component. 

cω

In general, the Δ -vicinity of sliding mode manifold, within which the state 

oscillates, should be as small as possible to make the real motion close to ideal 

sliding mode. The maximum of width  will be determined by the switching 

frequency of the discontinuous control and its switching gain. Normally only one 

switching gain is designed and applied for full speed range, which must meet the 

necessary stability condition of SMO. However, the range of state oscillation 

(corresponding to the ripples on the estimated currents) would vary with operating 

conditions. In practice, at low motor speeds, the estimation error of stator currents 

might be large due to the comparatively high gain and the limited or fixed switching 

frequency. As a boundary solution to chattering problem, the sign function is 

normally replaced by a saturation function as shown in 

Δ

Fig. 1.7. When the 

magnitude of current error is less than , the control Z changes to: 0E

   ˆ ˆ(s s sZ k i i )  (1.20) 

 0sk k E . where      

 

For SMO-based sensorless controls of PMSM, two challenges have to be dealt 

with properly: first, the very small magnitude of the back-EMF at low speeds and 

second, the sufficient high switching gain that satisfies the necessary conditions for 

the convergence of SMO over full speed range. As known, the minimum operating 

frequency or speed and the accuracy of the estimated rotor position angle depend 

on the quantization error of discrete-time observers. On the other hand, the 

required high switching gain will normally cause large ripples (or chattering) on the 

estimated signals, and eventually big estimation error of rotor position. 
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Fig. 1.7.  Diagram of the saturation function 

1.2.4.7. Adaptive and/or robust observers based on fundamental excitation 

and advanced models 

As it was shown before, for the control of the speed or position of the PMSM, 

many studies were carried out in the last decade. However, the performance of the 

PMSM control is very sensitive to external load disturbances and parameter 

variations in the plant. To overcome these problems, several control strategies such 

adaptive control was developed [47]. 

By using an adaptive (closed-loop) observer, the noise in the estimated 

angle can be reduced without degrading the dynamic performance. The adaptive 

observer (as it is shown in) consists of a state observer augmented with a speed 

adaptation loop. The state observer mimics the electrical dynamics of the PMSM. An 

observer gain can be used to modify the properties of the observer. An error term is 

calculated from the measured and estimated quantities, and the rotor speed is 

usually adjusted by a PI mechanism. The current or the stator flux can be used as a 

state variable of the observer [48]–[51]. An observer design using the stator flux 

error as a state variable has also been proposed [52]. 
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[53In ] the rotor speed and position can be estimated in a wide speed range, 

including zero speed, by means of an adaptive observer that is augmented with an 

HF signal injection technique at low speeds. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.8.  Block diagram of the adaptive observer. In addition, the reference model (the actual 

motor) is shown. 

1.2.4.8. Fundamental model scheme problems 

Low speed operation is the main area where difficulties arise [1]. The 

problems can include the following: 

 Signal acquisition errors: These are a basic limitation for very low 

speed operation; minor dc components in the measured signals can produce 

substantial offsets in the estimated flux linkage even if a pure integrator could be 

used. 

 Inverter: The inverter introduces nonlinear dead-time effects; very 

good performance at low speed will require compensation. Further nonlinearities 

come from power device forward voltage drops and may also require modeling. 
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1.2.5.

Additional effects include the sensitivity of voltage drop and dead time 

compensation to the exact point of current reversal. Estimating the stator voltage 

vector from the PWM index can then become inaccurate. 

 Model parameters: Parameters can be determined in a 

commissioning phase, either offline or using the inverter to self test, aiding accuracy 

of estimation. This might include finding a good initial value of the stator resistance 

using a dc test. 

 Sensorless Control through Signal Injection 

Operation at very low speed and continuously at zero may need signal 

injection techniques for position estimation, particularly in PMSMs, and inductance 

may vary with position. These methods utilize asymmetric properties, either the 

saliency of the rotor, arising naturally in at least some PM types, or magnetic 

saturation. 

The underlying principle behind almost all low and zero speed sensorless 

techniques is the use of additional excitation to extract the saliency information. A 

high frequency voltage or current is injected into the motor and the resulting signal 

is processed to determine the rotor position. 

As the magnetic saliencies have a periodicity two times the periodicity of one 

electrical turn, these methods have a 180° ambiguity (they cannot distinguish north 

from south pole). 

The high frequency injected signal (carrier) can be rotating [49], [54],], or 

pulsating signal along a specific axis [55], [56], or a pulse-based excitation [46]. 

The important feature is that the injected signal must be persistent exciting and 

have sufficiently high frequency components to provide the position estimation with 

high bandwidth. 

The method based on the alternating carrier proved being able to track even 

very low saliencies. 
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1.2.5.1. High frequency signal injection 

When the high-frequency stator voltage is added to the fundamental voltage, 

the corresponding high-frequency stator current is affected by the rotor saliency 

[57], [58], [59]. Therefore, information of the rotor position is extracted from 

current measurement [60], [61]. The two techniques used to detect the PM rotor 

position by means of high-frequency signal injection, are briefly summarized 

hereafter. 

2

2

q d
avg

q d
diff

L L
L

L L
L







 (1.21) Let 

be the average and difference inductances of the high-frequency motor 

model. Taking into account the saturation, the inductances vary according to the 

actual operating point. Referring to the high-frequency motor model, the d- and q-

axis inductances in (1.21) are the incremental inductances (also called dynamic or 

differential inductances), corresponding to the actual operating point. 

 

 

Pulsating Voltage Vector Technique 

 

A pulsating voltage vector is superimposed along the estimated d-axis at a 

constant carrier frequency . In the estimated synchronous reference frame, such 

a voltage vector is given by: 
cω

  (1.22) 




ˆ cos( )

ˆ 0

dc c c

qc

v V ω t

v

The corresponding high-frequency current components can be expressed as: 
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 0rω  is fixed for the sake of simplicity. where a rotor speed 

 

(1.23)In ,  is the electrical angle error between the estimated and the 

actual dq synchronous reference frame. 
errθ

(1.23)Equation  shows that high-frequency component of q-axis current in 

the estimated rotor reference frame becomes zero when the rotor position angle 

error is zero. Thus only q-axis component could be processed as follows, obtaining 

the rotor position estimation error signal  as: ( )errε θ

  (1.24)  ˆ( ) [ sin( )err qc cε θ LPF i ω t ]

where LPF means low-pass filter. It becomes: 

( ) sin(2
2

c diff
err diff err

c dc qc

V L
ε θ L θ

ω L L
 )  (1.25) 

It can be noted that the error signal is proportional to the sine function of 

twice the rotor position estimation error. However, it is important to observe that 

the information of the rotor position strongly depends on the difference inductance 

. The error signal disappears when . diffL dc qcL L

 

 

Rotating Voltage Vector Technique 

 

Alternatively, a voltage vector rotating at a constant carrier frequency  is 

superimposed to the fundamental voltage. In the stationary reference frame αβ , 

such a voltage vector is given by: 

cω
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 cjω t
αβc cv V e  (1.26)  

Neglecting the stator resistance, the corresponding high-frequency current 

vector is given by: 




2 *rj θ
avg αβc diff αβc

αβc
c dc qc

L v L e v
i

jω L L
 (1.27)  

where superscript “*” means the complex conjugate, and  is the rotor 

position angle in electrical radians. 
rθ

In order to achieve a signal related to the rotor position angle, the current 

vector (1.27) is firstly multiplied by  and the result is processed by means of 

a high pass filter (heterodyning scheme) [9], yielding: 

 cjω te

  2( )[ ] diffc
dc qc

Ljω t j θ ω tc
αβc L Lc

V
HPF i e j e

ω
r c  (1.28) 

Let  be the estimated rotor position angle, the signal r̂θ

ˆ )c rθ

(1.28) is multiplied 

by . Then, the rotor position estimation error ε  signal corresponds to 

the real part of such a product, which is: 

2(j ω te

   ˆsin[2( )]diff

dc qc

Lc
r rL Lc

V
ε

ω
θ θ  (1.29) 

Also in this case the information of the rotor position depend on the 

difference inductance . diffL

As far as the high-frequency voltage injection techniques, it has been 

observed that there is not a substantial difference between the two techniques. 

The actual position tracking is performed by a PLL-like speed and position 

observer. 

However, the HF signal forces the phase current to have multiple zero-

crossings when the fundamental phase current is close to zero. The zero-current 
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clamping (ZCC) effect relevant to multiple zero-crossings causes the disturbances 

that significantly affect the quality of the position estimate [62], [63]. With the 

presence of the ZCC effect, HF signal injection-based sensorless controllers are 

prone to position error ripples. This side effect significantly limits the 

current/velocity control bandwidth and the dynamic response of the motor torque 

that can be achieved, and eventually results in a loss of field orientation. 

An interesting correction method based on a ZCC modeling in the abc 

reference frame is proposed in [64]. 

In the case of small saliencies normally they need either additional voltage 

sensors [65], [68] or an additional design of artificial saliencies [67], the main 

problem in case of small saliencies is the reduced estimation quality due to the 

nonlinear behavior of the inverter. However, there are also approaches to eliminate 

these disadvantages, a modified kind of excitation based on frequency amplitude 

modulation methods has been presented [66], and another attempt uses certain 

signal decoupling methods, such as [69]. These high frequency injection methods 

generally need any kind of tracking observer.  

1.2.5.2. INFORM-method 

Rotor position detection techniques based on phase inductance evaluation, 

such as the INFORM method allow for reliable low- and zero-speed operation in 

machines showing self or induced anisotropy. However, such techniques give 

discrete position detection and need to be complemented by a state observer or a 

Kalman filter, also requiring a shift to other sensorless methods as the speed 

increases. 

The INFORM-method (“Indirect Flux Detection by Online Reactance 

Measurement”) [70], [71] consists in applying to the machine special voltage test 

phasors and then measuring the current response. 

The principle was first introduced in 1988 [72]. It utilizes the saliency based 

on saturation in the stator teeth and in rotor and stator yokes as well as geometric 

saliencies. It should be noted that the stator current can have a considerable 

influence on the saturation situation. The resulting position varying inductances 

cause a dependence of the current changes due to terminal voltage phasors. The 
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e 

space phasors can either be a special measurement sequence interrupting the 

current control algorithm or can be integrated into the pulse pattern [73]. The tests 

do practically not disturb the torque production because the current change 

necessary for testing is in the range of only a few percents of rated current and can 

almost be neglected in the phase currents. The relation of the change of current 

space phasor per tim ( s dt ) over the test voltage space phasor (di su ) 

corresponds to the rotor angle. However, for eliminating the back-EMF and the 

stator resistance typically two opposite space phasors are applied to the PMSM (It 

should be mentioned that there are several other possibilities):  

      ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1s s s s s m
d

u i R X i j ω ψ
dt

 M  (1.30) 

      ,2 ,2 ,2 ,2s s s s s mu i R X i j ω ψ
dt M
d

 (1.31)  

 ,2 ,2s su u
 (1.32)  

Assuming constant speed and a constant current during the measurement 

sequence the back-EMF and stator resistance terms can be eliminated, subtraction 

of the equation yields the complex INFORM reactance: 

  


,1

,1 ,2

2
2

( )

s
s

s s

u
x γ

d
i i

dt

  (1.33) 

This complex quantity represents a curve in the Gaussian plane and could be 

used to calculate the rotor angular position. However, in practice the inverted value 

INFORMγ  is used since divisions can be avoided. As a result of certain calculations, 

the mentioned dependence can be modeled as follows ( : INFORM-based 

estimated rotor position): 
INFORMγ

  (2 2 )
0 Δ INFORM Uj γ

INFORMγ γ γe γ  (1.34)  
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Fig. 1.9 describes this function in more detail. The voltage test space phasor 

 is assumed in the horizontal direction (  0UγINFORMγ ). Turning the rotor (d-axis) 

from POS1 to POS3, the quantity describes a half circle in the complex 

plane. Repeating the test of 
INFORMγ

Fig. 1.9 with different voltage test space phasors 

(  2 3Uγ π ,  4 3Uγ π ), the measurements yield one complex equation per 

independent test direction. Hence, the parameters  and  can be eliminated 

and the rotor position can be calculated. A detailed explanation is given in 
0γ Δγ

[71]. 

Combining this low speed model with an “EMF model” for higher speed 

enables covering the whole speed range. In recent years the direct INFORM-

measurement sequence was persistently optimized especially with respect to the 

duration and the repetition rate of the measurement [74], even strategies for 

minimizing the current distortions have been presented [75]. 

 

 

 

 

 0Uγ ) test voltage space phasor when turning the 

rotor 

Fig. 1.9.  Complex curve at horizontal (

1.2.5.3. Low frequency signal injection 

In most of these methods of high frequency voltage signal presented above, 

the magnetic saliency ( ) of the PMSM is exploited It was first introduced in 

the case of induction machines 

dL Lq
[76], but it can be applied also in the case of PMSM. 

( ) 2 cos( )c ci t I ω tAn LF current signal c  is superimposed on the estimated 

d-axis Fig. 1.10.  
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If there is an error between the estimated and ideal d-axis, the injected 

signal will induce back-EMF ripples, which could be used to estimate rotor speed. 

θ

 

 

 

Fig. 1.10.  Basic structure of the current control and low frequency estimator 

The back-EMF ripples on the estimated q-axis can be expressed as: 

   
2 2 2 23 3ˆ cos sin (sin ) (sin )m c m c

cq c c
c c

p ψ I p ψ I
e θ θ ω t θ t

Jω Jω
 ω  (1.35) 

where  is the number of pole pairs,  is the total moment of inertia and 

is the permanent magnet flux. In order to adjust  to zero, some deduction is 

made as following and finally an error signal F  is obtained: 

p J

ε

θmψ

          
  

 
2 2 2 21 2cos(2 )

2
3 3

( )sin( )
2

cω tm c m c
ε cq c

c c

p ψ I p ψ I
F LPF e t ω t LPF θ θ

Jω Jω
(1.36)  

where LPF means low-pass filter. 

It can be seen that, if  is adjusted to zero, ε will be zero and the exact 

rotor position can be obtained. 
εF

The low frequency estimator uses the motor model but it is somewhat 

insensitive to parameter errors. 

In [77] the low frequency method is analyzed in the case of symmetric 

PMSM ( ) and tested only by simulations. The saliency of the motor is a dL Lq
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1.2.6.

distortion for the low-frequency estimator method. Thus the basic idea is quite 

different compared to the high frequency methods, where the saliency is a 

necessary condition for the estimator. In [78] the effect of saliency in the case of 

low-frequency injection is analyzed theoretically and verified by measurements.  

While, the LF signal injection method needs to be combined with advanced 

observers to improve its dynamic response, the HF signal injection method has 

better dynamic performances but larger noise. 

 Sensorless Control without Additional Test Signal Injection 

As it was said before, to overcome the low and zero speed problems of 

model–based observers for the sensorless control of AC drives, the research on the 

tracking of the inherent saliencies of AC machines increased. In these methods the 

machine is usually excited by a high frequency or transient test signal to produce a 

response that contains rotor/flux position information. 

Other approaches to identify the machine saliency use the machine response 

during some defined voltage test vectors [81], [82]. Recent approaches [83]-[84] 

modify the fundamental switching pattern to obtain the position information without 

the cost of additional test signal injection. Also, the measurements are taken at the 

inverter terminals hence overcoming the need of additional wires or separate 

terminal boxes [82]. 

The position information in [83], [84] is sensed by measuring the current 

derivatives during the active switching states of the inverter. Various approaches 

were reported for the measurement of the current derivative [83], [85]-[89]. The 

task is made more complex as the current derivative is to be measured over a very 

short time. 

In [90] a new method for the rotor-position estimation of the IPMSM which 

uses the slope of the stator phase current to estimate the rotor position is proposed. 

No extra circuit, injecting signal, or modifying PWM switching states is required. The 

proposed estimation technique is unrelated to the parameters of the motor, the 

back EMF, and the input dc bus voltage. As a result, it is very robust. The proposed 

estimation method can be applied at standstill, low-speed, and high-speed operation 

conditions. Moreover, the proposed method can be applied for both adjustable 

speed control and precise position control. 
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1.2.7. Emerging Techniques 

The following are unique sensorless methods. They do not fall into the 

previous categories because of their peculiarities. These methods range from 

artificial intelligence to variations in the machine structure. In [91] a neural network 

is trained to obtain a non-linear relation between measured voltage and currents 

and rotor position. In the training phase, the rotor position is used to estimate the 

stator flux linkage vector. This flux linkage vector is compared with estimated flux 

as: 

  (1.37)  ( )s s sψ u R i dt

The difference is used to modify the neural network weights. This method 

needs a known initial position.  

Fuzzy logic can also be used to estimate the rotor position. Knowing the 

relationship between the measured voltage and currents and rotor position, it is 

possible to develop a fuzzy system to produce estimates of the rotor position. 

It has been shown that a properly designed direct fuzzy controller can 

outperform conventional proportional integral derivative (PID) controllers [92]. 

All these methods using the artificial intelligence can achieve high 

performance, but they are relatively complicated and require large computational 

time. 

Some methods use a modified machine structure to estimate the rotor 

position. 

In [93], a small sensing coil is placed inside the stator windings. The rotor 

position may be determined by injecting high frequency voltage or current into one 

coil and detecting the induced voltage or current in another coil. The second 

harmonic of the measured signal is used to estimate the rotor position.  

It is possible to create machine saliency attaching small pieces of aluminum 

to the surface of the magnets. This saliency can be used to determine the rotor 

position, as in methods that use inductance variation. 

Other methods are based on irregularities or deviations from measurable 

voltage or currents. Since some parameters are not ideal, as supposed in a 
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theoretical machine analysis, the voltage and current waveforms are not equal to 

those ideally obtained. The irregularities can be used to estimate rotor position. 

In [94], the methods detect irregularities in the phase current when the back 

emf and current are misaligned. These irregularities are used to correct the rotor 

position that yields the commutation instants. 

1.3.  Proposed solution 

The underlying principle behind almost all low and zero speed sensorless 

techniques presented so far is the use of additional excitation to extract the saliency 

information. In this case, the saliency is a necessary condition for the estimator. 

Furthermore, these kinds of techniques are not so easy to implement and require a 

lot of computation effort. 

In contrast, at low speeds, the emf model based observers fail. 

For the salient-pole rotor machines and even for PMSMs machines with a 

nonsalient structure provided that a suitable induced saliency is generated by 

saturation effects, the magnetic saturation plays a key role causing changes in 

motor parameters. Thus, the magnetic saturation poses notable problems in flux, 

rotor position and speed estimations for motion-sensorless control, especially in the 

low-speed range (below 30 rpm in general), leading to numerous dedicated state 

observers. 

Consequently, for the rotor position and speed estimation, it is necessary to 

find a solution for which the magnetic saturation will not be any more a problem and 

for which its computation effort to be less than for the other techniques. 

This thesis introduces a novel concept, called active flux or torque-producing 

flux and its utilization in all ac drives by render all salient-pole traveling field 

machines into nonsalient-pole ones, so the magnetic saliency will be no longer a key 

factor. 

It will be demonstrated in the next chapter that the active-flux vector is 

aligned to the rotor d axis for all synchronous machines and to the rotor-flux vector 

axis for induction machines. This way, the rotor position is equal to the active-flux 
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angle and consequently it can be estimated without requiring a large computation 

effort. 

1.4. Conclusion 

Control techniques, which are being applied to make ac drives a rapidly 

growing area, have been reviewed, starting with scalar control. 

Direct torque control has an increasing interest because of its properties, but 

still few people are working on this subject. In the other hand, sensorless vector 

control with different algorithm to estimate the rotor position is far the most popular 

area based on the published papers. In contrast with this, it is shown that the 

performance achieved by means of V/ f control is the same that the one achieved 

with sensorless vector control except for low speed operation and starting torque. 

Speed or position sensorless techniques are of increasing importance. Their 

features were discussed, splitting techniques into fundamental model-based and 

signal injection techniques. 

Model-based methods have long been available, offering behavior said 20 

years ago to rival schemes with sensors. This behavior has been extended at very 

low speed, and is now truly impressive. 

Exact comparison between schemes is difficult, because of a lack of 

standardization in tests. 

The best performance requires parameter adaptation and correction of 

inverter nonlinearities.  

Signal injection can offer extended zero speed, but is machine property-

dependent. 

The performances achievable from both classes of methods are now such 

that increasingly they will be applied to more demanding practical applications in 

industry with very good static and dynamic behavior. 

Revising all these sensorless techniques with their advantages and 

disadvantages, a solution is proposed. 
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Chapter 2  

Active Flux Concept for Unified AC Drives 

Abstract 
Equation Chapter 2 Section 1 

This chapter introduces a rather novel (or generalization) concept, called 

active flux or torque-producing flux and its utilization in all ac drives by employing a 

unified state observer for motion-sensorless control in a wide speed range. The 

active-flux concept turns all salient-pole traveling field machines into nonsalient-

pole ones. The active-flux vector is aligned to the rotor d axis for all synchronous 

machines and to the rotor-flux vector axis for induction machines. This way, the 

rotor position and speed observer seems more amenable to a wide speed range, 

with fewer dynamic errors. This observer, based on the active-flux concept, is pretty 

much the same for all ac drives. An example of implementation for an interior 

permanent-magnet synchronous motor with weak permanent magnets and large 

magnetic saliency that compares very favorably with respect to most signal injection 

method, down to 1 rpm and up to 4000 rpm, is provided through digital simulations 

[33]. 

2.1. Introduction 

Ac motor variable-speed drives are now applied to all industries for motion 

control to increase industrial productivity and save electric energy. Field orientation 

control [1], direct torque control [2]-[7], feedback linearization control, or scalar 

control (V/f and I-f with stabilizing loops) are typical for modern high-performance 

ac drives. Rotor and stator flux, or rotor position orientation-control are standard. 

For motion-sensorless control, the flux, rotor position and speed all have to be 

estimated on-line by adequate state observers for a wide speed range, with 

reasonable steady-state and dynamic errors [8]-[32]. For salient-pole ac machines 

(such as strong permanent-magnet (PM) interior permanent-magnet synchronous 

motor (IPMSM), weak-PM IPMSM, or PM-assisted reluctance synchronous motors), 

reluctance synchronous machines, or dc-excited salient-pole synchronous machines, 
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q

magnetic saturation plays a key role in heavy load applications. Thus, fundamental 

model state observers for flux, rotor position and speed become less reliable and 

more complicated. They differ in structure from the ac machine type. The initial 

rotor position estimation is essential for sensorless control of synchronous 

machines; a few solutions are presented in [13]. 

For low speeds, signal injection was introduced [8]-[10], [12]-[21] down to 

1 rpm in the speed-control mode, but with notable speed deviation during torque 

perturbation transients. One way around this problem is to build a machine with 

reliable saliency in saturated conditions in order to secure accurate rotor position 

estimation [23]. All existing state observers with signal injection for salient-pole 

rotor ac machines exploit the main dq magnetic anisotropy.  

In contrast, this chapter introduces a novel concept which turns all salient-

pole rotor ac machines into fictitious nonsalient-pole machines such that the rotor 

position and speed estimations become simpler. The active flux concept introduced 

here refers to the torque-producing flux in the electromagnetic torque formulae of 

ac machines. Note that the extended emf concept [29]-[31] may be considered 

similar, but it was derived differently and differs from active flux in concept and 

during current (torque) transients. Also, the fictitious PM flux model in [32] is 

derived solely for IPMSM and is equivalent to the active flux model. Reference [32] 

makes no attempt to generalize the concept to IM and to all SMs (with or without 

PMs), and consequently discusses an interesting, but involved, IPMSM-dedicated 

state observer with sensorless performance down to 100 rpm in experiments. 

So, in a way, the active flux introduced here may be considered a 

generalization of both extended emf [29]-[31] and fictitious PM flux [32] models for 

all ac drives, with a unified state observer for active flux, rotor position and speed. 

2.2. Active Flux Concept 

Let us now start directly by defining the active flux ( ) as the flux that 

multiplies the  current in the dq-model torque expression of all ac machines 

a
dψ

[25]: qi

  (2.1) 11.5 a
e dT p ψ i
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awith  for surface permanent-magnet synchronous motor (SPMSM); (2.2) PMddψ ψ

 a
PMd d q ddψ = ψ + L - L i for IPMSM ( ); (2.3) d qL L

 a
dm f d q ddψ = L i + L - L i  for dc-excited synchronous machines ( ); (2.4) d qL L

 a
d q ddψ = L - L i  for reluctance synchronous machines (Relsyn) ( ); (2.5) dL Lq



C

a
s sc ddψ = L - L i  for induction machines (IMs) in the dq rotor flux axis  

( ); (2.6) S SL L

The d axis corresponds to the rotor pole axis in all synchronous machines 

(SMs) in (2.2)-(2.5), and to the rotor flux axis in IMs.  

dL ,  are the dq inductances,  is the PM flux linkage: weak (0.1-0.3 

per unit (p.u.)), or strong (0.7-0.9 p.u.), with no, small (
PMdψqL

/ 0.6 0.7d qL L   ), or 

large ( / 1 / 3L L

scL
d q 

sL

) magnetic saliency rotors;  is the field current stator-flux 

linkage, and ,  are, respectively, the no-load, and the short-circuit inductance 

of the IMs.  

dm FL i

Eq. (1) leads intuitively to a nonsalient-pole rotor ac machine whose 

inductance would go against , that is , which for some cases is dependent 

mainly on  current, i.e., , as cross-coupling for q axis is rather small 
qi

( )q qL i
qL

[25], qi

[26]. 

Let us now simply demonstrate how the new concept leads to a fictitious 

nonsalient-pole rotor general ac machine by starting with the space-phasor stator-

voltage equation in stator coordinates: 

/
s s s
s ss sV R i dψ dt   (2.7)  

as
dψBy definition, the active flux vector  observer is: 
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as s s s
s ss comp qdψ = (V - R i +V )dt - L i s  (2.8) 

as
dψ  axis falls along the d axis and thus (as in (2.1)-(2.6)) The 

a
d d

as a a
d d dψ

ψ = ψ cosθ + jψ sinθ aψ
 (2.9) 

as
dψcompV  compensates various errors in the  estimation, such as inverter 

nonlinearity, dead time, integration dc-offset, and stator resistance variation, which 

are crucial at low speeds [22]. 

The equivalent inductance  in qL (2.8) and the active flux angle  are 

given in 

a
dψ

θ

TABLE 2.1, where  is the slip of the IMs, and is the stator flux 

frequency. Note that for all SMs, the electrical rotor position is equal to the active 

flux angle, . 

1ωs

a
d

er ψ
θ θ

 

TABLE 2.1 

 

Equivalent inductance and active flux angle  of ac machines a
dψ

θqL

 

 SPMSM IPMSM Relsyn DC-excited SM IM 

L const  qL  

 
q q dL i L q dL const L   q q dL i L

  

 s sL const L  c  

1erθ Sω dt a
dψ

θ erθ erθ erθ erθ     

 

Now, transforming equations (2.7), (2.8) into active flux dq coordinates, it is 

a formality to obtain: 

( ) ( )
a

s s ss r q r dV = R i + s + jω L i + s + jω ψ  (2.10)  

Again, it is evident that (2.10) refers to a nonsalient-pole equivalent 

machine. The actual saliency is hidden rather simply in 
a
dψ  (2.2)-(2.6). 
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)

V = R i + sL i +ω (ψ + L i )+ ω L i -ω L i

The derivation of (2.10) from the dq model of IPMSM (for example) is 

straightforward. Starting with the dq model of IPMSM,: 

  (2.11) (d s d d d r q q q d q dV = R i + sL i -ω L i + sL i - sL i

 ( )  (2.12) 
dq s q q q r PM d d r q d r q d

two equations are added to prepare them for the space-phasor form: 

  (2.13) 
( ) ( ) ( )

             ( ( ) ) ( ( ) )
d d

d q s d q q d q r q d q

PM d q d r PM d q d

V + jV = R i + ji + sL i + ji + jω L i + ji

+ s ψ + L - L i + jω ψ + L - L i

with . Finally, ( )
d

a
PM d q ddψ ψ + L - L i (2.10) is obtained  

The transformer and motion-induced voltages related to  in the dq model qL

(2.13) are clearly seen. This is a definitive sign that the virtual IPMSM, or any other 

salient pole rotor machine, is now a nonsalient-pole rotor machine. Note that in 

[29]-[31], the extended emf: 

  (2.14) ( ( ) ) ( )ex r PM d q d d q qE = ω ψ + L - L i + s L - L i

which leads to (2.13) only in steady state, does not correspond to a 

complete nonsalient machine, because only the transformer voltages reveal  

along both axes, while the motion emfs both contain . 
qL

dL

It means that when observing extended emf, the machine saliency returns 

(under steady state also), complicating the position and speed estimation, at least 

in the dq model. This is only to say that active flux leads, by phenomenological 

changes, to a completely nonsalient machine model which may simplify rotor 

position and speed estimation over a wide speed range, for both the stator and 

active-flux coordinates. 
a
dψTo explain the concept quickly, the steady-state vector diagram with  in 

the foreground is drawn in Fig. 2.1 for all six main ac machine types in (2.2)-(2.6). 

For the dc-excited SM, the unity power factor conditions are shown in Fig. 2.1e. 
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a
ψdFig. 2.1.  Vector diagrams with active flux  for: a) SPMSM, b), c) IPMSMs, d) Relsyn, e) dc-

excited SM, and f) IM 

Only for the IM, which in rotor flux orientation behaves as a large saliency 

Relsyn with  and  dL L s )(q sc s scL L L L  [25], the active flux angle, , falls 

along the rotor-flux axis (and not the rotor axis) and thus: 

a
dψ

θ

( ) ;   ;     ,1 11 1a
dψ

i Rq rθ θ θ θ Sω dt SωIM er sω sω i Ld r
     (2.15) 

 is the known slip-speed angle, dependent on , , and di r rL R  
1

θsω qi is the 

rotor time constant. 

A few remarks may be in order: 
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a
dψ The active flux  is the torque-producing virtual flux on the d axis that 

multiplies  in the torque expression of ac machines in the dq modeling. qi

 The active-flux axis is the rotor axis for all SMs (PM axis for PMSM, 

excitation axis for dc-excited SM, or the maximum inductance axis for 

Relsyn), and the rotor flux axis for the IM. 

 In active-flux orientation control, all ac machines behave as if they have 

nonsalient rotor poles with torque current  and inductance . Only for 

IPMSM and dc-excited SMs,  is notably dependent on  and thus 

 has to be known if precision control is required 

qi qL

qiqL

[25], [28]. ( )q qL i

 The active flux observer in the stator coordinates is basically a voltage 

model, where the integrator offset, stator resistance and inverter 

nonlinearities have to be compensated, at least for low speeds. 

The main advantage is that this observer is practically the same in structure 

for all ac machines. It leads to the estimations of both  amplitude and  angle 

with respect to stator phase a ( for all SMs). 

a
dψ a

dψ
θ

a
d

erψ
θ θ

2.3. AC Unidrive Based on Active Flux Concept 

The PMSMs, Relsyns and IMs are systems with two electric inputs (  and 

), while the dc-excited SMs have three input ( Fi , di ). One i put reference 
*

qi  (or ref nce torque) is served by the speed loop, while the other one ( *
di ) or 

two ( *
Fi , *

di re alculated from energy conversion optimization criteria: max 

torque per current, or per stator flux versus speed for limited voltage, and, 

respectively, unity power factor for dc-excited SMs. 

di

 and n

ere

 a  c

qi qi

)

To provide decoupled torque control,  should be kept rather constant up 

to the base speed. 

a
dψ

a
dψ ψsThe relationship between  and  in any reference frame is obtained 

from (2.8) and the vector diagrams in Fig. 2.1: 

-a
s q sdψ ψ L i  (2.16) 
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This way, vector current control in active flux coordinates becomes 

straightforward (see Fig. 2.2). 

Note that only  or  differ from one ac machine to another. 

The active-flux vector control makes the emf compensation optional. Some 

differences between various ac machine controls may also occur in the state 

observer, in order to achieve reliable low-speed performance. 

* ˆ( )a
rdψ ω * *( )a

edψ T

The scheme in Fig. 2.2 holds for all PMSMs, Relsyns and for the IMs. 

For the dc-excited SM operating at unity power factor, a slightly different 

first part of the scheme in Fig. 2.2 is required, as seen in Fig. 2.3. In this case, the 

field-current channel handles the active-flux closed-loop control to secure unity 

power factor. This time  is not constant with regard to load and rotor speed. *a
dψ

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2.  Sensorless vector control in active-flux  dq model for PMSM, Relsyn and IM aˆ
dψ
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Fig. 2.3.  Sensorless active-flux vector control for unity power factor dc-excited SM. 

 

The active flux, rotor position and speed state observer are the key issues 

here. In principle, the voltage model in the stator or even in the active-flux dq 

coordinates is used with proper compV  compensation for reliable performance at 

very low speed (Fig. 2.4). 

 

compVThe  compensation voltage should take care of inverter nonlinearities 

(power switch voltage drops, dead-time), integrator offset [22], stator resistance 

variation and magnetic saturation through an eventual current model [16]. So, it is the 

voltage compensation block that individualizes the machine type, with influence 

mainly at very low speeds. To be more specific, an implementation of active-flux 

sensorless vector control for the IPMSM with large saliency and weak PMs is 

presented. 
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Fig. 2.4.  Active flux observer in stator coordinates for PMSM, employing 

parallel stator flux observer 

2.4. Case Study: IPMSM Sensorless Control in Wide-

Speed Range 

2.4.1. The Active Flux Observer 

a
dψ ψsSince the relationship between  and  is obtained from (2.16), the 

important role is played in fact by the stator flux observer. 

The stator flux observer combines voltage-current models: the current 

model, including magnetic saturation, prevails at low speed, while the voltage model 

prevails at medium and high-speed with a smooth transition between them 

depending on speed. 

Two combined flux observers were developed, investigated and compared 

(Fig. 2.4, respectively Fig. 2.5). Both are based on the voltage and on the current 

models, but one is using them in parallel and one in series. The topologies and the 

results are also illustrated and discussed.  
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The parallel observer (Fig. 2.4) contains the same models operated in 

parallel, but using the flux estimation error. This time, the PI correction loop 

encloses only the voltage model, while the current model is open loop operated. 

In Fig. 2.4, the expression of the current model flux estimator in rotor 

reference  consists in: 
si

Eψ

ˆ ˆ-ˆˆ [ ( ) ] ;  r
si

jθ jθs
d d PM q e q d q sψ L i ψ jL T i e i ji i e     rs  (2.17) 

The serial observer (Fig. 2.5) contains the voltage model in stator reference 

serially connected with the current model in rotor reference, using a PI compensator 

driven by the current estimation error. Both models are enclosed within the 

correction loop. 

The rotor position estimation 
d

 is required by both observers for the 

coordinate transformations in the current model within the flux observer – but only 

at low speed, because at medium and high-speed the voltage model becomes 

dominant. 

ˆ
aψ

θ

The parameters of the active flux observer in Fig. 2.4, respectively in Fig. 

2.5  4ick are: for the compensator block ;  4pck  , respectively ; 

 for PI controller type 

 3pck

  9ick    p ik k s . 

 

 

Fig. 2.5.  Active flux observer employing serial stator flux observer 
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In order to compare the two observer typologies, a digital simulation for the 

IPMSM drive with encoder was performed. As it was expected, both observers 

display almost similar behavior. In Fig. 2.6, the errors between the stator flux 

estimations provided by both parallel and serial observers and the measured stator 

flux are illustrated and, as it can be seen, they are very small. 

The main difference with respect to series observers is the fact that 

correction loop encloses the voltage model only, while the current model may affect 

the system’s overall behavior to a larger or smaller degree, depending on the PI 

controller gains. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 2.6.  IPMSM speed reversal of 1 rpm with full-step load at 2 s: a). -axes stator flux 

estimation errors for the parallel model; (b). αβ -axes stator flux estimation errors for the 

serial model 

αβ
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2.4.2. The Speed and Position Estimators 

For low speed operation a speed observer with signal injection was used in 

 exp( )c c cV V jω t[16] as shown in Fig. 2.7. A rotating carrier-voltage  with  

and was injected in the stator superimposing on top of driving 

fundamental stator-voltage 

1cV V

  500 Hz cω

sV sI (Fig. 2.7a). The resulting stator current , 

modulated by the position dependent inductances with magnetic saliency, contains 

carrier-current harmonics with rotor position information . rθ

(a)

(b)

(c) 

 

Fig. 2.7.  Speed and position observers with signal injection: (a). rotating carrier-voltage, (b). 

observer with synchronous low-pass filter and (c). PLL used in (b) 
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Usually, the negative 1st order sequence harmonic 

 1 1 exp{ (- 2 )}
2

c
cn cn c r

π
I I j θ θ   with  is selected from the measured 

stator current. 

c cθ ω t

An observer with synchronous low-pass filter (LPF) in carrier reference (Fig. 

2.7 1
c
cnIb) was used to select the  harmonic. A phase-locked loop (PLL) tracking 

observer shown in r̂Fig. 2.7c extracts the estimation of rotor speed  and position 

 from the phase of r̂ 1
c
cnI  harmonic in carrier reference, with PLL error 

. 1
ˆ2 (cn r rI θ θε  )

For medium and high-speed operation above 50 rpm, the signal injection is 

disabled to reduce losses, and thus the associated speed and position observer from 

is also inhibited. Now, new speed estimation is required with a smooth transition 

between the two of them. A solution is to estimate the rotor speed r̂  from the 

estimated stator flux vector ˆ
sψ : 

  
ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ ˆ;    dq s
s s

ψ ψ
r ψ ψ

dθ dθ
ω ω ω

dt dt
 (2.18)  

where and  are the estimated speed and position of ˆ
sψ

θ ˆ
sψˆ

sψ
ω in  -

stator reference, which is given by any of the two models of stator flux observer in 

αβ

Fig. 2.4-Fig. 2.5 (parallel or serial);  is the estimated position of ˆ
dqψθ ˆ

sψ in dq-rotor 

reference. 

The first main component of the rotor speed in (2.18), i.e.,  is extracted 

together with from the 

ˆ
sψ

ω
ˆ

sψ
θ ˆ

sψ phase using a phase-locked loop (PLL) similarly as in 

Fig. 2.8. 

The second component, living only in transient regimes, is obtained from the 

electric torque expression that can be derived as: 

  
2

3 3
1 12 2

ˆ ˆ 1 1ˆˆ cos ( )sin2
2dq dq

s PMq s
e ψ

q

ψ ψ ψ
T p θ p θ

L Lq Ld ψ̂  (2.19)  

The solution for the position/speed estimation proposed in this chapter is 

based on the active flux observer presented in the above paragraph, from which the 

active flux vector in stator reference is provided. As this vector has the d-axis 
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orientation, the electrical rotor position and speed simply yields by using the PLL 

illustrated in Fig. 2.8. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.8.  Position/speed PLL estimator based on the active flux vector for PMSM 

The parameters of the position/ speed PLL estimator in Fig. 2.8 are: 

; . _  100i PLLk _  50p PLLk 

The above presented solutions (the one which employs the signal injection at 

low speeds and the stator flux speed at medium-high speeds and the proposed one 

based on active flux concept) were both tested in Matlab/Simulink in order to 

compare them. The digital simulation results will be presented in paragraph 2.4.4. 

2.4.3.

r

 Flux and Torque Referencers 

To ensure the flux weakening operation above base speed, the 

envelope is employed: *
max( )sψ ω

  

 

*
max 0

*
max 0

( ) ;         for 

( ) ;                   for 

sb

b

r

b

V
s r MG s rω

ω
s r s rω

ψ ω K V ω ω

ψ ω V ω ω

b

b

 (2.20)  

Thus, taking account of (2.15), for the active flux referencer, the bellow 

relation is used: 
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 * * 2
maxmax( ) ( ( )) ( )a

r s r q sdψ ω ψ ω L i 2  (2.21)  

Finally, making use of (2.1), the torque referencer yields as: 

* *
max 1 maxmax

3
( ) ( )

2
a

e r r qdT ω p ψ ω i  (2.22)  

2.4.4. Digital Simulation Results  

Comprehensive digital simulations have been run to compare the speed 

response to severe torque perturbations in a wide speed range: from 1 rpm to 4000 

rpm. For comparison, rotor position and speed estimations from signal injection at 

very low speeds are also implemented. 

Fig. 2.9 shows speed reversal at very low speeds from -1 rpm to +1 rpm, 

followed by full-step load transients. It is evident that the speed response, speed, 

and rotor position estimations at 1 rpm are very good with the active flux observer. 

For the same heavy 100% torque-step transient, by using the stator-flux speed 

( ) only, or the rotor speed ( ) from the signal injection method, (instead of 

rotor speed estimation) the responses (not shown) have been unstable. 

ˆrωˆ
sψ

ω

Fig. 2.9a shows the actual and estimated rotor speed given by the active-

flux observer during a ±1 rpm speed reversal. It is very clear that the active-flux 

observer provides good estimation even at this very low speed, using the rotor-

position estimation feedback to the current model in the stator flux observer.  

The apparent curves overlapping in Fig. 2.9 is partly due to the large scale, 

but also due to the very good estimation with the same machine parameters as in 

the dq model. 

At s, the 100% step-torque transient at 1 rpm reveals the actual rotor 

speed and position, and their errors are very small, indeed (

2t 

Fig. 2.9b-e). The 

estimated torque and stator flux from the active-flux observer and their actual 

values around 1 rpm in Fig. 2.9f-g show very good agreement. 
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Fig. 2.9.  IPMSM speed reversal of 1 rpm with full-step load at 2 s in sensorless active-flux 

control: a) zoom of the actual rotor speed and estimated rotor speed (overlapped) to 

accentuate the start-up and speed reversal, b) actual rotor speed and estimated rotor speed 

(overlapped), c) rotor speed estimation error, d) actual rotor position and estimated rotor 

position (overlapped), e) rotor position estimation error, f) actual torque and estimated torque 

(overlapped), and g) actual stator flux and estimated stator flux (overlapped) 



 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.10.  IPMSM speed reversal of 1 rpm with full-step load in sensorless control: (1) actual 

rotor speed, (2) estimated rotor speed from active flux (overlapped), and (3) estimated rotor 

speed from signal injection. 
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Fig. 2.10 contains all the rotor speed values: actual, estimated from active-

flux observer, and from signal injection. Again, the rotor-speed transient from the 

active-flux observer (curve 2) is notably superior to the speed from the signal 

injection (curve 3). 

Fig. 2.11 shows high-speed transients: start-up to -4000 and speed reversal 

from -4000 rpm to +4000 rpm, followed by a 33% step torque perturbation. 

Fig. 2.11a-c illustrate the transients of the actual and estimated rotor speed 

and position and their estimation errors that are reasonably low. The  4000 rpm 

speed reversal with the 33% step-torque applied at 5t  s shows the maximum 

speed dynamic error to be below 30 rpm, while for steady state, the speed error is 

less than 1 rpm. 

Fig. 2.11d shows the maximum torque available versus speed (time) to 

illustrate that the 4000 rpm transient was torque-limited by speed, and due to 

voltage limitations. 



Fig. 2.11e shows that the active-flux observer provides for very good torque 

estimation (curves are overlapped), from 0 to 4000 rpm. 

Fig. 2.11f-g show the maximum reference, and the actual and estimated 

stator flux illustrating good performance with torque disturbance from -4000 rpm to 

4000 rpm. Flux weakening is evident in Fig. 2.11g, where the stator flux achieves 

the permanent magnet flux value when voltage limitation occurs. 
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Fig. 2.11.  IPMSM speed reversal of 4000 rpm with a 33 % step load in sensorless active-flux 

control: a) actual rotor speed and estimated rotor speed (overlapped), b) rotor speed 

estimation error, c) rotor position estimation error, d) maximum torque reference, e) actual 

torque and estimated torque (overlapped), f) maximum flux reference, and g) actual stator 

flux and estimated stator flux (overlapped) 
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Fig. 2.11a-b show actual rotor speed and its estimation using the stator-flux 

speed estimation in the IPMSM speed reversal of 4000 rpm. As it was expected, 

due to the fact that the second component in (2.17) was very precisely computed, 

during transients, notably larger errors are visible higher than 300 rpm. 



Fig. 2.11In c-d the actual rotor position and its estimation using the stator-

flux speed estimation in the IPMSM speed reversal of 4000 rpm were illustrated. 

In this case the rotor position estimation error is comparable with the rotor position 

estimation error when using the active flux speed estimation in the IPMSM control 

system. 
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Fig. 2.12.  IPMSM speed reversal of  4000 rpm using stator-flux speed estimation: a). actual 

rotor speed and estimated rotor speed from stator flux (overlapped), b). rotor speed 

estimation error, c). actual rotor position and estimated rotor position from stator flux (almost 

overlapped), and d). rotor position estimation error 
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In conclusion, for the IPMSM, an elaborated motion-sensorless vector control 

with space vector modulation (SVM) system was previously put in place and shown 

to operate experimentally down to 1 rpm [16]. It is based on a hybrid stator-flux 

observer with combined voltage and current models using a PI flux-error 

compensator and employs signal injection for rotor position estimation needed only 

in the current model at very low speed. However, it failed to respond properly at 

fast torque transients at very low speeds, and the speed observer, based mainly on 

the stator flux speed, was considered the main cause of this unfavorable behavior. 

So, the actual solution presented in Fig. 2.4 starts from a proper stator flux 

observer section with verified results close to 1 rpm [16], but without signal 

injection, using the active flux observer for rotor position and speed estimation. 

Note that in practice, the initial rotor position should be set to zero by using 

a specific voltage vector sequence to align the rotor with a-phase. 

This initial position is mandatory in the integrator in Fig. 2.4; otherwise 

stator flux estimation errors may occur, which, for the very low speed performance, 

are critical. 

The control system parameters in Fig. 2.2 with PI controller type 

  1  p ik k s  are given in TABLE 2.2 

 

 

TABLE 2.2 

 
kpw=1.1 PI speed controller 

kiw=12  

kpψ=200 PI active flux controller 

kiψ=50  

kpi=1 PI current controller 

kii=200  
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For this case study the IPMSM data are given in TABLE 2.3. 

 

TABLE 2.3 

 

Parameters of the prototype IPMSM 

 
Rated power 6 kW 

Based speed 1000 rpm 

Max. speed 4000 rpm 

Rated torque 51 Nm 

Rated phase to phase voltage 4 

Rated phase current 0.01 Ω 

0.01 Ω Stator resistance per phase ( ) sR

0.625 mH q-axis inductance ( ) qL

0.181 mH d-axis inductance ( ) dL

0.027 Vsrad-1 Rotor permanent - magnet ( ) PMψ

10-3 kgm2 Inertia of the rotating system ( ) J

10-4 Nms/rad Viscous friction coefficient ( ) mB

2.5. Conclusion 

 A rather novel (or generalization) concept - active flux - along the d axis was 

introduced. It represents the torque-producing flux, which renders all salient-

pole traveling-field (induction and synchronous) machines into nonsalient-pole 

machines with  q sL i  inductance along the q axis. 

 Active-flux orientation control is shown to be applicable to all ac machines by 

two generic schemes with a sizable common part. For SMs, the rotor position is 

equal to the active-flux angle. 
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 Rotor position and speed estimations based on the active-flux observer are 

shown to be simpler than existing solutions and very similar for all ac machines, 

as magnetic saliency is no longer a key factor. 

 The active-flux concept allows for easy self-commissioning sequences. 

 The active-flux concept applies both to vector control and to DTC with active 

flux and torque-closed loops. 

 The active-flux orientation was applied in digital simulations to a high-saliency 

IPMSM with very promising results — from 1 rpm to 4000 rpm — without signal 

injection. 

 The results of the digital simulations were illustrated and discussed. 

 Two stator flux observers were developed and compared. Both are based on the 

voltage and on the current models, but one is using them in parallel and one in 

series. The topologies and the results are also illustrated and discussed. 
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Chapter 3  

“Active Flux” Sensorless Vector Control of 

IPMSM 

Abstract 
Equation Chapter 3 Section 1 

This chapter presents a novel strategy for the vector control of IPMSM drives 

with space vector modulation (SVM), without signal injection. First, the method is 

developed, implemented and then tested and described. This novel „active flux” 

concept was proposed before in Chapter 2. The active flux, defined as the flux that 

multiplies  current in the dq-model torque expression of all ac machines, is easily 

obtained from the stator flux vector and has the rotor position orientation. 

Therefore, notable simplification in the rotor position and speed estimation is 

obtained. For IPMSM, a stator flux observer is employed based on combined current 

and voltage models, with speed dependent smooth transition between them using a 

PI compensator of flux error. The overall performance of the motion-sensorless 

control depends strongly on the accuracy of the rotor position and speed estimation 

from the active flux. All the factors that may lead to inaccurate estimation in the 

proposed active flux such as: inverter nonlinearities, magnetic saturation and stator 

resistance variation are analyzed and their compensation methods are discussed 

and some of them proven by digital simulations. The stability of the active flux 

observer is also analyzed. Mainly, this chapter demonstrates, through digital 

simulations and experimental results, the effectiveness of the active flux observer 

under half full rated torque operating conditions in 2 rpm-1000 rpm speed range. 

qi

3.1. Introduction 

The vector control theory is based on the pioneering work of F. Blaschke and 

K. Hasse [1]-[2]. 

In the ac control drives, adoption of motors of IPMSM type is continuously 

increasing. 
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The earliest vector control principles for ac permanent magnet synchronous 

machines resembled the control of a fully compensated DC machine. The idea was 

to control the current of the machine in space quadrature with the magnetic flux 

created by the permanent magnets. The torque is then directly proportional to the 

product of the flux linkage created by the magnets and the current. In an ac 

machine the rotation of the rotor demands that the flux must rotate at a certain 

frequency. If the current is then controlled in space quadrature with the flux, the 

current must be an ac current in contrast with the dc current of a dc machine. 

The magnet flux lies on the d-axis and if the current is controlled in space 

quadrature with the magnet flux it is aligned with the q-axis. This gives a commonly 

used name for this type of the control, 0di  – control. 

Vector control of permanent magnet (PM) synchronous motors requires the 

knowledge of the rotor magnet axis position. As a rule, PM motors are equipped with 

a mechanical transducer, such as encoder or resolver, able to provide that 

information, from which the rotor speed feedback is computed by the time-

derivative. The presence of the transducer involves cost, encumbrance, wiring, 

alignment procedures, and others tedious disadvantages. For this reason, 

development of a “sensorless” strategy, that means removal of the position 

transducer and replacement of its function by a proper detection method, is an 

attractive goal in many practical applications, besides being a challenging research 

task. 

Furthermore, in the last few years the search for position sensorless control 

has emerged, thus involving very low or even zero speed operation [3]-[10]. 

The methods for sensorless position estimation can be divided into two main 

categories: approaches using back-electromotive-force (EMF) estimation with 

fundamental excitation and spatial saliency image tracking methods using excitation 

in addition to the fundamental. The saliency tracking methods [11]-[15] are suitable 

for zero-speed operation, whereas the back-EMF-based methods fail at low speed 

[24]-[26]. 

The saliency and signal injection methods estimate the rotor position based 

on the feature of a salient-pole PMSM such that the inductance varies depending on 

the rotor position. These methods suppose a high frequency voltage or current 

injected signal from the inverter in order to detect inductance variation. Thus, using 

these methods, the position can be estimated even at standstill and low-speed.  
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On the other hand, the fundamental excitation method although it does not 

need any additional signal it does not operate at zero speed. A lot of different 

estimation methods belong to this category. Some of them, using the Kalman filter, 

MRAS [23] or the INFORM method [14] allow low and zero speed operation, but are 

apparently too complex and expensive to be used in practical systems. Other 

methods extract rotor flux information from measured electrical stator voltage and 

stator currents. Nevertheless, it is quite critical to estimate position at low speed 

region, since the flux signals are contaminated by noises, stator resistance variation 

with temperature, dc-offset and drifting terms in the feedback currents [3], [12]. 

The sensorless strategy implemented in this paper belongs to this 

fundamental excitation method and it is based on the concept of the “active flux” (or 

“torque producing flux”), which “turns all the salient–pole machines into nonsalient–

pole ones”. Its main advantage is that the proposed sensorless technique can be 

applied to universal ac drives. The “active flux” concept was developed in [27] and 

[28]. 

This chapter is focused on rotor position and speed estimation of IPMSM 

from “active flux” observer, in order to achieve very low speed operation. 

The implemented active flux based observer ensures proper motion-

sensorless operation down to 2 rpm with half full rated torque, without signal 

injection. 

Experimental results in corelation with the simulation ones demonstrate the 

performance of the active flux observer under steady-state and transient conditions. 

3.2. Mathematical Model of the Saturated IPMSM 

An inherent property of IPMSM is a significant degree of saliency. Since an 

interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM) is used in this paper, the 

mathematical model is developed for this type of machine.  

In order to reduce the complexity some assumptions are made to develop 

the machine model [21]. These assumptions are common in electrical machines 

models, and do not reduce the correctness of the model developed here because it 

is valid in the usual operation range of the PMSM. The assumptions are: 
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 the spatial stator phase winding distribution is assumed to be sinusoidal, 

so the mmf produced by the stator can be considered sinusoidal; 

 no thermal effect for stator resistance 

  and the permanent magnet flux; 

 no saturation effect for inductances; 

 no core losses in the machine; 

With these assumptions the machine may be modeled. 

The mathematical model of a saturated IPMSM in the dq synchronous 

reference frame is given by:  

ss ss s
dψ

V R i jω ψ
dt

     r  (3.1) 

 ( ) (d PMd d q qsψ L ψ i ) qjL i i     (3.2) 

1
3

( ( ))
2e PMd d q q dT p ψ L L i i i       q

  (3.3)  

sV siwhere is the stator voltage,  is the stator current, is the stator 

resistance, , are the dq axes inductances, 
sR

sψdL qL is the stator flux, is the 

PM flux linkage on d axis,  is the electromagnetic torque, is the electrical rotor 

speed and  is the number of pole pairs. 

 PMdψ

eT rω

1p

3.3. Active Flux Concept for IPMSM 

The “active flux“ concept, as presented before in Chapter 2, turns all salient-

pole rotor ac machines into fictitious nonsalient-pole ones such that the rotor 

position and speed estimation become simpler. 

For IPMSM case in which axis d corresponds to the rotor pole axis, as it 

shown in the steady state vector diagram in a
dψFig. 3.1, the active flux  has the 

form: 

 ( ) ;    ( )a
PMd d q q d d q qdψ = ψ + L - L i i L L i  (3.4) 
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a
q

with the torque expression: 

  (3.5) 11.5e dT p ψ i

a
dψAs demonstrated in [27],  represents the torque producing flux and then 

the model of IPMSM “looses” magnetic anisotropy and manifests itself by the 

inductance  (torque current is  as in (3.5)): ( )q qL i qi

( ) ( ) ( )
a

s s ss r q q r dV R i s jω L i i s jω ψ      (3.6) 

a
dψ  observer, in stator coordinates, is: Thus, the active flux vector 

( )s
as s s s

s s comp q qdψ = (V - R i +V )dt - L i i s  (3.7) 

thus yields: 

( )
as s

sq qd sψ ψ L i i   (3.8) 

The simplicity of (3.8) in any reference frame looks striking, but it is just 

natural. It should be noticed that if in stator frame the stator flux sψ  is estimated, 

the active flux estimation is straightforward, with magnetic saturation influence 

present in , which greatly simplifies its accountancy in the model. ( )q qL i
as
dψ axis falls along rotor axis d and thus: 

a
d d

as a a
d dd ψ

ψ = ψ cosθ + jψ sinθ aψ

d

 (3.9) 

Equation (3.8) leads to the estimation of both  amplitude and angle  

with respect to stator phase a ( (electrical angle rotor position)) for 

IPMSM. 

a
dψ a

dψ
θ

a erψ
θ θ
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aψd  Fig. 3.1. IPMSM and its vector diagram pointing out the active flux 

3.4. Vector Control System 

Fig. 3.3 illustrates the proposed vector control system for IPMSM, which 

consists in space vector modulator block (SVM), vector control implementation 

scheme, active flux observer and rotor position-speed estimator. 

The voltage source-inverter (VSI) switching signals ( ) are generated 

by the space vector modulation (SVM) block, which employs the dead time and 

inverter nonlinearities compensations, otherwise distortions and discontinuities in 

the stator-voltage vector waveform occur. This compensation is indispensable for 

accurate active flux estimation, especially at very low speed. 

, ,a b cS

The vector control system uses the voltage model in stator flux reference 

(3.1). 
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To obtain a smooth speed reference signal and to avoid the overshooting, a 

PT1 filter based on the following relation is implemented: 

_ 1

_ 1( 1
p PT

i PT

k

T s 
 

)
 (3.10) 

where, for our case:  , . _ 1 0.025i PTT _ 1 1p PTk 

The speed controller is of PI type with anti-windup and torque limiter. Its 

proportional gain is  and the integral gain is  (20iwk  Fig. 3.2). 0.1pwk 

In the vector control scheme accurate speed control depends on how well 

the current vector is regulated. 

Most of the reported work on control of IPMSM took an assumption of  

in order to produce a maximum torque and to avoid the demagnetization of the 

magnet material and to use the  current component for torque control over speed 

range. 

0di 

qi

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2. PI anti-windup controller 

The speed controller produces the reference q-axis current : qi

The two PI current control loops have been implemented in a synchronous 

rotating dq reference frame having a better performance than stationary frame 

regulators, as they operate on dc quantities and hence can eliminate steady-state 

errors. They have the integral time constants proportional with electrical time 

constants, i.e., ,1 i d qk L R . 
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The controllers are started from zero initial states, thus the scheme gives a 

meaningful estimate right away. 

The design of the current controller employs the relation (Fig. 3.3): 

(1 )i
p

k
k

s
  (3.11)  

The proportional and integral gains for the PI controller on the d axis are 

, , respectively for the PI controller on the q axis , 

 and were chosen by trial and error. 

100idk 50pdk 

100iqk 

30pqk 

The output voltages ( , ) are compensated (by motion emfs 

 and ) in order to 

eliminate the cross coupling between d and q axis. 

*
dV

V

*
qV

_q de _ ˆ a
d

d decoupling q qψ
V ω L i  ˆ (a

d
coupling d d PMψ

ω L i ψ )

 
 

Fig. 3.3.  The proposed vector control system for IPMSM 

Even more, the voltage references  and  should satisfy the following 

limit to avoid the voltage saturation: 

*
dV *

qV

  (3.12) 
2 2 2* *

maxd qV V V 
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The maximum stator voltage  is determined from the available dc link 

voltage  and pulse width modulation (PWM) strategy (in our case space vector 

modulation (SVM)) and thus 

maxV

dcV

max 3
dcV

V  . 

These voltages in rotor reference frame, which are in fact the outputs of the 

current controllers, are transformed in to stationary stator reference frame (αβ ) 

using the rotor position as follows: 

  (3.13) 

* * *

* * *

ˆ ˆcos sin

ˆ ˆsin cos

a a
d d

a a
d d

α d qψ ψ

β d qψ ψ

V V θ V θ

V V θ V θ

 

 

These stationary reference frame voltage commands are used to generate 

the inverter control signals. 
Thus for motion- sensorless algorithm, the main block is the rotor position 

estimator, which makes the difference from the standard sensor-used vector control 

system. 

In practical use, the estimated speed  is filtered through a low-pass 

filter to reduce the influence of noise. The filtered estimated speed is then used in 

the control system. 

ˆ a
dψ

ω

The estimated angle  was used for supplying all vector transformations 

between the abc and dq frames. 

ˆ
a

dψ
θ

This completes the general description of the proposed sensorless vector 

control system in Fig. 3.3. 

3.5. State Observers 

3.5.1. The Active Flux Observer 

The operating principle for this observer is to extract the active flux 

information from the two inputs of the stator-current ( s
s

i ) and stator-voltage 

command in the stationary reference frame ( , ). Instead of its command, the *
αV

*
βV
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actual voltage can be used at the cost of additional hardware. By using the 

implementation of the space vector modulator (SVM) including dead time and 

voltage drops on inverter power devices compensation, the voltage generated by 

the inverter system closely corresponds to the voltage command from the current 

regulator. The terminal-voltage measurement is, therefore, not required and the 

voltage command can be used successfully as voltage information. Of course, to 

generate precise terminal voltage according to the command, the dc link voltage 

information should be available and the sensing equipment for link voltage is 

required. 

The active flux observer implementation scheme is presented in Fig. 3.4 and 

it consists in a stator flux observer in stator coordinates from which the term 

( ) s
s

q qL i i  is subtracted (3.7). 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.4.  The stator flux observer 

The stator flux observer (the parallel model) combines advantages of the 

current model estimator in rotor reference (upper side) at low speeds with the 

voltage model estimator in stator reference (lower side) at medium-high speeds, 

using a compensation loop driven by the stator flux estimation error. 
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The voltage compensation employs the following equation, as it can be 

observed in Fig. 3.4: 

ˆ ˆ( )(
si su

s si
comp p

k
V k ψ ψ

s
   )  (3.14) 

The proportional and integral gains for the compensation PI term 

( , )may be calculated such that, at zero frequency, the current model 

stands alone, while at high frequency the voltage model prevails. An adequate 

choice of  and  is based on the given observer poles  and : 

4pck 

k

4ick 

i T 1ω 2ωi

   1 2
1 2

( );   i
i i

k
k ω ω T

ω ω
 (3.15)  

 1 1 10ω rad s    2 11 10ω ω Typical values of  and  are: 1ω 2ω , . 

The accuracy of active flux estimation is very limited at low speed due to 

noise, dc-offset and drifting terms in the feedback currents, inverter nonlinearities, 

magnetic saturation and stator resistance variation, which deviates from its nominal 

value. 

The PI compensator eliminates the dc-offset and drifting terms from current 

measurement chains and also the error in integrator initial conditions. Also, the 

offset drift instability associated to pure integrators is not a problem since the 

corection loop compensates for it. The compensator also achieves a smooth 

transition depending on speed between the weight of the current model based flux 

estimator and the weight of the voltage model based flux estimator. 

The voltage drop on the power devices of the inverter has to be subtracting 

from the dc link voltage when operating at low frequency (low voltage amplitude), 

otherwise distortion and discontinuities in the voltage waveform occur. Also the 

dead time compensation has to be account for. 

As it was presented in literature (see Chapter 1), at low speed, the accuracy 

of flux and consequently of rotor position and speed depend on accurate estimation 

of model parameters, which vary as a function of temperature, saturation and load. 

In the case of a model parameter mismatch, an unstable operation occurs. 
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 to 

ntal results). 

3.5.1.1.

Thus, the observer is sensitive to the stator resistance error, especially at 

low speeds when the back electromotive force (EMF) decreases and the stator 

resistance voltage drop becomes significant. Thus, any small error in the stator 

resistance (due to the variation with the temperature) perturbs the stator flux 

estimation and implicitly the active flux estimation. A compensation method will be 

detailed in paragraph 3.5.1.4. 

In the experimental tests the stator resistance value was set 4Ω  

(hot temperature value) and dead time and voltage drops compensation were 

included, but incomplete compensation was performed due to the fact that the 

characteristics of power switches were not precisely known. This is highlighted by 

the large errors in the estimated rotor position during operation at low speed (see 

the paragraph from this chapter containing the experime

sR

There are methods to overcome all these drawbacks. In what follows, they 

are presented and some of them are tested through digital simulations. But first of 

all, let us prove the active flux observer stability. 

 Stability 

The performance of a sensorless drive depends of the accuracy of its 

observer. If the observer is affected by cumulative errors, noise and delays then 

inaccurate estimations are provided. This can easily lead the drive to instability 

especially at low speeds. 

As it was demonstrated, the active flux (Fig. 3.4) can be derived from the 

stator flux using (3.8). Therefore, the analysis of active flux stability reduces to the 

demonstration of a stable stator flux observer. 

 

 

Observer design 

 

First, the observer is desired to be model as: 

x Ax Bu

y Cx


 



  (3.16) 
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where  is the  input vector to the system,  is its  output vector, 

while 

y 1pxu 1mx

 is an  state vector. x 1nx A  is an  matrix, while  and  are  and 

 matrices, respectively. 

nxn C nxmB

pxn

Taking into consideration (3.1), mathematically, the observer can be 

expressed as: 

11

12

ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ

sα sαsα sαi sα
s pc

sβ sβsβ sβi sβ

V iψ ψ xd
R k

V iψ ψ xdt

         
                         

ˆ
ˆ
ψ
ψ   (3.17) 

11

12

ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ

sαi sα
ic

sβi sβ

ψ ψxd
k

ψ ψxdt

  
        





 (3.18)  

where  is another state vector used to model the PI compensator. Thus, the 

system is one of fourth order: 

11

12

x
x
 

 

11 11

12 12

0 1 0 0ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ0 0 1 0

ˆ0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

01 0
               

00 1

pc pcsα sα

sβ sβ sαipc pc

sβiic ic

ic ic

sα s

sβ s

k kψ ψ
ψ ψ ψk kd

ψdt x xk k
x xk

V R
V R

     
     

      

k





                
     

     

   
         

sα

sβ

i
i
 
      

 











a
d

a
d

  (3.19) 

Also, the relation between the estimated stator flux vector, in stator 

coordinates, from the current model and the stator current vector can be modeled 

as: 

             
                             
    

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆcos sin cos sin cos
ˆ 0
ˆ 0ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆsin cos sin cos sin

a a a a
d d d d

a a a a
d d d d

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψd sαsαi
PM

q sβsβi
ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

θ θ θ θ θ
L iψ

ψ
L iψ θ θ θ θ θ

(3.20) 
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In the Lyapunov stability analysis it is assumed that there is no input in the 

system, hence in general: 

x Ax

  (3.21) 

Consequently, combining (3.19) and (3.20) and assuming orientation and 

accurate machine parameters, yields: 

11

12

ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ

ˆ
ˆ ˆ

ˆ

sα sαT T

sβ sβ

sα

sβ sαT T

sβ

ψ ψd
X CAC C

ψ ψdt

ψ
ψ ψ

Y C C X
ψx

x

    
           

   

 
 

  
       

  
 
 

AC X

 

  (3.22) 

where: 

  (3.23) 

0 1 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 0
    and     

0 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0

pc

pc

ic

ic

k

k
A C

k
k

 
 

   
  

  
 
 

Also  is the transpose matrix of C. TC

Furthermore, the state error dynamics are: 

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ
sα sαT

sβ sβ

ψ ψd
CAC X CAC X

dt ψ ψ

   
       
   
   

 


 
T   (3.24) 
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Lyapunov’s stability 

 

Lyapunov’s theorem says [29]: 

Let  be a continously differentiable definitely positive function of the 

system states 

 ( )V x

 ( )x t  on a neighborhood of the equilibrium point. This function may 

also be time-varying. 

 ( )V x


(a) If its time derivative  is semi-definitely negative, then this 

equilibrium point is stable in the sense of Lyapunov 

(b) If  is definitely negative, then this point is asymptotically 

stabele in the sense of Lyapunov. (Such 

 ( )V x


 ( )V x  is called the 

Lyapunov function). 

 (0) 0V Note that „ is definitely positive” means  ( )V x  and  for 

. 

 ( ) 0V x 

0x 

Let us now apply the Lyapunov’s theorem to our observer system. 

First, let the candidate positive definite Lyapunov function be: 

1
0

2
TV X X     (3.25) 

 ˆ ˆ
TT

sα sβX ψ ψ   . where 

Then, the time derivative of (3.25) is given by: 

  (3.26)  T TV X X X CAC X


     T

 0 TCACUsing (3.23), 
 

. Thus, for any k ,  is definitely 

positive, then 

 
 

1 0
0 1

T
pcCAC k pc

 V  is definitely negative, and the system is asymptotically stable in 

the sense of Lyapunov. 

The gains and  in matrix ick Apck  can be carefully selected via the pole 

placement method. For our case,  4ick and .  4pck
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3.5.1.2. Inverter Nonlinearities 

Additional problems arise when the voltage at the machine terminals differs 

from its commanded value. The most important sources of voltage distortion are: 

the inverter dead time and the voltage power devices drops during the on state. 

 

Dead-time compensation 

 

The implementation of dead-time nonlinearities in a sensorless drive is 

mandatory [17]. 

Let us define the total time error resulting from dead time, turn-on and 

turn-off times: 

  (3.27) Δ d on offT T T T  

where  is the dead time, which guarantees that both power devices in an inverter 

leg never conduct simultaneously,  is the power devices turn-on delay time and 

 is the power devices turn-off delay time. 

dT

onT

offT

ΔΔ sT TIf  modifies, the duty cycle will be modified with ΔT aD , where  

is the sampling time period. Thus, for all three phases, the real duty cycles are: 
sT

*

*

*

Δ sgn( )

Δ sgn( )

Δ sgn( )

a a a

b b b

c c c

D D i

D D i

D D i

 

 

 

  (3.28) 

where the superscript „*” denotes reference values. 

The voltage vector produced by inverter can be determined as: 

* *
Δ-sdt sV V v  (3.29)  

*
sdtV *

sV is the output voltage vector required by the control algorithm, where  is the 

reference voltage vector. 
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 is defined as: The voltage error vector Δv

Δ Δ Δ

Δ

Δ

1
Δ(sgn( ) (sgn( ) sgn( ) sgn( ))

3
1

Δ (sgn( ) sgn( ))
3

α β

α dc a a b c

α dc b c

v V jV

v V i i i i

v V i i

 

   

 

  (3.30) 

The dead time compensation is already included in the SVM used in all 

control implementations on the dSpace platform. 

 

 

Power devices voltage drops compensation 

 

Also, the threshold voltages of the power semiconductor devices introduce 

another disturbance which is also nonlinear [18]. It becomes significant at low 

amplitudes of the stator voltage, i.e. at low speed. 

Thus, the voltage contribution of only one phase (the phase-to-N voltage), 

taking into account the voltage drop is described by: 

  (3.31) 
(1 )          0

(1 )          0

an a dc a T a D a

an a dc a D a T a

v D V D v D v if i

v D V D v D v if i

    

    

where  and  are the voltage drops across the transistor and the diode, 

respectively: 
Tv Dv

0T T T av v r i    (3.32)  

0D D D av v r i    (3.33)  

here  and  are the threshold voltages and  and  are the drain-

to-source resistance and diode resistance during on-state, respectively. 
0Tv 0Dv Tr Dr

Combining (3.31), (3.32) and (3.33) yields: 
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( 1 2)( ) sgn( )( ) 2an a dc a D T a D Tv D V D v v i v v       (3.34) 

Assuming that the transistor and diode have almost identical voltage drop, 

i.e., , the second term in T Dv v (3.34) may be neglected and thus: 

sgn( )( ) 2an a dc a D Tv D V i v v    (3.35)  

Taking account for (3.32) and (3.33), the inverter phase a voltage becomes: 

    0 0sgn( )( ) 2 ( ) 2an a dc a D T a D Tv D V i v v i r r  (3.36)  

( )D Tr r 2As it can be observed, the term  acts as a load resistance which 

can be compensated by adding it to the real stator resistance . sR

Consequently, the voltage drop on the phase a is given by: 

   0 0sgn( )( ) 2 ( ) 2tha a D T a D Tv i v v i r r  (3.37) 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.5.  The stator voltage command including the voltage drops on inverter power devices 
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*
sVAssuming here again that the reference voltage vector is  and the 

voltage vector modelling the voltage drops in inverter is thv , then the stator voltage 

command *
scV  (Fig. 3.5) yields: 

* *
sc s thV V v   (3.38) 

This compensation technique [16] is simple and gives relatively good results, 

even if it suffers from the drawback that power devices parameters are sometimes 

uncertain. 

3.5.1.3. The inductance variation due to magnetic saturation 

If the magnetic saturation  is ignored and the inductance is assumed 

to be a constant parameter, it seems that the control performances become worse 

and the control system may become unstable because the inductance value is used 

in the control algorithm, more specific in the flux observer of IPMSM 

( )q qL i

[20]-[22]. 
In the stator flux observer the PI controller, which performs the 

compensation (3.14), may be tuned such as the voltage model is dominant while 

the current model has less influence. In this way the errors that affect the current 

model, mainly inductance estimation errors, will have little overall influence on the 

observer behavior. However, in the active flux observer (3.8) the magnetic 

saturation must be accounted for, if accurate active flux estimation is desired. 

So, magnetic saturation, with mild cross-coupling effect for IPMSM (with 

inset rotor magnets) is considered by the function : ˆ( )q eL T

ˆ/ (1 | | / )q qn T e enL L k T T   (3.39)  

where  is the  unsaturated value,  is a torque coefficient,  is the 

estimated torque and  is the rated torque value. 
êTTkqnL qL

Ten

The current model based flux estimator in (Fig. 3.4) and the active flux (3.8)

employ . The  inductance is considered constant (PM is in the d-axis) and 

the cross-coupling effect is rather small since the currents do not exceed 150% 

ˆ( )q eL T dL
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rated value in order to limit the inverter ratings and costs, as usual in industrial 

drives. 

Fig. 3.6 illustrates, by digital simulations, the influence of the magnetic 

saturation of  in the active flux observer, for full step-load response at 2 rpm, 

with and without considering the saturation. In simulation, the machine model 

includes always the magnetic saturation according to 

qL

(3.39). 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.6.  Influence of L  magnetic saturation in the active flux observer for sensorless 

operation at lowest speed of 2 rpm (0.1Hz) and step of 100% rated torque: a) actual speed, 

estimated speed with saturation and estimated speed without saturation, b) actual rotor 

position, estimated rotor position with saturation and estimated rotor position without 

saturation – simulation results 

q
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3.5.1.4.

It is evident that the estimated speed from the active flux observer with 

considered saturation is much closer to the actual speed; also, the estimated rotor 

position is much closer to the actual rotor position. 

This is of conclusive evidence that magnetic saturation is a must in the 

motion observer for successful robust control, especially during the transients. 

 The resistance variation 

The resistive voltage becomes the significant term at low speed. The 

variations of the stator resistance take place due to temperature changes. 

The problem of the variation of stator resistance is manifested by errors in 

the estimated flux linkage vector and in the electromagnetic torque, which causes 

unstable operation of the drive. 

Several control schemes have been proposed to overcome the problem of 

stator resistance variation, reporting good performance for an induction motor drive 

[13], [18], [19] and [26], but recently also for the PMSMs [24] and [25]. 

Extensive simulation has been performed to investigate the effect of stator 

resistance variation on the performance of the observer. In all simulations presented 

in Fig. 3.7-Fig. 3.12, the following speed and torque profiles have been applied (see 

Fig. 3.7). Speed profile: 0–2 s: startup followed by steady-state operation at 1000 

rpm; 4–6 s: deceleration followed by very-low-speed operation at 2 rpm. Torque 

profile: 0–2 s: no load; 2–6 s: 50% rated load torque applied. In simulation, the 

stator resistance of the IPMSM remains always unchanged, only in the active flux 

observer its nominal value changes. Also, the drive is controlled using the signal 

provided by the encoder and the active flux observer is used only to see how it 

reacts at stator resistance detuning. Note that, here, the stator flux observer 

employies the series model in order to make use of the error between the measured 

and estimated stator current. 

Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 give the  stator flux components (actual and 

estimated) and error between actual and estimated stator flux magnitude for 

stator resistance detuning. As it can be seen, at high speed, the observer is 

practically insensitive to rotor resistance detuning because the back emf of the 

machine is significantly larger than its resistive voltage drop. In contrast, the low 

αβ

50% 
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)

speed operation is more affected. The errors in the stator flux estimation will 

determine larger errors in the rotor position and speed estimation, which may cause 

instability at low speeds. 

To mitigate the undesirable effects of stator resistance variations on the 

sensorless drive, an online resistance estimator is proposed [26]. 

  (3.40) 0
ˆ ˆ ˆ( a a
s s β αdα dβR R γ ψ i ψ i dt    

where the coefficient , 0γ  ˆ
α α αi i i  ˆ

β βi i i, respectively β 

sR

 are the 

errors between estimated and actual stator current components and  is the 

initial stator resistance estimate which can be measured offline. 
0

The adaptation error is selected to be similar to the torque estimation error 

because the resistance error affects the active power balance and, therefore, torque 

estimation. 

The evolution of estimated  for ŝR 50%  initial detuning 

( ) is shown in 0 1.5 * ;  3.3Ωs s sR R R  Fig. 3.10. The resistance adaptation was 

activated from t=0 s for the same speed and torque profiles. 

It can be observed that at high speeds, in no-load operation, the adaptation 

law (3.40) is not able to estimate the resistance. At low speed the stator resistance 

estimator is very effective as it is able to identify the actual stator resistance value 

and now the actual and estimated components of the stator flux are overlapped 

(Fig. 3.11) and the errors in the stator flux magnitude estimation converge to zero 

(Fig. 3.12). Similar behavior was obtained for - (not shown). 50% 

 

Fig. 3.7.  Actual (blue) and reference speed 
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Fig. 3.8.   stator flux components: actual (green and yellow) and estimated (blue and red) αβ

 

Fig. 3.9.  Error between actual and estimated stator flux magnitude 

 

Fig. 3.10.  Stator resistance 
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Fig. 3.11.   stator flux components: actual (green and yellow) and estimated (blue and red) αβ

 

Fig. 3.12.  Error between actual and estimated stator flux magnitude 

3.5.2. Position-Speed Estimator and Torque Estimator 

Because the active flux vector falls along the rotor d-axis, its position angle 

is iden

stimator was used for rotor 

position-speed estimation. In what follows, however, the estimators (3.41)-(3.43) 

are chosen, to reduce errors in speed 

tical to the rotor position and thus greatly simplifies the rotor position and 

speed estimation. A phase-locked-loop estimator is used, in general, to extract the 

rotor position and speed from the active flux vector. 

In Chapter 2 a PLL (phase-locked-loop) e

ˆr  estimation from êr estimation:  
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42) 

 

ˆ /a a
d dψ ψ

dθ dt  (3.41) 

 ˆ ˆ ˆ= atan( / )a a  (3.

ω̂

a
d

dβ dαψ
θ ψ ψ

1 1
2 2ˆ )a

dβkψ

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ

ˆ(
a
d

a a a a
dαk dβk dβk dαk

aψ
dαk

ψ ψ ψ ψ
ω

h ψ

 



 (3.43) 

here  is the sampling period, and tw he index 1 k   in (3.43) denotes variables h

delayed with one sampling period. 

The rotor position-speed estimator and torque estimator implementation is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.13. 

T ole s

is applied to the estimated speed to reduce the 

noise. 

e proportional gain is

he rotor speed estimation ˆ aω  in the wh peed range is required in the 

speed controller. A low pass filter 
dψ

This filter is a PT1, where th  _ 1 1p PTk  , respectively 

the inte

hs in Fig. 3.3 can be affected by inaccurate rotor position estimation. 

Position

gral gain is _ 1 3.3 i PTT ms

The transformations between the reference frames in both feedforward and 

feedback pat

. 

 estimation errors will be thoroughly checked. 

 

 

Fig. 3.13.  The position-speed estimator 

If the active flux vector is correctly estimated, the electromagnetic torque 

s simply computed based on (3.5). êT  i
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3.6. D

3.6.1. Overall simulated control system description 

The entire simulated sensorless control was developed in Matlab Simulink 

package for an easy translation into the dSpace system for experiments. 

igital Simulation Results 

Its implementation is shown in Fig. 3.14.  

 

Fig. 3.14  IPMSM simulated system overview 
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The simulation of the IPMSM control system implies first the development of 

a model for the simulated motor.  

This model infers the direct and the inverse Park transformations, but also 

the mathematical motor equations (3.1)-(3.3) written in rotor coordinates. 

Implementing the above mentioned equations the simulated model of the 

synchronous machine is obtained (Fig. 3.15). 

 

 

Fig. 3.15  The implemented IPMSM mathematical model 

 

In order to el ed drive 

system, a rotor position and speed estimation technique is aplied. Only motor phase 

current

n in Matlab/Simulink is presented in Fig. 3.16, 

provide

iminate the rotor position sensor in vector controll

s are measured and this information is used in the active flux observer. The 

flux observer, whose implemetatio

s the two components of the active flux.  
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Fig. 3.16  Active flux observer obtained by the stator flux observer with combined voltage-

current models 

 

Furthermore, due to the fact that the active flux axis corresponds to the 

rotor d-axis, these two components are used in the rotor position and speed 

estimator. 

The encoder device is thus replaced by this rotor position and speed 

estimator. 
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Here, the used control strategy is the classical vector control maintaining 

. How the vector control itself is implemented in Matlab is illustrated in Fig. 

3.17. 

The prescribed signals are speed and torque. They have a step waveform 

obtained by using a dedicated block from Matlab. 

The control block mainly consists in a speed controller and dq current 

controllers with emf compensator (where , respectively 

). 

 

0dI 

_ ˆ- a
d

d decoupling q qψ
V ω L i

_ ˆ ( )a
d

q decoupling d d PMψ
V ω L i ψ 

 

Fig. 3.17  Si ontrol block 

The speed controller generates the torque command through the  current. 

The cu

anti-windup strategy uses the saturation block to limit the PI output and 

to avoi

e saturation. 

mulated vector c

qI

rrent controllers consist of two PI controllers in order to control these currents 

with zero steady state error. These controllers are of anti-windup type.  

The 

d the integrator saturation (Fig. 3.8). Its gain decides the system rapidity to 

overcome th
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control

rom stator coordinates in to rotor coordinates using the relationship: 

The actual currents ( dI  and qI ) in rotor reference frame, used in current 

, could be obtained by measuring two phase currents and then transforming 

them f

  
    

       
2 2ˆ ˆcos cosa ad a b b

π
I I θ I θ I

 
   

2ˆcos acψ ψ ψ
π

I θ  (3.44) 

 

       3 3 3d d d

 
    




2 2π
θ

 
           

      

2ˆ ˆ ˆsin sin sin
3 3 3a a a

d d d
q a b b cψ ψ ψ

π
I I θ I I I θ  (3.45) 

where s the estimated electrical rotor position. 

 the voltages, which are in fact the outputs of the current controllers, 

are transformed into stationary stator reference frame using the estimated rotor 

position as follows: 

  (3.46) 

 ˆ ˆ  (3.47) 

These stationary reference frame voltage commands are used to generate 

the inverter control signals, so these voltage commands are applied to the machine 

phases. 

In what follows, the way the motor reacts when the classical vector control is 

applied will be presented. No information provided by an encoder is used, thus the 

entire control system works sensorless. 

The motor will b des. The above figure 

illustrates how the motor speed fol

 at very 

low and c

ˆ
a
dψ

θ i

Then,

 ˆ ˆcos sina a
d d

α d qψ ψ
V V θ V θ

 sin cosa a
d d

β d qψ ψ
V V θ V θ

e tested under various operating mo

lows the reference speed. We did not concentrate 

to obtain good motor dynamics. Our scope here was to demonstrate that the active 

concept is a simpler and better method to obtain sensorless motion control

lose to zero speed, without using the injection signal method. All the next 

figures present the digital simulation results obtained the sensorless vector control 

apllied to IPMSM. 
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F 8 

The intended purpose of this test was to demonstrate that the active flux 

ncept can perform at very low speed. 

 

The simulation test in ig. 3.1 presents start up from 0 to – 2 rpm, then 

transients from –2 rpm to 2 rpm at t=2 s, followed by a full step torque load at t=4 

s and a speed step at 5 rpm at t=6.5 s. 

co

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 
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(f) 

(g) 

 

Fig. 3.18.  Transients from –2 rpm to 2 rpm at t=2 s, followed by a full step torque load at t=4 

s and a speed step at 5 rpm at t=6.5 s; from top to bottom: (a).zoom of reference and 

estimated speed during speed reversal; (b). error between actual and estimated speed; (c). 

actual and estimated rotor angle (overlapped); (d). error between actual and estimated rotor 

angle; (e). estimated torque; (f). stator currents ; (g). active flux and its two 

components:  and 

As it can be seen in Fig. 3.18a the speed response is good below 1 s and 

having no overshoot. However during loading, the speed error is quite large (100 

rpm). 

 

 iabc

aψdβ
aψdα  
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Having such good active flux estimation (Fig. 3.18g), one can expect that 

also the rotor position estimation to be as good as the active flux is. This is 

confirmed by the two overlapped actual and estimated angle rotor position in Fig. 

3.18c. Thus, the proposed active flux concept is proven. 

Fig. 3.18e, respectively Fig. 3.18f illustrate the torque developed by the 

machine and respectively how smooth and sinusoidally the currents are (this is due 

to the fact that in simulation everything is ideal and the inverter nonlinearities were 

not modelled). 

The next simulation test presents startup from zero to –1000 rpm, then 

transients from –1000 rpm to 1000 rpm at t=2 s, followed by a full step torque load 

at t=4 s and at last a no loading operation started at t=7 s, followed by a sp

step to 2000 rpm at t=9.5 s. 

This test was performed in order to also validate the high speed operation 

based on active flux concept. 

The speed error is presented in Fig. 3.19b. It can be observed that this 

speed error is large only during transients (maximum 50 rpm). 

Fig. 3.19c and Fig. 3.19d present a zoom of the two rotor angles (the actual 

and the estimated one) during the most critical instants of time: the start-up from 0 

to -1000 rpm and the speed reversal from -1000 rpm to +1000 rpm. It can be seen 

how well the estimated rotor angle (blue line) follows the actual one (the maximum 

rotor position error is 0.2 rad). 

In general, it is not so important that the estimated angle differs with a 

percents from the actual one, but is paramount to avoid the failure of the start-up. 

It is

good enough

 

test. As i

Fig. 3.19h presents the hodograph of the active flux  components. It is 

circular, as the theory says. tho orrection and verification. If the 

hodograph has not a circular waveform, then the estimated rotor position from its 

two com

eed 

few 

 possible that the machine to be desynchronized if the estimated angle is not 

. 

Fig. 3.19g illustrates the stator three phase currents waveforms during this

t can be seen, the currents are not larger than the admitted ones.  

 This is a me d of c

αβ

ponents will not be correct. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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(g) 

(h) 

 

Fig. 3.19.  Transients from –1000 rpm to 1000 rpm at t=2 s, followed by a full step torque 

load at t=4 s then an unload at t=7 s and followed by a speed step to 2000 rpm at t=9.5 s; 

from top to bottom: (a).reference and estimated speed; (b). error between actual and 

estimated speed; (c). actual and estimated rotor angle (overlapped) during start up; (d). 

actual and estimated rotor angle (overlapped) during speed reversal; (e). error between actual 

and estimated rotor angle; (f). estimated torque; (g). stator currents ; (h). active flux 

hodograph 

All these simulation results demonstrate a good behavior of the simula

sensorless control system and validate the theoretical background of the active flux 

concept and give confidence in pursuing the experimental work. 

 

iabc

ted 
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3.7. Experimental Results 

Now, looking at the above presented simulation results, one can expect that 

the control system will have at least the same good behavior during the practical 

implementation (without encoder). 

The proposed sensorless vector control has been validated on the IPMSM 

presented in Chapter 6, which is fully dedicated to the experimental test rig. 

This was possible by developing the system control algorithm in MATLAB-

Simulink, followed by its implementation on a dSpace PPC 1103 single controller 

board. 

Experimentally it has been observed that, as the theory says, at low speed, 

the control was sensitive to the dead time and voltage drops on the inverter power 

devices and to the stator resistance. Thus, without the implementation of the 

compensation methods of voltage drops on inverter power devices and of inverter 

dead time, the experimental results at very low speed of 2 rpm could not be 

obtained. 

For the sensorless control system, knowing the initial rotor position is 

mandatory in the integrator of the active flux observer from (3.7). 

The startup procedure is mandatory and it aligns the machine to a known 

position before start-up, by triggering for a short time period the voltage vector 

1(1,0,0)V  along a-axis that creates a stator flux, which move  zero rotor 

position. This startup procedure could not be acceptable in some applications 

because  

drawback of

o 

in

The experiments are deliberately chosen to show both steady state and 

dynamic operation of the proposed cont

% rated torque 

The lowest speed achieved with the implemented sensorless control system 

is 2 rpm, operating under a step disturbance of 50% rated torque. 

s the rotor to

the rotor moves, moreover, in an unpredictable direction. This represents a

 this procedure. 

When fast start-up without encoder is desired, the initial rotor position has t

be well known, otherwise the angle from the Park transformation is wrongly 

troduced and the system may not start. 

rol method. 

The following test runs have been performed to check the proposed concept: 

 

 Steady state operation at lowest speed (2 rpm) and 50
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Fig. 3.20.  Steady state sensorless operation at lowest speed of 2 rpm (0.1Hz) and 50% rated 

torque; from top to bottom: (a). actual speed, (b). estimated speed, (c). angle rotor position 

(actual and estimated), (d). error between estimated and actual angle rotor position (e). 

measured currents, (f). estimated torque and (g). active flux  
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The rotor position estimation errors are visible, but acceptable. The 

estimated angle rotor position fluctuates around actual one. The fluctuation causes 

small current distortion and speed variation. 

Further improvements in position estimation precision are both necessary 

and feasible. 

 Step speed reduction from 5 rpm to 3 rpm at 50% rated torque 

 

 

nsients from 5 rpm to 3 rpm at 50% rated torque; from top to Fig. 3.21.  Tra bottom: (a). 

actual speed, (b). estimated speed and (c). estimated torque 
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 Steady state operation at 5 rpm with full load torque 

 

 

Fig. 3.22.  Stationary 5 rpm at 100% rated torque; from top to bottom: (a). actual speed, (b). 

estimated speed and (c). estimated torque 

 15 rpm speed reversal at 50% rated torque 

For a sensorless control system, the crossing zero point is the most 

ch d 

transition throu



allenging test. The presented speed-reversal results in Fig. 3.23 show a goo

gh zero speed. 
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Fig. 3.23.  Speed reversal at 5 rpm and 50% rated torque; from top to bottom: (a). actual 

speed, (b). estimated spe d, (c). angle rotor position (actual and estimated), (d). error 

between estimated and actual angle rotor position (e). measured currents, (f). estimated 

torque and (g). active flux 

 

 1

e
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 Response at nominal rated torque step during operation at 20 rpm 
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Fig. 3.24.  Torque transients at 20 rpm and full load; from top to bottom: (a). actual speed, 

(b). estimated speed, (c). angle rotor position (actual and estimated), (d). error between 

estimated and actual angle rotor position (e). measured currents, (f). estimated torque and 

(g). active flux 
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In vector control with id
* = 0, ideally, the active flux M  from (3.4). In 

Fig. 3.24, this is acceptable with load, but at no load th the following 

explanation: at no load and 20 rpm, through PI co tage model 

dominates in the stator flux observer because the  and at no load 

 ˆ a
d P= 

d PM  , wi

 the vol

s small,

ˆ a 
mpensator,

current i

ˆ ˆa
d s 

small an

swit

from (3.8). Moreover, at no load and 20 rp tage is very 

d incomplete inverter nonlinearities compens rop on power 

ches and dead time) determines errors in the esti tage (

m, th

ation

e stator vol

 (voltage d

mated stator vol *V ) at 

tegrator input (Fig. 3.4), thus errors occur in ˆs . On the ot

becomes i

the in her hand, under 

onditions (Fig. 3.24), the stator voltage in the errors from the 

verter nonlinearities have lower weight and the st  

 and thus 

creases and 

ator current 

loading c

in

in (3.7)

mportant

ˆ a
d  is better estimated. 

 

 Start up response from zero to 1000 rpm, followed by  1000 rpm speed 

reversal, plus 60% step torque loading response 

 

It has been observed that when the speed reference or load torque changes 

rapidly, a position (speed) estimation error occurs. 

The rotor position estimation error and the rotor speed estimation error 

increase when the speed reference or load disturbance change quickly, as it is 

shown in Fig. 3.23 - Fig. 3.25. Also during steady state the rotor speed estimation 

errors are less than 7-13 rpm, during transients they go up to 50 rpm. 

At high speeds (Fig. 3.25), the back electromotive force (EMF) will approach 

the available inverter voltage and can make proper current regulation difficult due to 

a lack of the necessary voltage margin, which explains the presence of spikes in the 

current (torque) waveforms. 

The hodograph in Fig. 3.27 is almost circular as it should. Comparing the 

results obtained by simulation with the experimental ones, the correla on is 

straightforward.  

ti
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Fig. 3.25.  Startup response from 0 to -1000 rpm, speed reversal at 1000 rpm and rque 

transients at 1000 rpm at 60% rated torque; from top to bottom: (a). actual speed, (b). error 

between estimated and actual speed, (c). angle rotor position (actual and estimated), (d). 

error between estimated and actual angle rotor position (e). measured currents, (f). estimated 

torque and (g). active flux 

  to
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Fig. 3.26.  Start up response from 0 to -1000 rpm, speed reversal at 1000 rpm and torque 

transients at 1000 rpm at 60% rated torque; from top to bottom: (a). actual and estimated 

angle rotor position at start up, (b). at speed reversal and (c). at step torque load 
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Fig. 3.27. Start up response from 0 to -1000 rpm, speed reversal at 1000 rpm and torque 

transients at 1000 rpm at 60% rated torque: active flux beta versus active flux alfa hodograph 

3.8. Conclusion 

This chapter focuses on performance motion sensorless control of IPMSM via 

stator flux estimation using the “active flux” concept. 

The stability of the proposed active flux observer is analyzed. 

The compensation methods of all factors which can cause inaccurate active 

flux estimation are also discussed and some of them proven by digital simulation. 

The current vector control strategy, using the proposed observer and without 

signal injection, was applied to the IPMSM sensorless drive in a speed range down to 

2 rpm and up to 1000 rpm. 

In conclusion, note that the proposed sensorless vector control was 

demonstrated fist by digital simulations and then through experimental results to be 

able to deliver accurate estimation both in steady state and during transients even 

at 2 rpm (0.1 Hz) operation with 50% load torque. 

The proposed solution is a genera approach that can be used in sensorless 

c

 

l 

ontrol of universal ac drives. 
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Chapter 4  

“Active Flux” DTFC-SVM Sensorless 

Control of IPMSM 

Abstract 
Equation Chapter 4 Section 1 

This chapter proposes an implementation of a motion-sensorless control 

system based on the “active flux” using direct torque and flux control with space 

vector modulation (DTFC-SVM) for IPMSM. To obtain a sensorless control without 

signal injection, the rotor position and speed estimation is based on the concept of 

“active flux” (or “torque producing flux”), which turns all the salient-pole rotor ac 

machines into fully nonsalient-pole ones. A notable simplification in the rotor 

position observation of salient-pole rotor ac machines is thus obtained because the 

active flux position is identical to rotor position. A model of the motion-sensorless 

control system for DTFC-SVM was first developed in Matlab-Simulink. The digital 

simulation results validate the active flux concept theory and ensure that the 

experimental results will be as good as from the simulation ones. Then the control 

system is implemented on dSpace platform. Indeed, experimental results 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed sensorless control system. With the 

active flux observer, the drive system operates from the very low speed of 2 rpm 

with half full load, up to 1400 rpm. Higher speed is possible, in principle, with flux 

weakening.  

4.1. Introduction 

The direct torque and flux control (DTFC) has become an accepted vector 

control method beside the current vector control. The DTFC was first applied to 

asynchronous machines, and has later been applied also to synchronous machines. 

The basic principle of DTFC is to select stator voltage vectors according to 

the differences between the reference and actual torque and flux linkages. Current 
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controllers followed by pulse width modulators (PWM) are not used in DTFC system, 

and the parameters of the motor are also not used, except for the stator resistance.  

Compared to the conventional current vector control method, the DTFC has 

the following features: 

 there are no current control loops, hence the current is not regulated 

directly; 

 coordinate transformation is not required and thus the use of DTFC 

should be beneficially in motion-sensorless implementations; 

 stator flux vector and torque estimation is required; 

 fast torque response; 

 the magnitude of the torque ripple in DTFC drive is slightly smaller than 

that in current vector control drive; 

 less parameter dependence. 

Nevertheless, the large torque and flux ripples were its main drawbacks. 

Many researchers have attempted to improve the ripples as shown in [1]-[3]. By 

using multilevel inverters [4], the resolution of the voltage vectors can be improved 

and hence, more smooth torque and flux responses. However, due to the increased 

number of power switches, the system cost and complexity increase. A modified 

DTFC scheme that utilizes space vector modulation (SVM) was reported in [1]. In 

this method, fixed switching frequency and lower torque and flux ripples were 

achieved with the help of a proportional-integral (PI) controller and the SVM 

technique. 

However, this scheme is relatively noisy [5]. A variable structure DTFC 

controller was introduced in [6]. This scheme reduces too the torque and ripples 

significantly but it parameter dependant and requires gain scheduling. 

This chapter proposes a new DTFC method based on SVM for IPMSM drives. 

The torque and flux linkage are controlled independently via two PI controllers, and 

the reference voltage vectors are generated by the SVM unit. When compared to the 

classical DTFC scheme, the proposed method suppresses the torque and flux ripples 

significantly. 

Flux estimation with current model is used at low frequencies and requires 

the stator current and the rotor speed data. The drawbacks of this method are its 

susceptibility to the changes of the rotor parameters at high speeds and its need of 

a speed sensor. For sensorless flux estimation, the voltage model is preferred. This 
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model has a very high accuracy at high speeds. However, at low speeds due to the 

very low stator voltage, decrease of the ohmic voltage and component voltage 

diminishes the error of the integration process increases. Accuracy of the flux 

estimation depends on the accuracy of the measured current, voltage and real 

parameters. 

In practice, the structure of the flux sensors and the error due to noise or a 

small DC shift of the transitional region, results in error accumulation at the 

integrator. In order to avoid that effect, an integrator with a LP filter is used instead 

of a pure integrator [7]. 

Therefore, the driver performance decreases especially at frequencies close 

to the cut-off frequency of the filter. 

In the last few years, various signal-injection magnetic saliency-based 

sensorless control algorithms, even processing of certain pulse width modulation 

voltage sequences, involving low even zero speed, have been proposed for IPMSMs 

[9]-[20]. An initial position estimation sequence is added [19], [20]. 

In very low-speed (sub 3-10 rpm) servo-drives performance, the inherent 

signal injection algorithms complexity is to be accepted, because low-speed 

operation is quite critical using electromotive-force (emf) techniques for the rotor 

position estimation based on fundamental model [21]-[29], without signal injection. 

At very low speed, the stator voltage is very small and thus, flux or rotor position 

estimations using stator voltage become very difficult to obtain. 

All very low-speed, flux and position observers must be provided with a 

compensator of inverter nonlinearity, and with techniques for online estimation of 

the stator resistance. 

This chapter aims yet another fundamental model sensorless control method 

for ac drives focusing on rotor position and speed estimation of IPMSM from a novel 

so called “active flux” observer, presented in Chapter 2 in an effort to simplify its 

online computation and to provide very low speed operation without any signal 

injection.  

As it was demonstrated, the active flux is aligned to rotor d-axis implying 

that its speed is identical to the rotor speed, which is a strong asset in speed 

estimation at all speeds. Also, the active flux observer is very similar in all traveling 

field machines, which should be instrumental in developing easier unified motion 

sensorless ac drives. 
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Thus, main claims of this chapter lay into active flux based state observer 

implementation, but this time using DTFC-SVM control. The methodology has been 

verified experimentally on a sensorless DTFC-SVM IPMSM drive, and has been 

proven to work at very low operating speed (2 rpm) at half full rated load, as in the 

case of vector control presented in Chapter 2, and to have good estimation accuracy 

both in speed transients and in steady state. The proposed method is intended to 

general ac drives that allow a little hesitation at start and do not require sustained 

operation under 2 rpm. 

4.2. Active Flux Concept for the IPMSM 

a
dψAs presented before in Chapter 2, the active flux vector , developed in 

[27] is defined as the flux that multiplies  in the dq-model torque expression of all 

ac machines: 
qi

  (4.1) 11.5
d

a
eT = p ψ iq

For the IPMSM case, the module , has the form: a
dψ

 ( ) ;    ( )a
PMd d q q d d q qdψ = ψ + L - L i i L L i  (4.2)  

where  is the number of pole pairs,   are the dq stator current 

components, ,  are the dq inductances, and  is the PM flux.  

represents the total torque producing flux in 

1p

dL
di , qi

a
dψPMdψ( )q qL i

(4.1). 
a
dψAs it can be observed from (4.1), the active flux vector  has the d-axis 

orientation, i.e, its position electrical angle is the rotor position  and its 

speed is the rotor speed , in any operation mode. 

 a
d

er ψ
θ θ

ar ψ
ω ω

d
Eq. (4.2) is simply rewritten as (4.3) and then as (4.4): 

( ( ) ) ( ( )a
PM d d q q q q d q q qdψ = ψ + L i jL i i L i jL i i   )  (4.3) 
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a s q sdψ = ψ L i  (4.4) 

The key result (4.4), valid in any reference frame, highlights that the active flux 

vector ( , )a
s sdψ ψ i si is calculated by using sψ  and , that are the stator flux and 

current vectors, respectively. 

(4.4)By using , the IPMSM voltage model in rotor reference frame “looses” 

magnetic anisotropy and manifests itself by the inductance  (torque current is 

): 

( )q qL i

qi

( ) ( ) ( ) a
s s s r q q s r dV R i s jω L i i s jω ψ      (4.5)  

sVwhere  is stator voltage vector and  is the stator resistance.Tthis is a 

definitive sign that the active flux IPMSM model is now a pure nonsalient rotor pole 

model, both for steady state and transients. The magnetic saturation influence is 

present in . 

sR

( )q qL i

4.3. DTFC-SVM Sensorless Control System 

This section gives an overview of a direct torque and flux controlled 

permanent magnet synchronous motor drive. 

The key element of a direct torque controlled drive is the estimation of the 

stator flux linkage. 

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the proposed DTFC-SVM sensorless control system for 

IPMSM, which contains the DTFC-SVM control, active flux observer, position-speed 

observer, and torque estimator.  

DTFC-SVM guarantees fast torque response and smooth control of the drive, 

especially at low speeds. 

The DTFC structure is based on the IPMSM voltage model in stator-flux 

reference frame [8], given by: 

/ ,    with 0
ss s s s ψ s s sV R i dψ dt jω ψ ψ ψ j      (4.6) 
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/ ,    / (1.5 )    with 1.5 s qV R i dψ dt V T R p ψ ω ψ T = p ψ i     (4.7) 1 1sd s d s q e s s ψ s e

where  is the torque and  is the stator-flux speed that is different 

from  during transients. Eq. 
eT

sψ
ω

sψ
r

ω

eT

(4.7) ensures the decoupling procedure: the flux 

closed-loop is controlled by , the torque closed-loop is controlled by 

, provided  is regulated for a constant value and there is a feed-forward 

compensation of the  term. 

~ ΔdV

sψ~qV

sψ sω ψ

The DTFC-SVM system, shown in Fig. 4.2, ensures a decoupled-control of 

flux and torque, and fast torque responses. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.1.  Proposed DTFC-SVM sensorless control system for IPMSM. 

It involves two parallel closed-loops with PI controllers operating in stator-

flux reference frame: the torque control loop with ( , ) and the stator-flux 

magnitude control-loop with ( , ). They provide the stator voltage reference in 

stationary frame 

*
eT êT

ˆsψsψ

(
*

) by using the estimated stator-flux an  (  sψθ ) in the 

rotator ope

s
sV gle

rator. 
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Fig. 4.2.  DTFC-SVM structure in stator-flux reference frame. 

The voltage source-inverter switching signals ( ) are generated by 

the space vector modulation (SVM) block, which replaces the switching table in the 

conventional DTFC scheme and which employs dead time and inverter nonlinearities 

compensations to realize a suitable stator-voltage vector reference. This way, the 

torque and current pulsations result low. This compensation is indispensable for 

accurate active flux estimation, especially at very low speed. 

, ,  a b cS S S

 

For IPMSM, using trial and error procedure, the proportional and integral 

gains for the PI controller on the d-axis are   10 iFk ,   10pFk  sec-1, and for the 

PI controller on the q-axis are   30iTk ,   3pTk  sec-1. The PI controllers have 

the form: . (1 / )p ik k s

 

The speed controller is identical to that in the vector control system, also of 

PI type with anti-windup and torque limiter, and with a first order low-pass filter on 

speed reference . The PI gains are *
rω  and sec-1. 10iwk  0.1pwk 

DTFC method has been proven more robust than vector control method in 

sensorless control since it does not use Park operator, typical in vector control. 

Consequently, the estimated position error is not so important. Using the SVM block, 

the torque and current pulsations are significantly reduced. 
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4.4.1.

4.4. State Observers 

 Active Flux Observer 

As it was said before in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the main purpose of the 

active flux observer is to estimate the active flux vector using the measured stator 

current and the estimated stator voltage. 

The active-flux observer implementation scheme is shown in Fig. 4.3 and 

consists in a stator flux observer ˆ
s
sψ  in large speed range based on combined 

voltage-current model, from which the term ( )
s
sq qL i i  is subtracted. 

If the initial conditions of the integrators are respected and no offset exists in the 

voltage measurement and machine parameters have the correct values, the stator 

flux estimation is very accurate. The voltage drops on the stator resistance 

dominates the integrator input at low speeds, when the supply voltage  is low, 

also. For better results the initial value of the integrators are important.  
sV

The stator flux observer combines advantages of the current-model 

estimator in rotor reference at low speed, with the voltage-model estimator in stator 

reference at medium-high speed, employing a PI compensator that decides the flux 

estimation dynamic behavior in frequency domain. 

The voltage model is generally regarded to perform well at high frequencies. 

However, due to possible errors in the estimated value of the stator resistance and 

errors in the measurement of the stator voltage and current, the integration 

becomes inaccurate. 

Therefore either the current model or some other stabilization method has to 

be used to ensure good performance even at higher frequencies. 

At very low speed including zero speed ( ), the PI compensator gain, 

characterized in frequency domain by , has very high value. Thus, 

the stator flux estimation 

0eω 

/ic ek ωpck j

ˆ
s
sψ  follows the stator flux reference given by the open-

loop current model ˆ
s
siψ , to reduce the flux error.  

At medium-high speed, the PI compensator gain practically remains only 

with the proportional component (low ) and now, the correction loop could be 

considered an open one. Thus, the stator flux estimation 
pck

ˆ
s
sψ  is given only by the 
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0eω voltage model. The dc-offset ( ) from the measured current and voltage 

chains is totally compensated. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3  Active flux observer 

In conclusion, the frequency behavior of the PI compensator provides for the 

stator flux estimation a smooth transition, depending on speed, between the open-

loop current model - sensitive to magnetic parameter variations ( , and 

), and the closed-loop voltage model - with mildly  influence. 
PMψ dL

sR( )q qL i

The PI compensator gains are tuning by pole allocation method choosing 

double pole at 2 rad/s, resulting 4ick 4pck  , , and  is set for hot 

temperature value. 

4ΩsR 

Finally, the magnetic saturation has to be taken into consideration for an 

accurate active flux estimation [22]. Thus, here it is considered in the function 

( )( )
s
sq qL i i : 

ˆ/ (1 | | /q qn T eL L k T T  )en

Tk

 (4.8)  

where  is the nominal value,  is a torque coefficient,  is the estimated 

torque and  is the rated torque value. 
êTqnL qL

enT
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4.4.2.

ˆ a a

 Position-Speed Estimator and Torque Estimator 

As the active flux vector falls along the rotor d-axis, its speed is identical to 

the rotor speed, which greatly simplifies the speed estimation. 

As presented in Chapter 3, to extract the rotor position and speed from the 

active flux vector, a solution is to employ derivative estimator based on (4.9)-(4.11)

: 

  (4.9) ˆˆ /a a
d dψ ψ

ω dθ dt

  (4.10) ˆ ˆ= atan( / )a
d

dβ dαψ
θ ψ ψ

1 1
2 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ

ˆ ˆ( )
a
d

dαk dβk dβk dαk
a aψ
dαk dβk

ψ ψ ψ ψ
ω

h ψ ψ

 




a a a a

 (4.11)  

1k where h is the sampling period, and the index  in (4.11) refers to one sampling 

time period delayed. 

The drawback of this solution is that the speed estimation accuracy is strictly 

dependent on the accuracy of the active flux components estimation. The accuracy 

of active flux depends on the electromagnetic parameters and the noise and offset 

of the measured signals. To remove the noise from the estimated speed a low pass 

filter (LPF) (4.12), small time-constant, is applied to the estimated speed to reduce 

noise: 

 / (LPF pF iFH k T s  1)  (4.12) 

where ,  sec.   1pFk   0.003iFT 

If the active flux vector is correctly estimated, the electromagnetic torque 

 is simply computed based on êT (4.1). 

From the active flux observer, the rotor position estimation is used in rotator 

operators in Fig. 4.3, and the rotor speed estimation is used for the speed control 

loop. So if the vector control system can be affected by inaccurate rotor position 
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estimation , in DTFC-SVM ( a
dψ

θ Fig. 4.2), none of them are used, this fact being an 

inherent advantage of DTFC motion-sensorless control. 

4.5. Digital Simulation Results 

For theoretical validation of the active flux concept, a Matlab-Simulink 

simulation model has been built and run. 

Fig. 4.4 illustrates the Matlab-Simulink implementation of the DTFC basic 

scheme. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4.  Matlab-Simulink implementation of DTFC basic scheme 
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Of couse, for the sensorless implementation, the rotor position and speed 

estimation has been of important interest.  

In order to obtain accurate rotor position and speed estimations, the active 

flux (the angle as well as the magnitude) has to be estimated as good as possible.  

The operation at low speeds involves small currents. When the currents are 

small, the sensorless control becomes difficult. 

The performances of the DTFC sensorless control technique are evaluated in 

terms of transient responses: startup, speed reversal and load toque variation. 

In order to prove by digital simulation results the motion-sensorless based 

on active flux concept of the IPMSM using DTFC-SVM, the following tests were 

performed: 

 Startup with full torque to -2 rpm followed by transients from –2 rpm to 

2 rpm at t=2 s and then a speed step at 5 rpm at t=3.5 s 

Usually, in practice, operation with the motor loaded than unloaded is 

desired. 

To see how the control system responses when is fully loaded from standstill 

this simulation test was performed under this condition. 

As it can be seen in Fig. 4.5b the speed error is large (almost 200 rpm), but 

this is only at start up, the machine being full loaded. 

In steady state and even during speed reversal from -2 rpmto 2 rpm and 

from 2 rpm to 5 rpm the speed error is very small (around 5 rpm).  

Also the rotor position estimation is very good: actual and estimated angle 

rotor position in Fig. 4.5c being overlapped and the rotor position error being below 

0.02 rad with the exception of start up when is almost 0.15 rad.  

Thus, the proposed active flux concept is proven. 

Fig. 4.5e shows the torque developed by the machine and respectively in 

Fig. 4.5f the currents which are very sinusoidal and smooth are illustrated. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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(g) 

 

Fig. 4.5.  Startup with full torque to -2 rpm followed by transients from –2 rpm to 2 rpm at t=2 

s and then a speed step at 5 rpm at t=3.5 s; from top to bottom: (a).reference and estimated 

speed; (b). error between actual and estimated speed; (c). actual and estimated rotor angle 

(overlapped); (d). error between actual and estimated rotor angle; (e). estimated torque; (f). 

stator currents i ; (g). active flux and its two components:  and  aψdβ
aψdαabc

 Transients from –1400 rpm to 1400 rpm at t=2 s, followed by a full step 

torque load at t=4.5 s then an unload at t=7 s and followed by a speed 

step to 2000 rpm at t=9 s 

This test was performed in order to also validate the high speed operation 

based on active flux concept. 

The speed error is presented in Fig. 4.6b. It can be observed that this speed 

error is large only during transients (maximum 50 rpm, as in the case of vector 

control system). 

Fig. 4.6c and Fig. 4.6d present a zoom of the two rotor angles (the actual 

and the estimated one) during the most critical instants of time: the start-up from 0 

to -1400 rpm and the speed reversal from -1400 rpm to +1400 rpm. It can be 

observed that the estimated rotor angle (blue line) follows the actual one (the 

maximum angle rotor position error is 0.22 rad). 

As it can be seen, the stator three phase currents are not larger than the 

admitted ones (Fig. 4.6g) and the hodograph of the active flux is circular (Fig. 

4.6h). 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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(g) 

(h) 

 

Fig. 4.6.  Transients from –1400 rpm to 1400 rpm at t=2 s, followed by a full step torque load 

at t=4.5 s then an unload at t=7 s and followed by a speed step to 2000 rpm at t=9 s; from 

top to bottom: (a).reference and estimated speed; (b). error between actual and estimated 

speed; (c). actual and estimated rotor angle (overlapped) during start up; (d). actual and 

estimated rotor angle (overlapped) during speed reversal; (e). error between actual and 

estimated rotor angle; (f). estimated torque; (g). stator currents i ; (h). active flux 

hodograph 

abc

 

In conclusion, the simulations results confirm that the sensorless DTFC 

system based via active flux model gives a good tracking performance for different 

speeds with and without load.  
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4.6. Experimental Results 

Once, the digital simulations seem to give confidence into the proposed 

sensorless DTFC-SVM system for IPMSM drive, the experimental work was pursuit. 

The proposed sensorless direct torque and flux control (DTFC-SVM) is 

validated on the experimental setup presented in Chapter 6. 

Here, again, we confrunt with the same prblems as in the vector control 

system: the stator voltage applied to machine is lower than the commanded one 

because of dead-time losses and the stator resistance variation, especially at low 

speeds.  

So, the implementation of the compensation methods of voltage drops on 

inverter power devices and of inverter dead time, presented in Chapter 3, play again 

an important role in aciving very low speed operation of 2 rpm. 

The startup procedure presented in Chapter 3 is also necessary to align the 

rotor at zero. 

In all experimental tests the sensorless control system was used. 

As we expected from theory, during experiments, it was observed that the 

control was sensitive to dead-time and voltage drops on the inverter power devices 

(the stator voltage applied to machine is lower than the commanded one because of 

them), and to the stator resistance, especially at low speeds. 

For a good image of how the sensorless control system works, various tests 

considered to be relevant have been performed, in a speed range from very low 

speed to high speed of 1400 rpm. 

All the experiments have been carried out with a limited value (50%) of 

rated motor torque because we did not have a stable loading machine at very low 

speed (2 pm or so) for more than 50% rated torque. 

The following experiments are performed to check the concepts and 

performance of the proposed motion-sensorless control system: 

 Steady state operation at lowest speed (2 rpm) and 50% rated torque  
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Fig. 4.7.  Steady state sensorless operation at lowest speed of 2 rpm (0.1Hz) and 50% rated 

torque; from top to bottom: (a). actual speed, (b). estimated speed, (c). angle rotor position 

(actual and estimated), (d). error between estimated and actual angle rotor position (e). 

measured currents, (f). estimated torque and (g). active flux 
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 Step speed reduction from 5 rpm to 2 rpm at 50% rated torque 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.8.  Transients from 5 rpm (0.25 Hz) to 2 rpm (0.1 Hz) at 50% rated torque; from top to 

bottom: (a). actual speed, (b). estimated speed and (c). estimated torque 
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 10 rpm speed reversal at 50% rated torque 
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Fig. 4.9.  Speed reversal at 10 rpm (0.5 Hz) and 50% rated torque; from top to bottom: (a). 

actual speed, (b). estimated speed, (c). angle rotor position (actual and estimated), (d). error 

between estimated and actual angle rotor position (e). measured currents, (f). estimated 

torque and (g). active flux 
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 Step torque response at 20 rpm 
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Fig. 4.10.  Torque transients at 20 rpm (1 Hz) and 50% rated torque; from top to bottom: (a). 

actual speed, (b). estimated speed, (c). angle rotor position (actual and estimated), (d). error 

between estimated and actual angle rotor position (e). measured currents, (f). estimated 

torque and (g). active flux 
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 Start up response from zero to 1400 rpm, followed by  1400 rpm speed 

reversal, plus 50% step torque loading response 
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Fig. 4.11. Startup response from 0 to -1400 rpm (70 Hz), speed reversal at 1400 rpm and 

torque transients at 1400 rpm at 50% rated torque; from top to bottom: (a). actual speed, 

(b). error between estimated and actual speed, (c). angle rotor position (actual and 

estimated), (d). error between estimated and actual angle rotor position (e). measured 

currents, (f). estimated torque and (g). active flux 
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Fig. 4.12.  Start up response from 0 to -1400 (70 Hz) rpm, speed reversal at 1400 rpm and 

torque transients at 1400 rpm at 50% rated torque; from top to bottom: (a). actual and 

estimated angle rotor position at start up, (b). during speed reversal and (c). during step 

torque load 
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Fig. 4.13. Start up response from 0 to -1400 rpm, speed reversal at 1400 rpm and torque 

transients at 1000 rpm at 60% rated torque: active flux beta versus active flux alfa hodograph 



The DTFC motion-sensorless control for IPMSM is experimentally proven by 

stable steady state operation at lowest speed limit of 2 rpm (0.1 Hz) and 50% rated 

load torque with good performance (see Fig. 4.7), taking into account that the novel 

concept of active flux is employed, and not signal injection methods. 

In DTFC case, the rotor position estimation enters only in the current model 

based stator flux estimator, which is important only at low speeds. Thus, the 

position error at medium and high speeds is not important at all. The speed 

estimation error really counts in the speed control loop. Note that, if the rotor 

position error is rather constant, then the speed is correctly estimated. 

Even with partial compensation of the VSI nonlinearities, the currents and 

the torque are not quite smooth and the measured speed has some pulsations, but 

in acceptable limits for general variable speed drive applications.  

These could be due to the cogging torque, partial-compensated 

nonlinearities, and other non-modeled disturbances. 

To check the dynamics at very low speeds, operation from 5 rpm to 2 rpm is 

tested with good results (Fig. 4.8). 
Fig. 4.9 shows good results obtained from a speed reversal operation at  10 

rpm and 50% of rated torque. Here, the currents are smooth, the torque shows 

some pulsations, but they are again, reasonable. 

Torque transients at 20 rpm for step-loading from 0 to 50% rated torque, 

with an acceptable overshooting are presented in Fig. 4.10. 
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Start up response from 0 to -1400 rpm, speed reversal at 1400 rpm, and 

torque transients at 1400 rpm at 50% rated torque are all shown in 



Fig. 4.11-Fig. 

4.13 with good expected dynamics at high speeds. 

Fig. 4.12 illustrates the actual (provided by the encoder) and the estimated 

rotor position angle. Only at startup a small difference between the two waveforms 

(actual and estimated) can be observed. 

In this case, the implemented observer operates for acceptable parameter 

values and has small errors. In encoderless systems, the duration of position angle 

computation, is decisive. If the estimated angle has large oscillations comparatively 

with the encoder angle, then the system will not operate properly. This is visibly 

during operation at high speeds, where the angle estimator should be very fast and 

without large oscillations.  

The speed estimation error really counts because a speed feedback is used 

for speed loop control. The speed estimation errors are up to 30 rpm during speed 

transients, but they go down to less than 2-5 rpm during steady state. 

Note that if the rotor position error is constant, then the speed estimation 

will be correct. 

The intended purpose of all these experiments is to validate the concept of 

"active flux" for motoring and generating. Changing the speed sign and maintaining 

the torque sign involve operation of IPMSM in generating (see Fig. 4.10). 

Comparing the experimental results with the results obtained through digital 

simulation, it can be said that, excepting low speeds where, due to the large rotor 

position error, the results can not be compared, at high speeds almost the same 

results are obtained. Much more, we can even say that the experimental results are 

better if we refer to the speed error during during speed reversal from -1400 rpm to 

+1400 rpm (around 25 rpm in experiments and 50 rpm in simulation). 

In summary, note that DTFC, as it was demonstrated for the vector control 

in Chapter 3, is capable to sustain 2 rpm (0.1Hz) operation with 50% load torque, 

and in general, good low speed transients operations.  

At low speed, by showing a lower value of the position error, DTFC has been 

proven more robust than vector control. 
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4.7. Conclusion 

The novel state-observer for flux, rotor position and speed is developed 

based on the concept of active flux, particularized for motion-sensorless for IPMSM 

drive using DTFC-SVM. No signal injection is involved. 

The IPMSM drive performs with good results in a wide speed range down to 

2 rpm and up to 1400 rpm. 

Through experimental tests, sustained sensorless operation at low speed 

down to 2 rpm is obtained, with stable operation to 50% rated load torque step 

perturbation. The rotor position errors are visible, but limited. They occur, however, 

only in the active flux observer at very low speeds because DTFC is performed. 

For making a comparison between theory and practice, digital simulations of 

the motion-sensorless control system are also presented. Both of them validate the 

active fux concept for motion-sensorless DTFC-SVM for IPMSM drive. 
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Chapter 5  

Wide Speed Range Sensorless Control of 

PM-RSM via “Active Flux Model” 

Abstract 
Equation Chapter 5 Section 1 

 
 
This chapter presents two improved control strategies for the sensorless 

control of permanent magnet reluctance synchronous motor (PM-RSM) in a wide 

speed range. The first control strategy is a novel torque referencing strategy which 

includes a reference torque calculator that is capable to develop maximum available 

motor toque for an optimal current pair ( ) below base speed (maximum 

torque/ampere), but also in flux weakening region (above base speed) where 

voltage limitations impose constraints on the allowable ( ) currents. The second 

control strategy is an alternative to the first control, but having the advantage to be 

much simpler and involving less off-line computational effort. The motion sensorless 

control of the PM-RSM is obtained via model-based stator flux estimation using the 

“active flux” concept. Comprehensive digital simulations for wide speed range 

sensorless control of a PM-RSM drive, operating down to 1 rpm and up to 12000 

rpm demonstrate the effectiveness of both proposed sensorless control strategies. 

The conclusion was that both of them perform the same. Thus, in the experiments 

the second sensorless control strategy has been performed, being much simpler. 

Experimental results between 30 rpm and 3000 rpm are in agreement with digital 

simulations and validate the theoretical background. By these experimental results 

the proposed here strategies provide stable and reliable operation up to a speed 

equal eight times the machine base speed. Also the vector control system was 

developed and the experimental results employining it were compared with the ones 

obtained by using one of the two proposed control strategies. 

,d qi i

,d qi i
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5.1. Introduction 

The PM-RSM (Fig. 5.1) is an interior permanent magnet synchronous motor 

(IPMSM) with weak PMs (emf < 0.25 p.u.), but with large magnetic saliency 

( 3 1d qL L  ), which is credited with large constant power speed range (CPSR = 

3/1) for reasonably low motor torque and inverter current overrating. 

Moreover, due to weak magnets and high magnetic saliency, the no load 

voltage even at 6/1 CPSR is only 1.5 p.u., which avoids any dedicated over voltage 

protection in the inverter when the latter is off by faulty operation. 

On the other hand, tooth/wound surface PMSMs with reach stator mmf space 

harmonics content (12 slot/10 pole for example) show a high synchronous 

inductance  ( 1 in p.u.) and thus, have been proved suitable for a true 3/1 

CPSR. This is very good for a surface PM rotors when considering that the 

demagnetizing current  ( ) is notably smaller than the rated current, 

and thus the machine efficiency stays good during flux weakening region. 

.sL 

i

sL 0

PM s dkψ L idk

However, Ls is still large not only in axis d but also in axis q which limits the 

true CPSR to 3/1 or so. Moreover, as the torque in SPMSM is produced solely by the 

PM flux (emf = 0.8-0.9 p.u.) at no load, the voltage at maximum speed, say with 

CPSR = 3/1, is 2.4-2.7 p.u., which requires dedicated over voltage inverter 

protection for inverter complete shut-off by faulty operation. On top of this, for 

same no load faulty operation, full PM flux leads to high core losses, which are not 

accepted in some applications, e.g., automotive.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1.  The sensorless vector control system 
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Consequently, we can safely consider that the PM-RSM still retains solid 

advantages for wide CPSR (CPSR > 3/1). 

Motion sensorless control of PM-RSM emerged rigorously lately, involving 

very low [1]-[2] and very high speed [3]. In the last case, it is difficult to make the 

acquisition of speed signal from the incremental encoder. 

Analytical expressions for current references, which maximize the ratio of 

the torque and the current, were first formulated by Jahns et al (1986) [4]. This 

kind of control is generally called the maximum torque per ampere control or 

minimum current control. 

Thus, below base speed, or at lower than maximum torque available at a 

given speed, maximum torque/current control was used to minimize approximately 

the losses [5]-[16].  

At a certain base speed , the voltage V  reaches the maximum voltage 

available from the inverter. If the speed must be increased above this frequency, 

the flux magnitude must be decreased. This procedure is called the flux weakening. 

The speed range above  is called therefore the field weakening range or the 

constant power area. 

bω

bω

So, separately, for flux weakening, above base speed, maximum torque/flux 

control was exercised successfully [17]-[26]. 

If a PM-RSM is controlled with current vector control based on minimizing 

the stator current, the modulus of the stator flux linkage varies as a function of the 

torque. Therefore also the base frequency varies as the torque is changed. With 

control principles based on keeping the modulus of the stator flux linkage constant 

below the base speed, the field weakening is accomplished easily by changing the 

flux linkage’s modulus in inverse proportion to the speed. 

In essence, the following criteria will be considered: maximization of the 

nominal torque as a function of ,  and  with the voltage and the current 

limited to nominal values and also the current should be such that the torque to 

current ratio is maximized (i.e. the minimum current control is considered). 

PMψ di qi

For the motion sensorless control, the “active flux” observer was used, from 

which more accurate rotor position and speed estimation are obtained.  

The “active flux” concept (or “torque producing flux”), which “turns all the 

salient–pole machines into nonsalient–pole ones”, was developed in [2]. 
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To extend the torque/speed range, automatic rearrangement of ( ) is 

provided. 

* *,d qi i

This chapter aims as main contribution, to combine the maximum 

torque/ampere control with the “sliding” towards maximum torque/flux when the 

voltage ceiling is surpassed, into a single control strategy, accounting also for 

magnetic saturation variation. To do so, a „self-reconfigurable” torque referencer 

( , versus ) is introduced, while the “active flux” model * *
 FWd di i *

qi
*
eT [2] is used in 

the state observer. 

A second strategy, which is computationally simpler, is also proposed: a 

novel ( ) pair referencer valid from zero to maximum speed, which implicitly 

switches gradually from maximum torque/flux (for maximum torque/speed 

envelope) to maximum torque/copper losses (for lower loads and speeds). 

* *,  d qi i

Digital simulations for a built PM-RSM prototype using both control strategies 

show proper motion-sensorless control from 1 rpm to 12000 rpm without signal 

injection, evidentiating flux weakening at high speeds and current (flux) reduction at 

low torque.  

The rationality of theory analysis has been also proved by experimental 

results, which validate satisfactorily the proposed solutions. 

5.2. Mathematical Model of PM-RSM Including Magnetic 

Saturation Effects 

The PM-RSM is rather a good saliency interior PM rotor synchronous 

machine. The PMs are placed in the q-axis, while the d-axis shows higher magnetic 

permeance ( ). d qL L

In the general synchronous machine model, the flux-current relation is linear 

with constant inductance. But, because of magnetic saturation, flux can not be 

expressed as function of inductance. 

So, the magnetization function represents the flux-current function 

. Recalling the general model and replacing , the 

general synchronous machine model, including magnetic saturation effects, is: 

( ) ( )d d d d dψ i L i i ( ) ( )d d d d dψ i L i i
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ss ss s
dψ

V R i jω ψ
dt

     r  (5.1) 

 ( ) ( )ψ L i i j L i ψd d d q q PMqs       (5.2) 

*
11

3 3
( ( ) ) Re( )

2 2
se PMq d d q q d sT p ψ L i L i i p j ψ i               (5.3)  

where  is the stator voltage,  is the stator current,  is the stator 

resistance, , are the dq axes inductances, is the stator flux,  is the PM 

flux linkage,  is the electromagnetic torque,  is the electrical rotor speed and 

 is the number of pole pairs. The magnetic saturation is considered only in the d-

axis , with  constant. 

sV

qL

e

si sR

ψdL

T
sψ

rω
PMq

1p

( )d dL i qL

It is evident that the saturated model is almost identical with the linear 

model, with the only difference that any controller or observer based on those 

models has to be speed and inductance adaptive. 

5.3.  Sensorless Vector Control System 

Fig. 5.2 illustrates the proposed vector control system for controlling the PM-

RSM, where the stator current is controlled in the rotor reference frame. 

As in usual vector control, the two PI current control loops have been 

implemented in a rotating dq reference frame for better performance than 

stationary frame regulators, as they operate on dc quantities. 

The design of the controllers employs the relation (5.4): 

(1 )i
p

k
k

s
  (5.4) 

In the case of PM-RSM, a high  current is required in order to cancel the q-

axis flux, while the  current component is use for torque control over speed 

range.  

qi

di
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Fig. 5.2.  The sensorless vector control system 

The maximum value for  maxqi  current is 22 A, experimentally derived. 

Stronger magnets would allow larger qi  max . Thus, over the entire speed range the 

 current is kept constant at a value of 22 A. *
 maxqi

The system command is given by the speed. The estimated speed  

is used as feedback signal in the PI speed controller. 

ˆ ˆ a
q

r ψ
ω ω

ˆ ˆ
2a

q
r ψ

π
θ θ The estimated angle  was used for supplying all vector 

transformations between the abc and dq frames. 

5.4. Wide Speed Range Sensorless Control System 

(strategy 1) 

Fig. 5.3 illustrates the proposed sensorless control system for PM-RSM, 

which consists of a torque referencing strategy scheme (Fig. 5.4), a space vector 

modulator block (SVM), an active flux observer and rotor position-speed estimator. 

The SVM block generates the switching signals for the voltage source 

inverter. The state observers provide rotor position, rotor speed and torque 

estimation in order to achieve sensorless control of the PM-RSM drive. 
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Fig. 5.3.  The proposed sensorless control strategy 1 for torque-dq current referencer 

For torque referencing strategy (Fig. 5.4), a speed controller provides the 

reference torque. 

For a certain speed the torque can be achieved with a variety of different dq 

current pairs. 

There is an optimum operating point ( , ) in which for a 

demanded torque, the phase current amplitude is minimized. 

*
_d opti *

_q opti

The upper part of the Fig. 5.4 shows that the d axis current component  is 

obtained by minimizing the output of two curves: the magnetic saturation curve 

( ) and  curve (

*
di

*
_ ( )d opt ei T* Fig. 5.29, respectively Fig. 5.30 from Appendix( )didL ), 

which is obtained by Finite Element Method (FEM) design, based on maximum 

torque/current criterion. 
*
 lim ˆ( )sψ ωThe r  curve is simply obtained: 

* max
 lim

* max
 lim

ˆ,   ,  

ˆ,   
ˆ

s
s r

b

s
s r

r

V
ψ for ω ω

ω

V
ψ for ω ω

ω

 

 

b

b

  (5.5) 
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Fig. 5.4.  The torque-current referencers 

The lower part of the Fig. 5.4, illustrates how the q axis current component 

 is obtained. *
qi

To improve the system dynamic behavior, a feedforward signal, limited by 

torque reference speed dependent, was added to the output signal of the PI torque 

controller (Fig. 5.4);  is the feedforward coefficient which is less than 0.9k 
* *

_ max lim/  q ei T . The q axis current reference is then limited by the maximum q 

allowable current. 

The voltage limitation (flux weakening) block from Fig. 5.3 ensures through 

 that the voltage reference satisfies the maximum voltage constraint by a 

substantial reduction of the magnetizing current  through , must be imposed. 

The coefficient 0.6 means  voltage limit. Thus, the created voltage 

margin allows for increasing the available torque producing current component . 

*
 d FWi

*
di

*
 d FWi

*
 40%d FW di  *i

*
di

Using the torque control strategy described so far, the reference current 

components and  always ensure that the magnitude of the stator current vector 

does not exceed the maximum current : 

*
di

*
qi

maxsI

2 2
maxq sdi i I   (5.6) 
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In conclusion, below base speed, the current limit (5.7) and the rated flux 

level  determine the operating point corresponding to the maximum torque. *
sψ

Above base speed, the torque control strategy is based on the flux 

weakening control method because here we need to reduce the stator flux 

magnitude in order to satisfy the voltage constraint: 

2 2
maxq sdV V V   (5.7) 

maxsV  is the maximum voltage of the inverter.  

The operating point of the maximum possible torque corresponding to a 

certain speed value is defined by the intersection of the voltage limit curve and the 

current limit curve. 

To obtain fast torque dynamics when operating at the voltage limit, in [18]-

[20], for an induction machine case, a temporary voltage margin is created in a 

dynamic condition by deviating the trajectory (angle δ ) of the stator flux linkage 

vector to flux values of lower magnitude. 

To accomplish this, for PM-RSM, the scheme illustrated in Fig. 5.5 is 

employed. As it can be seen the speed error  is used as a feedforward signal. 

The speed error  is used as a feedforward signal enabled by the condition 

 that indicates operation at the maximum available voltage. A signal  

(varying between 0 and 60 degrees) is then created and it rotates the stator voltage 

vector such that the stator flux linkage vector is deviated towards a trajectory of 

reduced amplitude. 

Δω

Δω

sΔV 0 Δδ

In our PM-RSM case, the temporary voltage margin is almost created by the 

torque control strategy itself, and thus the scheme presented in Fig. 5.5 does not 

need to be used here.  

To demonstrate this, digital simulations operating at the voltage limit 

without and with  are presented in Δδ Fig. 5.7. It can be noticed that with  

correction (

Δδ

Fig. 5.6) the torque response is smoother and 15% faster when 

operating at 3500 rpm. 
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Fig. 5.5.  The variation angle scheme 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.6.  Torque transients from 1 Nm to 3 Nm during operation at the maximum available 

voltage (3500 rpm): angle variation correction  Δδ

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

Fig. 5.7.  Torque transients from 1 Nm to 3 Nm during operation at the maximum available 

voltage (3500 rpm): reference (dashed line) and actual torque when operating with (a) and 

without angle variation correction (b) Δδ

5.5. Wide Speed Range Sensorless Control System 

(strategy 2) 

As the marger of maximum available torque with speed and maximum 

torque per ampere criteria in the proposed strategy 1 (Fig. 5.4) supposes notable 

off-line computation effort, this new ( ) referencing strategy 2 is a simplified 

alternative procedure, but with much less off-line computation effort (

* *,  d qi i

Fig. 5.8). 

 

 

Fig. 5.8.  The proposed sensorless control strategy 2 for torque-dq current referencer 
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k ) * PMq
q qk

q

ψ
i i

L
Here, for the maximum torque ( eT as function of rω ,   

thus, from (5.1)-(5.3) simply: 

  and

max
1 1

max

3 3
,     

2 2

,     

PMq PMq s
ek d d r b

q q b

r
ek e b r b

b

ψ ψ V
T p L i p for ω ω

L L ω

ω
T T for ω ω

ω

 

 



  (5.8) 

when the required torque  the  is reduced with the square 

root of torque reference: 

*
max( )e e rT T ω *

qi

* ePM
q

q ek

Tψ
i

L T
  (5.9) 

from torque equation (5.3) for optimum torque per current: 

*

* 1
* *

2
3

( )
(1 )

e

d

e d d e
PMq PMq

ek q ek

T
p

i
T L i T

ψ ψ
T L T



 

  (5.10) 

which replaces the need for the maximum torque per current family of 

curves ( , ) which need apriori calculations or experiments. * *( )d ei T * *( )q ei T

As it can be seen in Fig. 5.8, when the current limit is surpassed due to 

parameter mismatch an additional reference torque correction is added: . *Δ eT

Also, when the voltage limit is surpassed (again only due to parameter 

mismatch), the stator voltage is limited to  but its angle remains given by  

and . 

*
dVmaxsV

)

*
qV

Only the magnetization curve , the rather constant value of  and 

the PM flux PM  are required for control calibration. 

(d dL i qL

PMqψ
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5.6.  Active Flux Observer for the PM-RSM 

As it was mentioned before, this observer is based on the “active flux” 

concept, as developed in [2] and it leads to the estimation of both “active flux” 

amplitude  and angle  with respect to stator phase a. aˆqψ a
ˆ

qψ
θ

In contrast with the active flux observer presented so far, here, for PM-RSM 

case, ˆ ˆ
2a

q
rψ

π
θ θ   (where is the electrical angle rotor position)).  

corresponds to PM rotor position and here it corresponds with the negative axis q. 

r̂θ a
ˆ

qψ
θ

ˆ
a
qψThus, for the PM-RSM case, the “active flux” vector  observer, in stator 

coordinates, is: 

ˆ ( )s

as s s
s s comp d dqψ = (V - R i +V )dt - L i i

s
s  (5.11)  

ˆ ( ) sd dq sψ =ψ - L i i
as s s

  (5.12) 

 

 

Fig. 5.9.  The active flux observer in the PM-RSM case 
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In this case, the active flux observer implementation scheme (Fig. 5.9), 

consists in a stator flux observer in stator coordinates from which the term 

( ) s
s

d dL i i  is subtracted (5.11). 

The position and speed estimator is the same with the one presented in the 

previous chapters ( ˆ ˆ
2a

q
r ψ

π
θ θ  , ). ˆ ˆ a

q
r ψ
ω ω

5.7. Digital Simulations 

The digital simulations have been processed in MATLAB/Simulink package for 

the PM-RSM model specified in Experimental setup 2 in Chapter 6. 

As in the theoretical background two wide speed range control strategies 

were presented, the intended purpose of this paragraph is to validate and compare 

them. Thus, two simulation models were developed and in what follows digital 

simulations results using both control strategies will be presented. 

5.7.1. Digital Simulations Results Using the Proposed Wide Speed 

Range Control Strategy 1 

In order to validate the proposed sensorless control strategy 1 of PM-RSM 

via „active flux” in a wide speed range digital simulation tests at low, medium and 

high speed were performed and will be next presented: 

 low speed operation: start up at 1 rpm followed by a full step 

torque load at t=3 s using the proposed sensorless control 

strategy 1 (Fig. 5.10) 

Fig. 5.10a shows a quick speed recovery and a small speed ripple in the 

estimated speed waveform.  

The position estimation during torque transients is very reliable (Fig. 5.10c), 

the error between the actual and estimated angle rotor being only of 0.04 rad 

during torque transient (Fig. 5.10d). 

Fig. 5.10h shows that the flux increases at flux reference value only during 

torque transients in order to produce the demanded torque; otherwise it is 

maintained at the PM flux (low) value. 
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It can be observed that the motor operates with constant torque because the 

command speed is below the base speed (Fig. 5.10f). 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

0.5t Fig. 5.10.  Start up to 1 rpm at s followed by a full step torque load at s, using 

the proposed sensorless control strategy 1; from top to bottom: (a). estimated speed; 

(b). error between encoder and estimated speed; (c). angle rotor position; (d). error between 

actual and estimated angle rotor position; (e). 

3t 

 blue ,  Id Iq  currents; (f). reference and 

estimated torque; (g). estimated stator flux 

 medium speed operation: start up at 6000 rpm followed by a step 

torque load (of 1.5, which is around 26% rated torque) at t=4 s 

using the proposed sensorless control strategy 1 (Fig. 5.11) 

 

Fig. 5.11a and Fig. 5.11g illustrate the well behaved speed and torque 

transients. 
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Fig. 5.11h shows how, once the actual speed achieves the reference speed 

value of 6000 rpm on no-load, the flux is decreased until it achieves the almost PM 

flux linkage (low) value. 

The voltage and current reduction (Fig. 5.11e and Fig. 5.11g) after the 

command speed reaches steady state shows clearly the optimum torque/current 

relationship to reduce losses even at high speed, but for low torque when the 

machine uses the entire available voltage and current. 

A reduction of the magnetizing current  through  (*
di

*
 d FWi Fig. 5.11d) 

ensures that the voltage reference satisfies the maximum voltage constraint. 

In Fig. 5.11c, the position error is small (0.05 rad), which means that the 

estimated angle rotor position follows very well the actual rotor position even when 

the speed reference or load disturbance change quickly. As the magnetization curve 

 is considered, only the stator resistance error influences to some extent the 

active flux angle (rotor angle) position estimation. 

( )d dψ i

 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 
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(h) 

Fig. 5.11.  Start up at 6000 rpm followed by a step torque load (of 26% rated torque) at 

s, using the proposed sensorless control strategy 1; from top to bottom: (a). 

estimated speed; (b). error between encoder and estimated speed; (c). error between actual 

and estimated angle rotor position; (d). ; (e). 

4t 

 blue ,  IdIdFW Iq  currents; (f). phase 

voltages; (g). reference and estimated torque; (h). estimated stator flux 

 

 high speed operation: start up at 12000 rpm followed by a step 

torque load of 0.65 Nm (10% rated torque ) at t=15 s using the 

proposed sensorless control strategy 1 (Fig. 5.12) 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 5.12.  Start up at 12000 rpm followed by a step torque load of 0.65 Nm (around 10% 

rated torque ) at t=15 s, using the proposed sensorless control strategy 1; from top to 

bottom: (a). estimated speed; (b).  blue ,  Id Iq  currents; (c). phase voltages; (d). reference 

and estimated torque 

This digital simulation test was performed with the intended purpose to 

demonstrate that the machine is capable to run at very high speeds, reaching a 

speed equal eight times the machine base speed (Fig. 5.12a). 

It can be seen that below base speed the torque is maintained at its 

maximum value and above base speed it decreases with speed (Fig. 5.12d). 

At the speed of 12000 rpm, the maximum value for the load torque is 0.65 

Nm. Even before loading, the voltage is almost at its maximum available value from 

the inverter (Fig. 5.12c). 

All these digital simulations results at low, medium and high speeds show 

that the PM-RSM is capable of a wide speed range motion via „active flux” using the 

proposed control strategy 1 and, in the same time, developing the maximum 

available torque, for an optimal current pair ( , ) below base speed, but also in 

flux weakening region (above base speed) where voltage limitations impose 

constraints. 

di qi

The proportional and integral gains for the PI controllers used in digital 

simulation are given in TABLE 5.1 (see Appendix). 
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5.7.2. Digital Simulations Results Using the Proposed Control 

Strategy 2 

In order to also validate the sensorless control strategy 2 and to make a 

comparison between the two strategies, the same digital simulation test, at medium 

speed of 6000 rpm and 48 Vdc has to be performed. 

Fig. 5.13 illustrating the start up to 6000 rpm transients with step load 

perturbation at t=6 s shows that smooth control of speed and torque can be 

achieved in the field-weakening region. 

The motor operates with constant torque below base speed and then it 

decreases with speed (Fig. 5.13d). 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(d) 

(e) 

Fig. 5.13.  Start up at 6000 rpm followed by a step torque load (of 26% rated torque) at 

s, using the proposed sensorless control strategy 2; from top to bottom: (a). 

estimated speed; (b).  currents; (c). phase voltages; (d). reference and 

estimated torque; (e). estimated stator flux 

6t 

 blue ,  Id Iq

Comparing these digital simulation results with the ones obtained using the 

control strategy 1, some conclusions can be traced: 

 with both control strategies the optimum torque/current relationship 

to reduce losses is performed below base speed, but also in flux 

weakening region (above base speed) 

 same torque is developed with both control strategies 

 the speed response is faster using the proposed control strategy 1 

than using the proposed control strategy 2 (2.5 s, respectively 3.5 s) 

 using the proposed control strategy 2, the curves are smoother than 

using the proposed control strategy 1 

It is believed that the above „disadvantage” could be changed by improving 

the simpler control strategy 2 (choosing the best gains for the PI controllers). 

In conclusion, both proposed control strategies well suite for the wide speed 

range motion-sensorless control of PM-RSM, the two being equivalent. But, taking 

account of the off-line computational effort and of the fact that for the control 
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*strategy 1 the  curve must be precalculated using the Finite Element 

Method (FEM), the control strategy 2 represents the simplest method to be 

implemented.  

*
_ ( )d opt ei T

Thus, the proposed control strategy 2 was chosen to perform the 

experimental work. 

In the previous paragragh, through digital simulations, it was demonstrated 

that the machine can run up to a very high speed of 12000 rpm, representing eight 

times the machine base speed. In practice, due to mechanical considerations, this 

could not be possible and we were forced to limit the speed at 3000rpm. 

This is the reason why, experiments with the machine being supplied by a 

single battery (Vdc) instead of four batteries are performed. Thus, if the machine 

can be driven at 3000 rpm using one battery, for four batteries the speed can be 

extrapoleted at 12000 rpm. 

In order for the experimental work, which will be presented in the next 

paragraph, to be validated also through digital simulation results, the following tests 

will be presented: 

 

 start up at 1000 rpm followed by a step torque load (of 30% rated 

torque) at s using the proposed sensorless control strategy 

2 (

2t 

Fig. 5.14) 

 

As it can be seen, above base speed (which in the case of using only one 

battery is 375 rpm) the proposed sensorless control strategy 2 reduces the 

developed torque proportionally with speed (Fig. 5.14d). 

The  and  responses (Fig. 5.14dI qI b) decrease with the increase of speed 

until the motor speed reaches the speed command of 1000 rpm (Fig. 5.14a). 

This field-weakening control mode persists until 0.5 s, then the motor speed 

reaches the steady state speed of 1000 rpm and the resulting control becomes the 

maximum torque per ampere control. 

Also, the stator flux at no load is maintained at its lower value, which is 

almost equal with the permanent magnet flux value (Fig. 5.14e). 

Corresponding to this speed of 1000 rpm, the developed torque reaches a 

maximum value of 2 Nm (Fig. 5.14d). 
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During loading operation, the voltage attains the maximum available value 

provided by the inverter (Fig. 5.14c). 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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(e) 

Fig. 5.14.  Start up at 1000 rpm followed by a step torque load (of 30% rated torque) at 

s, using the proposed sensorless control strategy 2; from top to bottom: (a). 

estimated speed; (b).  currents; (c). phase voltages; (d). reference and 

estimated torque; (e). estimated stator flux 

2t 

 blue ,  Id Iq

 

 start up at 3000 rpm followed by a step torque load of 0.65 Nm 

(10% rated torque) at 7t  s using the proposed sensorless 

control strategy 2 (Fig. 5.15) 

 

Almost the same conclusion can be traced here again, with the mention that 

at this speed of 3000 rpm, the maximum value for the developed torque is only of 

0.65 Nm (almost 10% rated torque) 

The proportional and integral gains for the PI controllers used in the digital 

simulation are given in TABLE 5.2 (see Appendix). 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Fig. 5.15.  Start up at 3000 rpm followed by a step torque load of 0.65 Nm (10% rated torque) 

at s, using the proposed sensorless control strategy 2; from top to bottom: (a). 

estimated speed; (b).  currents; (c). phase voltages; (d). reference and 

estimated torque; (e). estimated stator flux 

7t 

 blue ,  Id Iq
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5.8.1.

5.8. Experimental Work 

The claim of this chapter is in essence a novel sensorless control, which is 

capable to develop maximum available motor toque for an optimal current pair 

below base speed, but also in above base speed. So, the experimental work is 

focused on the results obtained after the system implementation. 

Since the sensorless vector control sytem has been developed, it is also here 

introduced. Finally, the results obtained using both control system are compared. 

Thus, the experimental work can be divided in two major parts:a set of 

experiments using the sensorless vector control system proposed in Fig. 5.2 and 

another set using the sensorless control strategy 2 proposed in Fig. 5.8. 

All experiments have been carried aut on the Experimental setup 2 

presented in Chapter 6. 

 Experimental Results with PM-RSM Using the Vector Control 

System 

5.8.1.1. Stator observers performance at low speed 

First, experiments at low speed using the vector control with encoder to 

calibrate and assess the state observers (active flux, rotor position and speed) were 

performed. 

Two experiments results will be next presented: 

 2 rpm speed reversal using vector control system with 

encoder (Fig. 5.16) 

 

Rather good correlation between estimated and encoder speed are obtained. 

As it can be seen, the stator currents (Fig. 5.16f) and the active flux 

components (Fig. 5.16e) are quite smooth. 

It can be easily seen that the two (actual and estimated) angle rotor 

positions are overlapped – this proves the validity of the active flux concept (Fig. 

5.16c). 
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The position error is very small (below 0.1 rad). 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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(e) 

(f) 

Fig. 5.16.   2 rpm speed reversal using vector control system with encoder; from top to 

bottom: (a). encoder speed; (b). estimated speed; (c). angle rotor position (actual and 

estimated (blue)); (d). error between actual and estimated angle rotor position ; (e). phase 

currents 

 

 10 rpm steady state speed using vector control system with 

encoder (Fig. 5.17) 

 

The speed error is between 2rpm in Fig. 5.17b. 

It has to be noted that the position accuracy is very good in spite of current 

pulsations in phase currents. 

As it was expected, the error between the encoder rotor position angle and 

the estimated one is smaller as the speed increasing (Fig. 5.16d and Fig. 5.17d). 

So, once the observers are calibrated, the next step is the implementation of 

the position and speed estimator based on active flux observer in the sensorless 

vector control system. 

It has to be said that these results were obtained by implementing the 

compensation methods of voltage drops on inverter power devices and of inverter 

dead time, presented in Chapter 3. In the obtained experimental results, which will 
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be presented from now on, without using the motion sensor, these compensations 

played a very important role. 

 

(a)

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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(e) 

(f) 

Fig. 5.17.  10 rpm steady state speed using the vector control system with encoder; from 

top to bottom: (a). encoder speed; (b). estimated speed; (c). angle rotor position (actual and 

estimated (blue)); (d). error between actual and estimated angle rotor position ; (e). phase 

currents 

5.8.1.2. Experimental Results with PM-RSM Using the Sensorless Vector 

Control System 

The flux weakening operation is very effective to attain high speed rotation 

of a PM-RSM.  

Here, the intended purpose is to demonstrate that the vector control (Fig. 

5.2) with  current kept constant at the maximum value of 22 A is itself capable of 

flux weakening operation and thus, to operate in a wide speed range. This 

afirmation is sustained by effective experimental results, which will be next 

presented. 

*
qi

To have a support for a comparison between sensorless vector control 

system and sensorless control strategy 2, the experiments were performed at the 

same speeds and almost in the same conditions. 

First, the sensorless operation at low speeds using the vector control system 

is tried to be proven. The lowest speed achieved was 30 rpm (Fig. 5.18). 
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No loading could be performed at low speeds because the load was an 

induction machine driven sensorless (in torque control mode) by a bidirectional 

inverter and in generally it ws very difficult to control an induction machine 

sensorless with torque reference. 

As it can be seen, the encoder speed waveform has large oscillations (Fig. 

5.18a). The estimated speed (Fig. 5.18b) is smoother than the encoder one, but this 

is due to the large time constant of the estimated speed filter. Actual speed is not 

filtered.  

These are due to the partial compensation of the inverter nonliniarities which 

is also the reason for the quite large error between actual and estimated angle rotor 

position (Fig. 5.18d). We assume that, taking into account that the low speed 

operations are critical, this errors are in acceptable limits. 

Also, the phase currents waveforms are reasonable (Fig. 5.18e). 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Fig. 5.18.  30 rpm steady state speed using the sensorless vector control system; from 

top to bottom: (a). encoder speed; (b). estimated speed; (c). angle rotor position (actual and 

estimated (blue)); (d). error between actual and estimated angle rotor position ; (e). phase 

currents 

 

Next experiment presents 50 rpm speed reversal and back to 50 rpm 

using the sensorless vector control system (


Fig. 5.19). 

As it can be observed in the estimated speed waveform (Fig. 5.19a), with 

the exception of a single spike during start up, the dynamics are very good (less 

than 0.25 s) during speed reversal. As in the previous case, here again the encoder 

speed is not as good as the estimated is. In Fig. 5.19b the error between encoder 

and estimated speed is 120 pm during speed reversal. 
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In this case, the position error (Fig. 5.19c) is better than in the 30 rpm case 

(0.1 rad for 50 rpm and 0.25 rad for -50 rpm during steady state). 

As it was mentioned before, for mechanical reasons, the machine speed 

should not exceed 3000 rpm. In order to extend the speed range to the machine 

maximum capability of 12000 rpm (as it was demonstrated by digital simulations), 

in the experiments only one battery was used for the machine supply. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(d) 

(e) 

Fig. 5.19.  50 rpm speed reversal using the the sensorless vector control system; from 

top to bottom: (a). encoder speed; (b). error between encoder and estimated speed; (c). 

angle rotor position (actual and estimated (blue)); (d). error between actual and estimated 

angle rotor position; (e). phase currents 



The intended purpose of the next performed experiments at 1000 rpm (Fig. 

5.20), respectively at 3000 rpm (Fig. 5.21), is to demonstrate the capability of PM-

RSM to obtain maximum torque at a certain speed in the flux weakening region 

using the sensorless vector control system. 

In the experiments the reference speeds were chosen to be above base 

speed, which in the case of using one battery it becomes 375 rpm. 

The first experiment was performed at 1000 rpm. It can be observed that 

the developed torque is the same as the load torque under steady state condition. 

Also, the maximum value of the load torque which corresponds to this speed is 

almost 2Nm, demonstrated by digital simulations and taking a look at Fig. 5.20e, 

this is in perfect agreement with the experimental results. 

The speed response is quite lent and with a large overshoot, but the purpose 

in here was not to obtain high machine dynamics. Also, the estimated speed has a 
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negative spike at startup, but this is favourable because the reference torque will be 

a bit higher Fig. 5.20a. 

However, the position error is very good, below 0.25 rad (Fig. 5.20). 

As it was prescribed, the current is kept constant, while the  current 

increases only during loading, when the necessary torque has to be developed (

dIqI

Fig. 

5.20d). 

This is also the case of the estimated stator flux, which at steady staty it is 

maintained at a low value (almost permenent magnet flux) and then, during loading 

it increases (Fig. 5.20f). 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Fig. 5.20.  Start up at 1000 rpm followed by a step torque load at 5 s using the sensorless 

vector control system; from top to bottom: (a). estimated speed; (b). error between 

encoder and estimated speed; (c). error between actual and estimated angle rotor position; 

(d). currents; (e). estimated torque; (f). estimated stator flux  (blue),  Id Iq

The second experiment (Fig. 5.21) proves that the PM-RSM is running at 

3000 rpm supplying the machine with only one battery which is equivalent with a 

speed of 12000 rpm using all four batteries, as it is demonstrated by digital 

simulations. 

However, in practice, using the vector control system the machine could not 

be loaded. This is in opposite with the case when using the sensorless control 

strategy 2, when at the machine could be considered a little bit loaded by 
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connecting the transmission belt between the PM-RSM and the load machine. In the 

last case a torque of 0.65 (around 10% rated torque) was developed. 

Fig. 5.21e shows the estimated torque of the motor. When the speed of the 

motor is less than base speed, the torque is more and gets reduced at speeds 

greater than the rated speed. 

The corresponding dq components of current are given in Fig. 5.21d. Since 

vector control is used the value of  is almost 22 A. qi

Also, since no load is performed, the estimated stator flux remains at the low 

value Fig. 5.21f. 

The conclusion is that using the sensorless vector control system the PM-

RSM is capable of flux weakening operation above base speed. 

The proportional and integral gains for the PI controllers were chosen by trial 

and error method and they are given in TABLE 5.3 (see Appendix). 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Fig. 5.21.  Start up at 3000 rpm using the sensorless vector control system; from top to 

bottom: (a). estimated speed; (b). error between encoder and estimated speed; (c). error 

between actual and estimated angle rotor position; (d).  (blue),  Id Iq currents; (e). estimated 

torque; (f). estimated stator flux 
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5.8.2. Experimental Results with PM-RSM Using the Proposed 

Control Strategy 2 

5.8.2.1. Experimental Results with PM-RSM as Motor Using the Proposed 

Control Strategy 2 

The digital simulations results presented at 1 rpm demonstrated that the 

proposed sensorless control system was able to handle full step torque load. As it 

was mentioned before, this is not possible in practice due to low performance of the 

bidirectional inverter at low speeds. 

However, the experiments were performed always using the transmission 

belt between the PM-RSM and the induction load machine. Thus, it can be said that 

the machine is a little bit loaded and as it colud be observed from practice, this load 

torque was about 0.65 Nm. 

So, the experimental results at the lowest achieved speed of 30 rpm, but 

without load will be next presented in Fig. 5.22. 

Both encoder and estimated speed have large oscillations of almost 10 rpm 

according to Fig. 5.22a and Fig. 5.22b. But, it can be observed that the estimated 

speed is better than the encoder one, due to filtering. 

As it is was also mentioned in the others chapters, the performance of the 

position and speed estimator degrades at low speed, being sensitive to the machine 

and observer parameters. 

Providing so small voltages Fig. 5.22f, it was mandatory for the proposed 

control system to compensate the voltage drops on the power devices. Even so, the 

estimated angle rotor position is not smooth, having some pulsations according to 

Fig. 5.22d and the position error in Fig. 5.22e is quite large (almost 0.6 rad). 

From Fig. 5.22e it can be observed that the currents are are not smooth and 

are bigger than they schould be due to the fact that the control system tries to 

counteract the position error. 

Comparing these results with the one obtained by using the sensorless 

vector control system previously presented, it can be concluded that in the last case 

the position error is lower, whereas with the former one the currents are smaller. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 
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(f) 

Fig. 5.22.  30 rpm steady state speed using the proposed sensorless control strategy 2; 

from top to bottom: (a). encoder speed; (b). estimated speed; (c). angle rotor position (actual 

and estimated (blue)); (d). error between actual and estimated angle rotor position ; (e). 

phase currents; (f). phase voltages 

 

In order to demonstrate that the proposed control system is capable of 

dynamics at low speed, the next presented experiment performes a speed reversal 

from 50 rpm to 50 rpm  Fig. 5.23. 

The speed reversal (the speed zero crossing point is critical) is one of the 

mandatory test to be made to demonstrate the efficacy of the sensorless control 

system. 

The result presented in Fig. 5.23 is considered to be good even if a large 

spike occurs when the speed crosses zero. One cause may be the interaction 

between the low pass filter with a large constant time applied to the estimated 

speed signal and the fast PI speed controller. 

Even during steady-state, the errors between the encoder and estimated 

speed are of 2-3 rpm (Fig. 5.23b), during speed reversal, an overshoot of 50 rpm 

and a large spike when crossing zero occur in the estimated speed (Fig. 5.23a). 

The error of the estimated position reaches a maximum of 0.33 rad. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Fig. 5.23.  50 rpm speed reversal using the proposed sensorless control strategy 2; 

from top to bottom: (a). encoder speed; (b). error between encoder and estimated speed; (c). 

angle rotor position (actual and estimated (blue)); (d). error between actual and estimated 

angle rotor position; (e). phase currents 
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Here again, comparing this experimental results with the ones obtained 

using the sensorless vector control system, fromthe results are obviously better in 

the last case. 

But again, we believe that the former ones could be improved. The 

important thing that we want to put in evidence here is that both control sysem are 

able to handle low speed operation. 

In order to demonstrate the capability of the PM-RSM to operate in the flux 

weakening meanwhile developing maximum torque for a certain speed using an 

optimal current pair, experimental results are given for two speeds of operation, 

both of them above base speed. 

Thus, within the third experiment, the performances of the proposed control 

system are evaluated for a speed of 1000 rpm. Using a single battery of 12 Vdc, this 

speed corresponds to a speed of 4000 rpm in the case of using all four batteries, 

which is above base speed. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.24. 

It can be observed that at start up negative polarity oscillations in the 

estimated speed waveform occur, but then it recovers and achieves the target 

speed in about 2.5 s (Fig. 5.24a).  

At 5.3 s the machine is step loaded with the maximum available torque 

value (approx. 30% of rated torque) corresponding to the speed of 1000 rpm (Fig. 

5.24f).  

The speed errors are larger during start up (almost 200 rpm) and during 

loading (50 rpm), while during steady state they are  20 rpm (Fig. 5.24b). 

Here, when operating at medium speed the position error is lower than when 

operating at low speed, due to the fact that now the control system is less sensitive 

to parameter mismatch and inverter nonliniarities. 

It can be also observed that during loading, the voltage attains the 

maximum available voltage provided by the inverter (Fig. 5.24e). 

Also it is obviously that the d- axis current  is the torque producing 

component for the PM-RSM (
dI

Fig. 5.24d). 

Fig. 5.24f shows the estimated torque of the motor. The starting torque is 

quite high and the steady state value of torque is reduced to 1.85 Nm at this speed. 

At this speed the motor is operating in the constant power region. 
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Also from Fig. 5.24g, it is seen that the estimated stator flux remains at the 

low value during steady state and during loading increases in order to produce the 

necessary torque. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

Fig. 5.24.  Start up at 1000 rpm followed by a step torque load at 5.3 s using the proposed 

sensorless control strategy 2; from top to bottom: (a). estimated speed; (b). error between 

encoder and estimated speed; (c). error between actual and estimated angle rotor position; 

(d). currents; (e). phase voltages; (f). estimated torque; (g). estimated stator 

flux 

 (blue),  Id Iq

The obtained results are better comparing with the ones obtained using the 

sensorless vector control system since here, almost the same torque (1.85 Nm 

compared with 2 Nm) is developed with a smaller total stator current. 

To show the operation in the extended speed region the speed command is 

changed from 0 to 3000 rpm, using a single battery of 12 Vdc.  

In the case of using all four batteries, this speed corresponds to a speed of 

12000 rpm, which is eight times base speed. 
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The machine behaves well as expected. 

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.25. 

The estimated angle rotor position converges fast to actual angle rotor 

position during starting (Fig. 5.25c) and the position error is smaller than in the 

above presented case (Fig. 5.24c). 

At 3000 rpm being supplied by a single battery and with the transmission 

belt between the PM-RSM and the load machine, the machine can not be loaded, the 

estimated toque being about 0.65 Nm in this case (Fig. 5.25g). This is accordance 

with the digital simulations results. 

Fig. 5.25In d both d and q axis currents are present. However the d axis 

current is very small since the torque gets very much reduced at higher speed, 

operating at constant power region. 

All these experimental results demonstrate that the transition between the 

constant torque region and the constant power region is quite fast and smooth at all 

conditions of operation. 

The proportional and integral gains for the PI controllers were chosen by trial 

and error method and they are given in  (see Appendix). TABLE 5.4

 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Fig. 5.25.  Start up at 3000 rpm using the proposed sensorless control strategy 2; from 

top to bottom: (a). estimated speed; (b). error between encoder and estimated speed; (c). 

error between actual and estimated angle rotor position; (d).  (blue),  Id Iq currents; (e). 

estimated torque; (f). estimated stator flux 
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5.8.2.2. Experimental Results with PM-RSM as Generator Using the 

Proposed Control Strategy 2 

The PM-RSM can operate in both modes: motoring or generating. In this 

paragraph, the purpose is to validate the PM-RSM as generator. 

Experimental results at 3000 rpm (Fig. 5.26a) were obtained by driving the 

PM-RSM torque controlled and the load machine speed controlled. The position used 

in the coordinate’s transformations is the estimated one from the active flux 

observer. 

The reference speed is set constant around 3000rpm by the bidirectional 

inverter, which drives the load machine. 

The command torque being negative and the speed positive the PM-RSM 

operates in generating mode. 

The control strategies in generating mode suppose to generate an active 

power on the batteries either by maintaining the  constant or  constant or 

using a more complex strategy which maintains the both  and  such that the 

battery could not to be demaged. 

dcV dcI

dcdcV I

In our case, the PM-RSM has been generated power on a single battery with 

a parallel variable load such that the generated voltage  does not exceed 14.4 V 

(
dcV

Fig. 5.26c). 

For our case, the maximum generated power was 280 W (Fig. 5.26d) for a 

maximum  value of 23.2 A (Fig. 5.26b). dcI

 

(a) 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Fig. 5.26.  Steady state at 3000 rpm in generating mode; from top to bottom: (a). encoder 

speed; (b). ; (c). V ; (d). active power Idc dc

5.9. Comparison between the Vector Control and the 

Proposed Control Strategy 2 

In this paragraph, comparisons between the performance of the vector 

control system and the proposed control strategy 2, both with encoder and in a wide 

speed range between 30 rpm and 3000 rpm are presented. 

It has to be noticed that semnificative loading operation (up to the maximum 

available torque) was not possible for speeds below 400 rpm due to the low 

performance of the bidirectional inverter driving the load machine at low speeds. 
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Here again, the experiments were performed at a voltage that is quarter the 

rated dc-link voltage of the inverter so as to obtain the eight times base speed and, 

thus, taking account of the mechanical limits of the PM-RSM. 

The experiments were performed under loading and no loading operation 

modes and their results are presented inFig. 5.27, respectively in Fig. 5.28. 

From Fig. 5.27d it can be seen that using both control systems, the machine 

can be loaded with almost the same torque value. 

Under loading operation mode, the differences in the stator flux and currents 

waveforms for both control systems are insignificant (Fig. 5.27a,b,c). 

In contrast, under no loading operation mode, large differences between the 

two control systems, over the entire speed range, occur. 

Thus, Fig. 5.28a shows that the machine operates with much larger stator 

flux using the proposed control strategy 2, even if the stator flux is obtained with 

total stator current lower than in the case of using the vector control system. 

This can be explained by the fact that the vector control system operating 

mode is to maintain the  current at a maximum value of 22 A, independently of 

the torque value. 
qI

During operation in the same conditions as for the vector control system, the 

proposed control strategy 2 provides an  current variable with speed and torque 

load (
qI

Fig. 5.28c). 

With both control systems, the  current (Fig. 5.27a, respectively dI Fig. 

5.28a) is directly connected with the load torque, but depends a lot of the  

current previously prescribed. This is the reason why, even with  maintained at a 

constant value of 22 A (in the vector control case) and with  having just a little 

variation around 2 A, the necessary torque is developed. 

qI

qI

dI

Both control systems perform well under loading operation mode. However, 

under no loading operation mode, significant differences between them occur. It is 

concluded that the proposed control strategy 2 performs better than the vector 

control system, providing in essence an optimal control characterized by the fact 

that the maximum torque is no longer achieved with maximum current. 
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(c) 

 

 

 

(d) 

 

Fig. 5.27.  Measurements using both vector control system and proposed control strategy 

2 for a wide speed range under loading operation; from top to bottom: (a). I  current; (b). 

total stator current ; (c). electromagnetic torque; (d). stator flux 

d

Is
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(c) 

 

 

 

(d) 

 

Fig. 5.28.  Measurements using both vector control system and proposed control strategy 

2 for a wide speed range under no loading operation; from top to bottom: (a). I  current; 

(b).  current; (c). total stator current ; (d). stator flux 

d

IsIq
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5.10. Final Conclusion 

Two methods for the motion sensorless control of PM-RSM in wide speed 

range are presented. 

The claim of the first control strategy is a new reference torque calculation 

and closed loop method that is capable to develop the maximum available torque, 

for an optimal current pair ( , ) below base speed, but also in flux weakening 

region (above base speed) where voltage limitations impose constraints. 
di qi

At low speed the voltage constraint does not effect the operation of the 

motor. But at higher speed (FW region) the voltage constraint becomes more 

effective. To avoid reaching the voltage constraint, the d-axis current should be 

controlled in such a way that it will weaken the magnetic flux. 

Using the proposed control strategy the motor exploits the maximum torque 

capability in the whole speed range, observing the voltage and current constraints, 

and good efficiency all over. 

The second control strategy is an alternative to the first control, but having 

the advantage to be much simpler and involving less computational off-line effort. 

The theoretical basis of both proposed control strategies has been described 

in detail and some analytical forms are also provided for reference. 

The effectiveness of the two proposed model-based sensorless control 

strategies is confirmed by digital simulations in a wide speed range down to 1 rpm 

and up to 12000 rpm, thus, up to a speed equal eight times machine base speed. 

The conclusion was that both of them perform the same. Thus, in the 

experiments the sensorless control strategy 2 has been performed, being much 

simpler. Its experimental results between 30 rpm and 3000 rpm validate the 

theoretical background. 

Also, a vector control system was developed and operation below and above 

rated speed has been studied using it. Then a comparasion between vector control 

system and the control strategy 2 confirmed the effectiveness of the second, 

especially under loading conditions. 

Note. The PM-RSM prototype has rather high magnetic saliency and four flux 

barriers per pole, which is known to make rotor position tracking more difficult for 

inset IPMSM. 
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5.11. Appendix 

TABLE 5.1 

 

Gains Used in Digital Simulation Employing the Proposed Wide Speed 

Range Control Strategy 1 

 

PI speed controller kp_w 1 

 ki_w 20 

PI torque controller kp_ T 1 

 ki_T 1000 

PI id controller kp_id 10 

 ki_id 400 

PI iq controller kp_ iq 10 

 ki_iq 100 

 

 

TABLE 5.2 

 

Gains Used in Digital Simulation Employing the Proposed Wide Speed 

Range Control Strategy 2 

 

PI speed controller kp_w 0.3 

 ki_w 10 

PI id controller kp_id 10 

 ki_id 400 

PI iq controller kp_ iq 10 

 ki_iq 100 
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TABLE 5.3 

 

Gains Used in Experimental Work Employing the Vector Control 

System 

 

PI speed controller kp_w 0.05 

 ki_w 10 

PI id controller kp_id 10 

 ki_id 400 

PI iq controller kp_ iq 10 

 ki_iq 100 

 

 

TABLE 5.4 

 

Gains Used in Experimental Work Employing the Proposed Wide 

Speed Range Control Strategy 2 

 

PI speed controller kp_w 0.03 

 ki_w 1 

PI id controller kp_id 1 

 ki_id 10 

PI iq controller kp_ iq 1 

 ki_iq 100 
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Magnetic saturation curve identification 

 

In practice, a memorized look-up table with linear interpolation between 

points was used. 

The identification procedure of the  magnetic saturation curve during 

self-commissioning is described in what follows: 

( )d dL i

1) The machine operates in speed closed-loop at (constant) high speed. The 

measured variables are: ( , )
s
s α βi i i  and . erθ

Fig. 5.92) Eliminating the current flux model from the state observer ( ), the 

stator flux 
s
sψ  estimation is provided only by the voltage flux model with PI 

compensator. Then, the stator flux components ( ,  and the stator current 

components  in rotor coordinates are calculated: 

)sd sqψ ψ

( , )d qi i

  and   ( , )
s sjθer jθer

sd q d q α βsψ jψ ψ e i ji i i i e      (5.13)  

3) Finally, the magnetic saturation curve , used in current flux model, 

is computed as illustrated in 

( )d dL i

Fig. 5.29, which, if it is not used, wrong results and 

conclusions are traced. 

Note that at high speed, the flux weakening is inherent and the magnetic 

saturation curve  degenerates into straight lines with =const. and thus, 

the  observer errors are less important. 

( )d dL i dL

er̂
 

 

Fig. 5.29.  The magnetic saturation curve 
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*In Fig. 5.30, the , obtained by Finite Element Method (FEM), based 

on maximum torque/current criterion is presented. 
_

* ( )
d opt ei T

 

 

Fig. 5.30.  The curve (A/Nm) 
_

* ( )
d opt

i Te
*
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Chapter 6

Experimental Platforms and Software

Implementation

Abstract
Equation Chapter 6 Section 1

This chapter presents an extended description of the laboratory setup s used

for experiments in chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5.

One of the two platforms was realized in the Dspace Lab, Institute of Energy

Technology, Aalborg, Denmark. The other one was realized in the Intelligent Motio n

Control Lab, Faculty of E lectrical Engineering, Timişoara, Romania.

Their intended purpose was to prove and gain new information about the

control of the synchronous machine, as the main part of the thesis.

In this chapter the two platforms will be separ ately presented.

Each experimental setup mainly consists in the test machine and the load

drive. Besides those main components, there are also the measuring circuits (of the

phase currents, of the dc voltage link and of the machine speed and rotor position )

and the control system software.

This chapter discusses the experimental setup s as well as the

implementation of various experimental tests, which were performed in order to

validate the proposed sensorless control schemes under various conditions .

6.1. Experimental Setup 1

First of all the experimental setup realized in the Dspace Lab, Institute of

Energy Technology, Aalborg, Denmark  will be presented. Making use of it, the

proposed sensorless control schemes from chapter 2, 3 and 4  will be validated.

Let now make a short presentation of this experimental setup  (Fig. 6.1). As

you can see in Fig. 6.1b a three-phase 2.2 kW IPMSM is directly coupled to the load

machine (Siemens PMSM), which is speed controlled b y a frequency inverter

(Siemens Simovert Masterdrive).
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a).

b).

Fig. 6.1.  The overview of the experimental setup 1  a). the control block scheme; b).the

control real implementation
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A three-phase IGBT inverter, supplied at a dc-link voltage of 540V, feeds the

IPMSM. The sampling frequency and PWM frequency are set to 10 kHz. The inverter

dead time is set to 2 s. Phase currents are measured using magnetic current

transducers. The actual rotor position and s peed are provided by an incremental

encoder with 2048 pulses per revolution, only for comparison.

It can be said that the whole experimental setup is divided in few

subsystems:

 test machine

 three phase inverter

 load control system

 phase current measurements

 dc voltage link measurements

 rotor speed measurements

 rotor position measurements

 dSpace 1103 platform

6.1.1. Test machine (IPMSM)

The main component in the setup is the interior permanent magnet

synchronous motor (IPMSM), manufactured by Yaskawa (see Fig. 6.1b).

TABLE 6.1

IPMSM SPECIFIATIONS

Rated power 2.2 kW

Rated speed 1750 rpm

Rated frequency 87.5 Hz

Rated torque 12 Nm

Rated phase to phase voltage 380 V (rms)

Rated phase current 4.1 A (rms)

Number of pole pairs (p1) 3

Stator resistance per phase (Rs) 3.3 

d-axis inductance (Ld) 41.6 mH
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q-axis inductance (Lqn) 57.1 mH

Permanent magnet flux (λPM) 0.483 Vs/rad

Total inertia (J) 10.1x10-3 kgm2

Viscous friction coefficient (B) 20x10-4 Nm s/rad

Windings connection star connection

6.1.2. Three phase inverter

The three phase inverter used for this experimental setup is a Danfoss U402 -

FC 302 type (Fig. 6.1b).

Control principle:

A frequency converter rectifies AC voltage from mains into DC voltage, after

which this DC voltage is converted into a n AC current with a variable amplitude and

frequency.

The motor is thus supplied with variable voltage and frequency, which

enables infinitely variable speed control.

Fig. 6.2.  Danfoss principle
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where:

1. Mains voltage: 3 x 200 - 240 V AC, 50 / 60 Hz

3 x 380 - 500 V AC, 50 / 60 Hz

3 x 525 - 600 V AC, 50 / 60 Hz.

2. Rectifier: A three-phase rectifier bridge that rectifies AC current into DC

current.

3. Intermediate circuit: DC voltage = 1.35 x mains voltage [V].

4. Intermediate circuit coils: Smooth the intermediate circuit current and

limit the load on mains and components (mains transformer, wires,

fuses and contactors).

5. Intermediate circuit capacitors: Smooth the intermediate circuit voltage.

6. Inverter: Converts DC voltage into variable AC voltage with a variable

frequency.

7. Motor voltage: Variable AC voltage, 0-100% of mains supply voltage.

Variable frequency: 0.5-132/0.5-1000 Hz.

8. Control card: This is where to find the computer that controls the

inverter which generates the pulse pattern by which the DC voltage is

converted into variable AC voltage with a variable frequency.

The original interface card and control panel were replaced with interface

and protection cards (IPC2 – see Fig. 6.3b), produced by IET, Aalborg University.

IPC2 is a PCB card with the same dime nsions and mounting layout as the

original FC 302 control card. It offers the possibility to be connected with an

external digital controller (Zdsp TMS 320F2812). The dead time for switches is

hardware implemented on IPC board and the user can choose betwe en 1.5-3µs.

The interface board is featured with two push -buttons: RESET (RST) and

MANUAL TRIP (TRIP) as they are labeled on the card. Any fault that might occur

need to be cleared out by pressing RST in order to release the gate signals. The

TRIP button forces a trip when pressed.

IPC2 card is connected through optical interface IPC2OPT I card with dSPACE

DS1103.
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a).

b).

Fig. 6.3. IPC2 interface card for Danfoss U402-FC 302 inverter: a). connected to dSpace

platform; b). by itself

6.1.3. Load control system: SIMOVERT MASTER DRIVE

The load machine is a SPMSM. It is from Siemens and the type is ROTEC

1FT6. This machine is fitted with an encoder in order to provide position and velocity
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information of the rotor. The rated speed and the rated torque of this machine are

3000 rpm and 14.7 Nm respectively.

It is driven by a commercial inverter operated in open loop torque control

mode (SIMOVERT MASTERDRIVE Fig. 6.4).

Fig. 6.4.  SIMOVERT MASTERDRIVE

The advantages of the SIMOVERT MASTERDRIVE inverter [1] are:

 can be expanded in a modular fashion: using operator control

panels, terminal expansion modules, braking modul es, input and

output filters

 high speed and torque accuracy

 excellent dynamic performance

 extremely smooth running characteristics at low speeds

 high overload capability

 high power density

 optimum price-performance ratio

 can be simply engineered using PATH, in a user-friendly fashion
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The AFE (Active Front End) rectifier/regenerative feedback units belonging to

the SIMOVERT MASTERDRIVES series are power electronics devices that are

available as cabinet, chassis and as compact units.

The compact units described below are available only in  the 400 V mains

voltage range.

The units can be operated on three-phase mains with or without an earthed

neutral point. The mains voltage range is: 3AC 380 V (- 20 %) to 460 V (+ 5 %)

The core component of the AFE rec tifier/regenerative feedback unit consists

of a voltage source converter with the CUSA control unit and it generates a

controlled DC voltage, the so-called DC link voltage, from a three -phase mains.

This DC link voltage is kept constant almost independentl y of the mains

voltage (also in the event of regenerative feedback). The prerequisite for this is that

the DC voltage setpoint is within the operating range defined below.

DC link voltage operating range:

 Minimum: 1.5 times the rms value of the applied mai ns voltage.

Explanation: the DC link voltage of the AFE inverter must at least be

greater than the peak rectified value of the applied mains voltage to

ensure that the power system is no longer controlled via the

freewheeling diodes of the IGBT switches.

 Maximum: for the 400 V mains voltage range: 740 Vdc

Operating principle:

On the three-phase end, a mains angle-oriented high-speed vector control is

subordinate to the DC link voltage control and impresses an almost sinusoidal

current on the network so as to minimize system perturbations with the aid of the

subsequently connected Clean Power filter.

The vector control also enables setting of the power factor cos phi, and thus

reactive power compensation, but the operating cu rrent requirement has priority.

The VSB module (Voltage Sensing Board), functions as the network angle

sensor, similarly to the principle of an encoder.

For safety reasons, an AFE rectifier/regenerative feedback unit must be

connected to the mains via a main contactor. For this reason, a n external 24 V

power supply is always needed to supply t he VSB module and the AFE unit.
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Fig. 6.5.  The basic circuit of SIMOVERT MASTERDRIVE

Configuration:

Both one and several inverters can be connected to the output. The

maximum connected power of the inverters may amount to 4 times the rated power

of the AFE inverter. The total active power drawn from the mains supply must not

continuously exceed the rated power of the AFE; the plant must be configured to

meet this requirement.

The AFE is suitable for coupling several inverters to a common DC busbar.

This allows energy to be transferred between motoring and generating drives, thus

providing a power-saving feature.

Line voltage dips can be bridged in volt age step-up operation without

altering the DC link voltage value. This can be achieved up to 65 % of rated line

voltage without additional components on condition that the power balance can be

maintained.
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Fig. 6.6.  Block diagram illustrating sections of the load control system

To bridge line voltage dips below 65 % of rated line voltage, the auxiliary

power supply must be supported by an external UPS or similar to prevent the

contactors from dropping out.

Operation and control options :

The unit can be controlled and operated via:

 the parameterization unit (PMU)

 an optional operator control panel (OP1S)

 the terminal strip

 a serial interface

In combination with automation systems, the AFE rectifier/regenerat ive

feedback unit is controlled via optional interfaces (e.g. PROFIBUS) and technology

boards (e.g. T100, T300).

Control of the rectifier/regenerative unit and the inverter is provided by

Siemens. In addition, those units are provided with software so that  the user can

programme them via parameters in order to adapt to a speci_c application. Key -

pads with displays are also included so that the user can programme them easily.
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The torque command, which is needed to control the torque of the load machine,

can be given to the inverter from the key -pad or using an analog voltage signal (0-

10 V).

In conclusion, the torque value is sent from DACch1 of Dspace 1103

interface via a galvanic separation unit ISO -SIMO (see Fig.7.19) to SIMOVERT drive.

Dspace

1103

TQ_REF

A

B

N

CUCM

Unit

+A
-A
+B
-B
+N
+N

SBM
Unit

VECON
CONTROL

from resolver

SIMOVERT
SCU

ISO-SIMO

Fig. 6.7.  The Simulink software Connections of SIMOVERT drive system to the DS1103

controller card

6.1.4. Acquisition system

6.1.4.1. Voltage and current sensors

The stator phase currents and the DC voltage link were acquired to fulfill the

control system requirements.

The three current sensors are LEM LA 55-P type.

The sensors must be tuned so that the transmitted data to the dSpace

platform to be accordingly to the actual data and to correspond in totality with the

control strategy requirements.
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Thus, an adequate signal conditioning  box is also included between the

current sensors and dSpace aquisition board such that at 10A measured current the

sensor output will be 10V, required for the  control system’s A/D channels.

For the DC voltage link measurement a box with a voltage transducer of LEM

LV 25-P type with appropriate signal conditioning such at 500 V measured voltage

the output of the sensor is 10 V, required for the control system’s A/D channels  is

also included.

6.1.4.2. Encoder

To prove the sensorless position estimation techniques, the PMSM motor was

equipped with an incremental encoder.

Among position sensors, incremental encoders are most widely used because

they are relatively cheap and accurate. The incremental encoders can provide

absolute position information through the use of so -called Z pulse which is

generated only once per revolution, and due to this reason it is practically

impossible to start the PMSM motor using this signal.

The chosen device is a RENCO encoder type RCM15, which has a resolution

of 2048 pulses per revolution and provides the real rotor position and speed . The

output is a usual A QUAD B (A+, A -, B+, B-, INDEX+, INDEX-) which can be directly

connected to the control system as it provides encoder interfaces  (see Fig. 6.8).

The features of this encoder are:

 2 data channels in quadrature

 once around index marker pulse.

 3 commutation channels optically & electrically isolated.

 RS-422 interface (data & comm.).

 self aligning, self centering, self gapping.

 frequency response to 300 KHz.

 differential index, commutation, and data channels.

 PC Board connector for easy installation.
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Fig. 6.8. Output configuration of the encoder
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6.1.5. dSpace DS1103 platform

The DS1103 PPC, based on the Texas Instruments TMS320F240 DSP fixed -

point processor, is especially designed for the control of electric drives.

Among other I/O capabilities, the DSP provides 3 -phase PWM generation

making the subsystem useful for drive applications.

It features both high computational capability and comprenhensive I/O

periphery, built for real-time control system with just one controller board ( Fig. 6.9).

Fig. 6.9.  DS1103 PPC Controller Board [2]

Used with Real-Time Interface (RTI), the controller board is fully

programmable from the Simulink® block diagram environment. The user can

configure all I/O graphically by dragging RTI blocks from Matlab® libraries. This is a

quick and easy way to implement your control functions on the board and also

reduces the implementation time to minimum.

Among other I/O capabilities, the DSP provides three-phase PWM generation

making the subsystem useful  for drive applications.

Dspace 1103 platform has been used in all experiments  included in this

thesis.
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An overview of the functional units of Dspace 1103 is shown in Fig. 6.10.

Fig. 6.10. Block diagram of Dspace 1103 [4]

The experimenting software, called Control Desk, allows real -time

management of the running process by providing a virtual control panel with

instruments and scopes (see Fig. 6.11).

When the soft is ready and it has no errors, it can be compiled in dSpace

using the command BUILD. After the compilation, the soft is loaded in this interface

Control Desk (see Fig. 6.11). Now, this interface contains all system parameters and

allows their visualization, acquisition and changing.

A further subsystem, based on Siemens 80C164 micro -controller (MC), is

used for connection to a CAN bus.
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Fig. 6.11  dSpace Control Desk environment [3]

6.2. Experimental Setup 2

This experimental setup was realized in the Intelligent Motion Control Lab,

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Timisoara, Romania,  in order to validate the

proposed sensorless control schemes from chapter 5.

The setup is presented inFig. 6.12.
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a).

b).

Fig. 6.12.  The overview of the experimental setup 1 a). the control block schem e; b).the

control real implementation
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As it can be seen in Fig. 6.12b a three-phase 2.2 kW PM-RSM is coupled via

a transmission belt (n IM/nPM-RSM=1/2) with a three phase 5.5kW induction machine

(IM), which is DTC sensorless driven by an ABB ACS600 bidirectional converter.

A three-phase MOSFET inverter, supplied at a dc -link voltage of 48V, feeds

the PM-RSM.

6.2.1. Three phase inverter

The inverter is a 350A MOSFET inverter with 20 kHz switching frequency

manufactured by Sauer Danfoss, Denmark.

The inveter name-plate data are:

BPI          5435

INPUT      48 VDC -35% / -20%

OUTPUT   0…32 VAC   0   350A

6.2.2. Dc-Link Power supply

Four 55Ah BOSCH valve regulated lead -acid batteries connected in series

provide the DC link voltage power supply.

6.2.3. Test machine (PM-RSM)

The main component in the setup is a permanent magnet assisted

reluctance synchronous motor (PM -RSM) prototype manufactured at Electromotor

SA Timisoara (Fig. 6.12b).

It has a typical uniformly slotted stator with a three-phase ac winding, with a

rotor with multiple flux barriers filled partially with PMs to reduce q-axis armature

flux.
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TABLE 6.2

PM-RSM SPECIFIATIONS

Rated power 750 W

Rated speed 1500 rpm

Rated frequency 50 Hz

Rated torque 6.3 Nm

Rated phase to phase voltage 22 V (rms)

Rated phase current 50 A (rms)

Number of pole pairs (p1) 2

Stator resistance per phase (Rs) 0.037 

Stator resistance per phase

including wires resistance (Rs)

0.065 

d-axis inductance (Ld(id)) 2.5 mH

(saturated value)

q-axis inductance (Lq) 0.5 mH

Permanent magnet flux ( ψPM ) 0.011 Vs/rad

Total inertia (J) 1x16-3 kgm2

Viscous friction coefficient (B) 1x10-4 Nm s/rad

6.2.4. Load control system

The load for the PM-RSM is represented by an induction machine DTC

sensorless driven by an ABB ACS600 bidirectional converter.

The induction machine is coupled by a belt transmission with the PM -RSM

test machine.

The belt transmission and the f act that the load induction machine is

sensorless driven represents some kind of control system drawbacks. Thus, at low

speeds, the test machine is hard to be sensorless controlled even if all inverter

nonlinearities and and stator resistance variation are  compensated.

The ACS 600 introduces electric motors, drive train mechanisms and driven

machines to an extended operating range.
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The ACS 600 is controlled and programmed by usi ng the Control Panel

device (Fig. 6.13). The Panel can be attached directly to the door of the cabinet or it

can be mounted, for example, in a control desk [5].

Fig. 6.13.  Control Panel Device

6.2.5. Acquisition system

6.2.5.1. Current sensors

The stator phase currents (the third is calculated in the software taking into

account that the sum of them is zero) and the DC voltage link were acquired to fulfill

the control system requirements.

The 2 current sensors are PK 9508000 IP 66 type in the -300A…+300A. An

adequate signal conditioning box is also included between the current sensors and

dSpace aquisition board such that at 10A measured current the sensor output will

be 10V, required for the control system’s A/D channels.
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6.2.5.2. Encoder

In order to prove the sensorless position estimation techniques, the IPMSM

motor was equipped with an incremental encoder, Telemecanique XCC -1510PR50R,

5000 pulses per revolution (ppr) (see Fig. 6.14).

It provides the real rotor position and speed .

Fig. 6.14.  Encoder 3D model

Its output is an usual A QUAD B (A+, A-, B+, B-, INDEX+, INDEX-) which

can be directly connected to the control system as it provides encoder interfaces.

6.2.6. dSpace DS1103 platform

The DS1103 platform is identical with the one described in the paragraph

6.1.5.
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6.3. Matlab/Simulink Software

The control algorithms for both experimental setups were developed in

Simulink environment, compiled automatically using Microtec C compiler for

Motorola Power PC and Texas Instruments C compiler and built/downloaded

automatically using the dSpace system specialized MLIB/MTRACE mechanism.

The Simulink implementation is shown in Fig.28. The entire algorithm is

triggered by a general PWM interrupt at 10 KHz.

Fig. 6.15.  The Simulink software

The Matlab/Simulink software consists in:

 acquisition blocks

 software protection block

 machine control

 estimation algorithms
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6.3.1. Acquisition blocks

The stator currents are acquired on the nonmultiplexed A/D channels with

12-bit resolution, 800 ns sampling time.

Then the measured quantities are scaled taking into account the scaling

factors of the sensors.

The implementated current aquisition block is illustrated in Fig. 6.16. Also

the third current (for the experimental setup 2) is calculated from the other two

measured.

Fig. 6.16 Currents acquisition block

In the encoder interface (shown in Fig. 6.17) the position of the rotor and its

speed are computed knowing the encoder resolution (number of the pulses per one

revolution) and the system sampling time.
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Fig. 6.17 Incremental encoder interface

6.3.2. Software protection block to prevent any damage upon the

inverters

Two protections have been implemented: the overcurrent protection and the

overspeed protection.

The mask of the protection block is shown in Fig. 6.18.

In order to allow the proper command of the inverter it is necessary that the

three control signals (Overcurrent, START and PAUSE) must have the right values.

The block has as inputs the stator currents and the measured speed from

the encoder.

The outputs of the protection block are ENABLE and STOP signals for the

inverter.

The implementation is done as follows: the measured quantities are

compared with the threshold values and the negated output of the comparators

passed through an OR gate together with the ENABLE signal. Thus, the output is

inhibited by any of the measured values exceeding its threshold value.
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a).

b).

Fig. 6.18.  Protection block: a). its outputs; b). the overcurrent and overspeed

protection implementation
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6.3.3. Machine control and estimation algorithms

The machine is controlled by giving the right PWM command signals for the

inverter transistors.

Thus, the svmtmpl function automatically provides the duty cycles aD , bD

and cD - the ont  of the transistor - from the command voltages. Then, these duty

cycles are introduced in a dSpace special block (DS1103SL_DSP_PWM) which will

provide the PWM command signals fo r the upside transistors (see the upper side of

Fig. 6.19).

The inverter (in our case) is capable to automatically provide the PWM

command signals for the downside transistors, taking into account the imposed

dead time.

This function is a C S-Function. The inputs are the DC voltage, the

components α  and β  of the reference voltage vector and the measured phase

currents for dead-time compensation purposes.

The reference voltage vector is provided by the control block (in which

vector control or DTC could be implemented).

In order to realize a sensorless motion control of the interior permanent

magnet synchronous motor the rotor position and speed estimation have to be

available (as it can be seen in Fig. 6.19).
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Fig. 6.19 The machine control and estimation algorithms

6.4. Conclusion

The experimental test platform used during the tests of state observers and

sensorless controls of an interior permanent magnet synchronous machine system

was presented in this chapter.

All the hardware components of the system were presented, discussed and

analyzed. The software used for acquisition, inverter protection, control systems

(vector control, direct flux control) , flux observation and position-speed estimation

was also explained.

The way the software developed in Matlab Simulink and the interface Control

Desk Developer from the dSpace platform interact was also presented.
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Chapter 7  

Conclusion and contributions 
 

Due to its cost and reduced reliability, a rotor mounted angular position 

sensor is not desirable. In this situation a sensorless control is needed. 

Consequently, the thesis was dedicated to the new sensorless control 

strategies for synchronous machines and, based on the presented results, the main 

conclusion can be summarized as belows: 

7.1. Sensorless Techniques for PMSMs – State of the Art 

o Control techniques, which are being applied to make ac drives a rapidly 

growing area, have been reviewed, starting with scalar control. 

o Speed or position sensorless techniques are of increasing importance. 

Their features were discussed, splitting techniques into fundamental 

model-based and signal injection techniques. 

o Revising all these sensorless techniques with their advantages and 

disadvantages, a solution is proposed. 

7.2. Active Flux Concept for Unified AC Drives 

o A rather novel (or generalization) concept - active flux - along the d axis 

was introduced. It represents the torque-producing flux, which renders all 

salient-pole traveling-field (induction and synchronous) machines into 

nonsalient-pole machines with  q sL i  inductance along the q axis. 

o Active-flux orientation control is shown to be applicable to all ac machines 

by two generic schemes with a sizable common part. For SMs, the rotor 

position is equal to the active-flux angle. 

o Rotor position and speed estimations based on the active-flux observer are 

shown to be simpler than existing solutions and very similar for all ac 

machines, as magnetic saliency is no longer a key factor. 

o The active-flux concept allows for easy self-commissioning sequences. 
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o The active-flux concept applies both to vector control and to DTC with 

active flux and torque-closed loops. 

o The active-flux orientation was applied in digital simulations to a high-

saliency IPMSM with very promising results — from 1 rpm to 4000 rpm —

without signal injection. 

o Two stator flux observers were developed and compared. Both are based 

on the voltage and on the current models, but one is using them in parallel 

and one in series. The topologies and the results are also illustrated and 

discussed 

7.3. “Active Flux” Sensorless Vector Control of IPMSM 

o The stability of the proposed active flux observer is analyzed. 

o The compensation methods of all factors which can cause inaccurate active 

flux estimation are also discussed and some of them proven by digital 

simulations. 

o The current vector control strategy, using the proposed observer and 

without signal injection, was applied to the IPMSM sensorless drive in a 

speed range down to 2 rpm and up to 1000 rpm. 

7.4. “Active Flux” DTFC-SVM Sensorless Control of 

IPMSM 

o The novel state-observer for flux, rotor position and speed is developed 

based on the concept of active flux, particularized for motion-sensorless for 

IPMSM drive using DTFC-SVM. No signal injection is involved. 

o The IPMSM drive performs with good results in a wide speed range down 

to 2 rpm and up to 1400 rpm. 

o For making a comparison between theory and practice, digital simulations 

of the motion-sensorless control system are also presented. Both of them 

validate the active flux concept for motion sensorless DTFC-SVM for IPMSM 

drive. 
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7.5. Wide Speed Range Sensorless Control of PM-RSM 

via “Active Flux Model” 

o Two methods for the motion sensorless control of PM-RSM in wide speed 

range are presented. The theoretical basis of both proposed control 

strategies has been described in detail and some analytical forms are also 

provided for reference. 

o Using the proposed control strategy 1 the motor exploits the maximum 

torque capability in the whole speed range, observing the voltage and 

current constraints, and good efficiency all over. 

o The control strategy 2 is an alternative to the first control, but having the 

advantage to be more simple and involving less computational off-line 

effort. 

o The conclusion was that both of them perform the same in a wide speed 

range down to 1 rpm and up to 12000 rpm, thus, up to a speed equal 

eight times machine base speed.  

o The experimental results between 30 rpm and 3000 rpm validate the 

theoretical background. 

o Also, a vector control system was developed and operation below and 

above rated speed has been studied using it. Then a comparison between 

vector control system and the control strategy 2 confirmed the 

effectiveness of the second, especially under loading conditions. 

7.6. Original contributions 

The main contributions in the thesis, from the author point of view, can be 

summarized as below: 

 

o Presentation of the state of the art in the sensorless control methods for 

the synchronous machines with permanent magnets. 

o Introduction of the active flux concept for all ac drives by employing a 

unified state observer. 

o Analysis through digital simulations of two active flux observers (one using 

the current model connected in series with the voltage model and the 

other using it in parallel). 
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o Development and simulation in MATLAB/Simulink of a robust control - a 

vector control with space vector modulation (SVM) for synchronous 

machines with interior permanent magnets - using the active flux concept 

and without signal injection. 

o Implementation of the sensorless vector control for interior permanent 

magnets synchronous machines (IPMSM) – using a dSpace DS 1103 

system. 

o Development and simulation in MATLAB/Simulink of a direct torque and 

flux control (DTFC) with space vector modulation (SVM) for synchronous 

machines with interior permanent magnets – also based on the active flux 

concept and without signal injection. 

o Implementation of the sensorless DTFC-SVM for interior permanent 

magnets synchronous machines (IPMSM) – using a dSpace DS 1103 

system. 

o Both implemented control systems have results as: 

 Vector control with SVM for IPMSM is shown capable of 1000 rpm to 

2 rpm speed range half full loaded in motion-sensorless implementation 

without signal injection using the active flux for rotor position 

estimation. 

 DTFC with SVM for IPMSM is shown capable of 1400 rpm to 2 rpm 

speed range half full loaded in motion-sensorless implementation also, 

without signal injection and using the active flux for rotor position 

estimation. 

o Introduction and analysis of a compensation method for the magnetic 

saturation, which is then proven by digital simulation. 

o Introduction and analysis of a compensation method for the stator 

resistance variation, proven also by digital simulation. 

o Analysis of the stability of the active flux observer. 

o Implementation of a method which permits to identify the magnetic 

saturation curve for the Pm-RSM. 

o Development and simulation in MATLAB/Simulink of a novel torque 

referencing sensorless strategy (in thesis it is called control strategy 1), 

which includes a reference torque calculator that is capable to develop 

maximum available motor toque for an optimal current pair below base 

speed, but also in flux weakening region. 
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o Development and simulation in MATLAB/Simulink of a second sensorless 

control strategy (called control strategy 2) for a wide sped range, which is 

a simpler alternative to the previous strategy. 

o Implementation of the sensorless control strategy 2 for the PM-RSM, using 

a dSpace DS 1103 system with a Sauer Danfoss 12V, 350A inverter; 

extensive experimental results down to 30 rpm and up to 3000 rpm, 

focused on wide speed range sensorless operation for motoring and 

generating prove the effectiveness of the proposed solution; thus, a 

constant power speed range up to 8 has been proved with the machine 

supplied at 12 V. 

o Implementation of the sensorless vector control system for the PM-RSM 

with maintaining the *
qi  at 22 A in order to cancel the q-axis flux; here 

again, the experimental results down to 30 rpm and up to 3000 rpm 

confirm the PM-RSM flux weakening operation. 

o Realization, based on experimental results at various speeds from very low 

speed and up to 3000 rpm, of a comparison between the so called control 

strategy 2 and the vector control system. 

o Implementation of the compensation methods of voltage drops on inverter 

power devices and of inverter dead time; without them the experiments at 

low speed of 30 rpm and 50 rpm, without motion sensors, could not be 

obtained. 

7.7. Future work 

Even through several topics have been addressed in the thesis, there are still 

a few, which are interesting for future research. Some of those topics are 

summarized below: 

o Testing and analysis the effect of an incorrect measured rotor angle in the 

current model and presenting an error detection and compensation 

method. 

o Developing an estimation method for the initial angle of the rotor since, 

when starting a synchronous machine, the initial value of the stator flux 

linkage must be known. 

Further research is still needed to bring the reliable position sensorless speed 

range near zero speed. 
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